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STATE OF IDAHO 
Reed J. Taylor, 
Plaintiff-Appellant, 
v. 
AlA Services Corporation, et aI, 
Defendants-Respondents. 
CLERK'S RECORD ON APPEAL 
VOLUME XVI 
Appealed from the District Court of the 
Second Judicial District of the State of Idaho, 
in and for the County of Nez Perce 
The Honorable Jeff M. Brudie 
Supreme Court No. 36916-2009 
RODERICK C. BOND 
ATTORNEY FOR PLAINTIFF-APPELLANT 
GARY D. BABBITT 
ATTORNEY FOR DEFENDANT AlA CORP-RESPONDENTS 
1 
/ Ct? ..... 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE 
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 




AIASERVICES CORPORATION, an Idaho 
corporation; AIA INSURANCE, INC., an Idaho 
corporation; R. JOHN TAYLOR and CONNIE 
TAYLOR, individually and the community 
property comprised thereof, BRIAN FREEMAN, 
a single person; JOLEE DUCLOS, a single person 





CROP USA INSURANCE AGENCY, INC., 
an Idaho corporation; 
Defendant-Respondent-Cross Respondent, 
and 
401(k) PROFIT SHARING PLAN FOR THE 
AIA SERVICES CORPORATION, 
Intervenor-Cross Appellant-Cross 
Respondent. 
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AFFIDVIT OF RODERICK C. BOND 
IN SUPPORT OF DISQUALIFICATION 
AIA SERVICES CORPORATION 
By __ ~~~~~~ ____ __ 
Its 
----~~~~-------
==::~=========-- ..... ,,--~ .....  
EXHIBIT A-I 
TO 
AMENDED AND RESTATED STOCK PLEDGE AGREEMENT 
ASSIGNMENT SEPARATE FROM CERTIFICATE 
[UNIVERSE] 
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the undersigned hereby assigns and transfers to REED J. 
TAYLOR 999,995 shares of the common stock standing in the name of the undersigned on the 
books of The Universe Life Insurance Company and represented by Certificate(s) No.1 herewith, 
and hereby irrevocably constitutes and appoints the Secretary of The Universe Life Insurance 
Company as attorney to transfer that stock on the books of such corporation with full power of 
substitution in the premises. This assignment is made pursuant to the Amended and Restated Stock 
Pledge Agreement dated as of the date hereof and in connection with the Stock Redemption 
Agreement dated July 22,1995, between the undersigned and Reed J. Taylor, and may be used to 
transfer the above-described shares of stock after a Default as such is defined under said Amended 
and Restated Stock Pledge Agreement. 
DATED this 22nd day of July, 1995. 
AlA SERVICES CORPORATION 
BY~1l-
Its~ 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
:ss. 
County of Nez Perce ) 
On this __ day of , 1995, before me, appeared , known or 
identified to me to be the of , the corporation that executed 
the instrument and the person who executed the instrument on behalf of said corporation and 
acknowledged to me that such corporation executed the same. 
IN" WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the day 
and year in this certificate first above written. 
Notary Public for Idaho 
Residing at , Idaho 
My Commission Expires: __ _ 
AFFIDVIT OF RODERICK C. BOND 
IN SUPPORT OF DISQUALIFICATION 
EXHIBIT A-2 
TO 
AMENDED AND RESTATED STOCK PLEDGE AGREEMENT 
ASSIGNMENT SEPARATE FROM CERTIFICATE 
[FARMERS HEALTH ALLIANCE ADMINISTRATORS, INC.] 
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the undersigned hereby assigns and transfers to REED J. 
TAYLOR 1,000 shares of the common stock standing in the name of the undersigned on the books 
of Farmers Health Alliance Administrators, Inc. and represented by Certificate(s) No. 1 herewith, 
and hereby irrevocably constitutes and appoints the Secretary of Farmers Health Alliance 
Administrators, Inc. as attorney to transfer that stock on the books of such corporation with full 
power of substitution in the premises. This assignment is made pursuant to the Amended and 
Restated Stock Pledge Agreement dated as of the date hereof and in connection with the Stock 
Redemption Agreement dated July 22, 1995, between the undersigned and Reed J. Taylor, and may 
be used to transfer the above-described shares of stock after a Default as such is defined under said 
Amended and Restated Stock Pledge Agreement. 
DATED this 22nd day of July, 1995. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
:ss. 
County of Nez Perce ) 
On this __ day of , 1995, before me, appeared , known or 
identified to me to be the of , the corporation that executed 
the instrument and the person who executed the instrument on behalf of said corporation and 
acknowledged to me that such corporation executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the day 
and year in this certificate first above written. 
Notary Public for Idaho 
Residing at , Idaho 
My Commission Expires: 
AFFIDVIT OF RODERICK C. BOND 
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EXHIBIT A-3 
TO 
AMENDED AND RESTATED STOCK PLEDGE AGREEMENT 
ASSIGNMENT SEPARATE FROM CERTIFICATE 
[AIA INSURANCE,INC.] 
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the undersigned hereby assigns and transfers to REED l 
TAYLOR 6,219 shares of the common stock standing in the name of the undersigned on the books 
of AlA Insurance, Inc. and represented by Certificate(s) No. 10 and 11 herewith, and hereby 
irrevocably constitutes and appoints the Secretary of AIA Insurance, Inc. as attorney to transfer that 
stock on the books of such corporation with full power of substitution in the premises. This 
assignment is made pursuant to the Amended and Restated Stock Pledge Agreement dated as of the 
date hereof and in connection with the Stock Redemption Agreement dated July 22, 1995, between 
the undersigned and Reed J. Taylor, and may be used to transfer the above-described shares of stock 
after a Default as such is defined under said Amended and Restated Stock Pledge Agreement. 
DATED this 22nd day of July, 1995. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
:ss. 
County of Nez Perce ) 
On this __ day of , 1995, before me, appeared , known or 
identified to me to be the of , the corporation that executed 
the instrument and the person who executed the instrument on behalf of said corporation and 
acknowledged to me that such corporation executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the day 
and year in this certificate first above written. 
Notary Public for Idaho 
Residing at , Idaho 
My Commission Expires: 
07/121962:lIpm/s 
-·" .. ~'''1rt'"¥IDVITiW·R~feK C. BOND 
IN SUPPORT OF DISQUALIFICATION 
---
[q71 
=======---... .. ~-......... 
AMENDED AND RESTATED SECURITY AGREEMlLrn.- - - -
This Amended and Restated Security Agreement (the "Agreement") is entered into as of July 
1, 1996, by and among Reed J. Taylor ("Secured Party"), AlA Services Corporation, an Idaho 
corporation ("Company"), and AlA Insurance, Inc., an Idaho corporation ("AIAIn) (together with 
Company, the "Companies"). 
RECITALS 
A Company and Secured Party are parties to that certain Stock Redemption Agreement 
dated as July 22, 1995 (the "Redemption Agreement"), pursuant to which Company redeemed 
613,494 shares of its Common Stock held by Secured Party in exchange for, in part, a promissory 
note in the principal amount of $1,500,000 (the "Down Payment Note") and a promissory note in 
the principal amount of$6,OOO,OOO (the "$6M Note")' Company and Secured Party also entered into 
a Security Agreement (the "Security Agreement") and a stock Pledge Agreement (the "Stock Pledge 
Agreement"), each dated July 22, 1995, granting security interests in certain collateral to secure 
payment of the $6MNote. Company and Secured Party also entered into a Consulting Agreement 
(the "Consulting Agreement") and a Noncompetition Agreement (the "Noncompetition 
Agreement"), both dated July 22, 1995. 
B. Conament with the execution of this Agreement, Company and Secured Party have 
entered into that certain Stock Redemption Restructure Agreement (the "Restructure Agreement") 
pursuant to which the obligations and agreements referred to above have been restructured (the 
"Restructure"). 
C. As a part of the Restructure, Company and Secured Party have agreed to"amend and 
restate the Security Agreement to provide, among other things, for security for the Down Payment 
Note (as amended pursuant to the Restructure, the "Amended Down Payment Note") and for new 
8fTangements rdating to the location and disposition of Commission Collateral. 
D. As a part of the Restructure, Company and Secured Party have agreed to simplify and 
consolidate the Restructure default and remedy provisions into an Amended and Restated Stock 
Pledge Agreement ("Amended Stock Pledge Agreement"). 
E. Tills Agreement amends, restates, supersedes and replaces the Security Agreement 
E. Capitalized terms used herein but not herein defined have the meanings ascribed to 
them in the Restructure Agreement 
AGREEMENTS . 
NOW~ THEREFORE, for and in consideration of the foregoing premises, and for other 
good and valuable consideration.the sufficiency and receipt of which are hereby acknowledged, 
Secured Party and the Companies agree as follows: 
AFFIDVIT OF RODERICK C. BOND 
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1. Definitions 
As used in this Agreement: 
"Commission Collateral" means all commissions from the sale of insurance or related 
services received by or on behalf of, or payable to, any of the Company, AIAI or any of Company's 
other Subsidiaries, and any intf?rest thereon. 
f 
"Collateral Account" has the meaning given such term in Section 4 of this Agreement. 
"Secured ObligCltions" means the punctual payment and perfoffilance by Company of any 
and all monetary obligations, liabilities and amounts now or hereafter owing, due or not due, direct 
or indirect, liquidated or contingent, to Secured Party pursuant to the Attorney Fee Reimbursement 
Agreement, the Amended Down Payment Note and the $6M Note. 
"SubSidiary" of a person means (i) any corporation 50% or more of the outstanding voting 
securities having ordinary voting power of which shall at the time be owned or controUed,directly 
or indirectly, by such person or by one or more of its Subsidiaries or by such person and one or more 
ofits Subsidiaries, or (ii) any partnership, association, joint venture or similar business organizations .. '" _ .. . .... . 
500/0 or more of the ownership interests having ordinary voting power of which shall at the time be 
so owned or controlled. 
2. Security Interest 
As collateral security for the prompt and unconditional payment and performance of the 
Sea.rred Obligations, Companies hereby grant to Secured Party a security interest in all of their right, 
title and interest in and to the Commission Collateral . 
.. 
3. [Intentionally Omitted.] 
4. Collateral Account 
All Commission Collateral shall be received and held by Companies in trust for 
Secured·· Party, and shall be immediately, upon receipt, deposited in a special bank accou~t (the 
"Collateral Account"). Companies shall segregate any Commission Collateral from any of 
Companies' other funds or property, and will hold the Commission Collateral separate and apart 
from any other funds or property and upon an express trust for Secured Party until deposit thereof 
is made in the Collateral Account. On or before the effective date of this Agreement, AlAI, Secured 
Party and the depository institution at which the Collateral Account is maintained shall enter into 
an irrevocable lock-box agreement (the "Lockbox Agreement") in the form reqUired by the 
Restructure Agreement. Funds in the Collateral Account shall be disbursed in accordance with the 
terms of the Escrow Agreement. Companies may, subject to applicable notice provisions in the 
Escrow Agreement, change the Collateral Account or change the Collateral Account depository as 
long as the new account is subject to the tenns of the Escrow Agreement or a lockbox agreement 
wit~ .the new de.£ository contai~ng s~bstantially the same term.s as the Escrow Agreement. In 
addltlO~FKIID'~h~F~g:~~~-i&~ons to Mark Twam Kansas Bank (ffBank lt) which 
provide H¥a~13~6iPJhI1~ ~~Ifllitly effective instructions and procedures, transfer 217 S 
to the Collateral Account all Commission Collateral deposited into Account No. 8613004124 at such 
Bank. Further, Company,--AIAI, Creditor and Bank: shall enter into an agreement which provides. 
that (i) Bank shall immediately notity Creditor of its receipt of any (a) instruction by AlAl or 
Company to take any action which would interrupt or redirect the flow of Commission Collateral 
into Account No. 86513004124 from any other account at Bank or the transfer of Commission 
Collateral from such Account to the Collateral Account, or (b) request by AlA or Company to 
amend that certain Iockbox agreement (the "Centennial Lock Box Agreement") dated June I, 1995 
among AlAI, Universe, The C!=!ntennial Life Insurance Company ("Centennial") and Bank, or any 
notice or instruction delivered to Bank pursuant thereto, or (c) request by AIAI or Company to move 
existing bank accounts or establish new bank accounts under the Centennial Lock Box Agreement; 
and (Ii) Bank shall not implement any such implement any such instruction or request until the lapse 
of thirty (30) days from delivery of such notice by Bank to Creditor or Bank's earlier receipt of 
Creditor's written consent to such instruction or request. 
5. Defaults and Remedies. The circumstances constituting Defaults under this Agreement and 
the remedies therefor shall, for the purpose of the convenience of having all such provisions 
contained within a single document, be determined in accordance with the Amended Stock Pledge 
Agreement. Secured Party shall have no recourse to the Commission Collateral in the event of a 
non-monetary default under the Restructured Obligations; but nothing contained in this Agreement 
shall affect Secured ·Party's rights and remedies under the Amended Stock Pledge Agreement for 
monetary or non-monetary defaults. 
6. Revival of Security Interest 
To the extent. Company makes a payment to Secured Party, which payment is later 
invalidated, declared to be a fraudulent transfer or preference, set aside or required to be repaid 
under any bankruptcy law, other law or equitable principle, Secured Party's interest in the 
Commission Collateral shall be revived and continued as if the payment or proceeds had never been 
. :received by the Secured Party. 
7. Miscellaneous 
7. J Financing Statements, Etc. Companies will sign any financing statements and other 
filings with governmental offices or agencies, and other documents relating to the Commission 
Collateral that Secured Party may reasonably request. Secured Party is nevertheless authorized to 
file such documents without Companies' signatures' and Companies hereby grant to Secured Party 
a power of attorney to execute any such documents as Companies' attorney-in-fact. Such power of 
attorney is coupled with an interest and shall be irrevocable until Secured. Obligations have been 
fully and finally paid_ Companies will reimburse Secured Party upon demand for all expenses 
inrurred for the perfection and continuation of perfection of Secured Party's security interest in the 
Commission Collateral. 
7.2 Amendment This Agreement and the other Restructured Obligations entered into in 
connection with the Secured Obligations contain the complete and final expression of the entire 
agreement of the parties. No provision of .this Agreement may be amended, modified, waived or 
SUPPlel11e~ exce~t ~ a writiB~}i~ned by the party sought to be charged with the amendment, 
modifidih 1Ylt..e1 :g~Q~enhtioJ30ND 
IN WOK OF DlS~QUALIFICATION 217,-/ 
I 
7.3 Remedies Cumulative. All rights and remedies of Secured Party shall be cumulative 
and may be exercised at such times and in such order as Secured party detenrunes. The failure of 
Secured Party to insist upon or enforce strict performance of any provisions of this Agreement, or 
to exercise its rights or privileges hereunder or any of its rights as provided by statute or law or in 
equity or otherwise, shall not impair, prejudice or constitute a waiver of any such right, power, 
remedy or privilege or be construed as a waiver of any Default or as an acquiescence therein or 
preclude the exercise or enforc,ement thereof at a later time. No waiver by Secured Party of any 
Default shall be a waiver of any other Default. Nor shall any single or partial exercise of any such 
right, power, remedy or privilege preclude any other or further exercise thereof or the exercise of 
any other right, power, remedy or privilege. 
7.4 Effectiveness. This Agreement shall remain in full force and effect until the earlier 
of (i) the pledge of fair market value bonds for other Collateral in accordance with Section lO(a) of 
the Amended St~ck Pledge Agreement, (ii) the indefeasible performance or payment in full in cash 
ofall the Secured Obligations, or (iii) the termination oftrus Agreement in writing by Secured Party. 
7.5 Tennination; Fwther Assurances. This Agreement and the Escrow Agreement shall 
terminate and be of no further force or effect upon the earliest to occur of the events set forth in 
Section 7.4 hereof. . Secured-Party's security interest in.the Commission Collateral. shall thereupon _ ... 
cease; and Secured Party shall execute and deliver any and all additional papers, documents and 
other instruments (Including, without limitation, UCC termination statements), and shall do any and 
all acts and things reasonably necessary in connection With the performance of his obligations 
hereunder and to carry out the intent of the parties as expressed in this Agreement. 
7.6 Notices. Any notice under this Agreement shall be in writing and shall be given as 
provided in the Amended Stock Pledge Agreement. 
. 7.7 Governing Law. This Security Agreement shall be governed by, and construed in 
iccordance with the laws of the State ofIdaho. 
7.8 Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed in any number of counterparts and 
by each party on a separate counterpart, each of which when so executed and delivered shall be 
deemed an original and all of which taken together shall constitute but one and the same instrument. 
7.9 Restaiement of Security Agreement. The Security Agreement is hereby amended, 
restated, superseded and replaced in its entirety and shall hereafter have no force or effect. Ssecured 
Party hereby waives any and alI right to claim any breach of the Security Agreement or to exercise 
any remedy thereunder. 
AFFIDVIT OF RODERICK C. BOND 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties have duly executed and delivered this Agreement as 
of the date first written above. 
AlA SERVICY:S fO~00! 
By /lhh (~ 
Its: r~ 
COMPANY: 
AlA mSURAN~. . 
~;: ~cqr 
i' /~ '~R SECURED PARTY: 
AFFIDVIT OF RODERICK C. BOND 






1850 Skyline Tower 
10900 NE Fourth Street 
Bellevue, WA 98004-8341 
Ph: 425.462.4700 




Fax: 425.451 .0714 
www.prklaw.com 
December 12, 2006 
Mr. R. John Taylor 
AIA Services Corporation 
P.O. Box 538 
Lewiston,ID 83501 
Re: Notice of Default 
Dear Mr. Taylor: 
Via Facsimile And Regular Mail 
This fum represents Reed 1. Taylor ("Taylor"). Mr. Taylor has retained this firm to enforce his 
rights under the various agreements executed by AIA Services Corporation ("AIA Services") and 
its named subsidiaries, in connection with the redemption of Mr. Taylor's shares inAIA Services. 
All capitalized tenns not defined herein have the meaning set forth in the Stock Redemption 
Restructuring Agreement dated July 1, 1996 ("Restructuring Agreement"). 
AIA Services is, and has been for some time, in default under the Amended Stock Pledge 
Agreement, among other agreements. AIA Services is in default of Section 4.3 through 
Section 4.8, Section 4.10, Section 5(a), Section 7(a) through Section 7(d), among others 
provisions. 
In addition to the above, AIA Services is in default of the following: 
1. The $6M Note. 
AIA has filed to pay the amount due under the $6M Note, which, with accru~d interest, is now in 
excess of $7.7 million and seriously past due. 
2. Section 2.2 of the Stock Redemption Restructure Agreement. 
3. Section 4 of the Security Agreement. 
Pursuant to this letter, and Section 6 of the Amended Stock Pledge Agreement, all voting rights 
of the Pledge Collateral immediately vest with Mr. Taylor. Mr. Taylor intends to exercise all 
AFPIDVIT OF RODERICK C. BOND 
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Z'177 
EXHIBIT - to 
Mr. R. John Taylor 
December 12, 2006 
Page 2 
voting rights with respect to the Pledged Collateral, including, without limitation, election of a 
revised board of directors for each of the companies subject to the Pledge Collateral. 
Pursuant to this right, Mr. Taylor formally demands as follows: 
1. AlA Services call a special meeting of the shareholders for the purpose of electing a new 
board of directors. Mr. Taylor demands that the special shareholder meeting occur at corporate 
office located at 111 Main Street, Lewiston, Idaho at 10 a.ffi on December 26,2006. Mr. Taylor 
shall be attending along with counsel. Attached hereto is the notice as provided in I.e. § 30-1-
702. The purpose of the special meeting of shareholders will be to take action to elect a revised 
board of directors. Immediately after the meeting, the newly elected board shall conduct a 
meeting to elect revised officers of AIA Services. 
2. AIAI call a special meeting of the shareholders for the purpose of electing a new board of 
directors. Mr. Taylor demands that the special shareholder meeting occur at corporate office 
located at 111 Main Street, Lewiston, Idaho at I pm on December 26,2006. Mr. Taylor shall be 
attending along with counsel. Attached hereto is the notice as provided in I.e. § 30-1-702. The 
purpose of the speci~ meeting of shareholders will be to take action to elect a revised board of 
directors. Immediately after the meeting, the newly elected board shall conduct a meeting to elect 
revised officers of AIAI. 
In addition, as Mr. Taylor has the right pursuant to Section 4.10 of the Amended Stock Pledge 
Agreement to be on the board of directors on the above companies, Mr. Taylor also requests 
written notice of any board meetings. Mr. Taylor plans to attend any such board meeting. Notice 
of any board or shareholding meeting should be directed to Mr. Taylor at this firm. 
Lastly, until the special meeting(s) set forth above AIAI Services and AIAI are not authorized to 
pay dividends, make distnbutions, increase wages, pay bonuses, enter into material contracts or 
take any other actions outside the ordinary course, or the result of which may materially 
adversely impact the business without the written consent of Mr. Taylor. Any such actions are 
improper and shall be actionable to the participants. 
Please provide all further notices and correspondence to this firm at the address or fax number 
indicated above. 
The failure of Mr. Taylor to provide notice of any other breaches and/or any delay or failure to 
take action or proceed with any remedy shall not be construed as Mr. Taylor's waiver of such 
breaches, rights, or remedies. Mr. Taylor expressly reserves all rights and remedies. 
I would appreciate your prompt attention to this letter. If you have any questions regarding any 
of the above, please do not hesitate to call. 
A;&;E1DVIT OF RODERICK C. BOND 
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------------_._--_ .. 
Mr. R. John Taylor 
December 12, 2006 
Page 3 
Very truly yours, 
PMM:lal 
Enclosures: Notice of Special Shareholders Meeting (AIA Services) 
Notice of Special Shareholders Meeting (AIAI) 
cc: For Notice Purposes (via fax 208-344-8535) 
Eberle, Berlin, Kading, Turnbow & Mcklveen, Chartered 
Attn.: Richard A. Riley 
Reed Taylor 
Rob Bond (via email) 
AfsEIPVIT OF RODERICK C. BOND 
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CONSENT IN LIEU OF 
SPECIAL MEETING OF SHAREHOLDERS OF 
AIA INSURANCE, INC. 
The undersigned, being the exclusive person entitled to vote all of the outstanding shares 
pledged to him of AlA Insurance, Inc. (the "Corporation") pursuant to the right vested in the 
lUldersigned because of the various defaults under the Amended and Restated Stock Pledge Agreement 
dated July 1, 1996, the $6 Million Promissory Note dated August 1, 1995, the Amended and Restated 
Security Agreement dated July 1, 1996, and Stock Redemption Restructure Agreement dated July 1, 
1996, hereby consents to the following corporate actions without holding a formal Special Shareholder 
Meeting of the Corporation. 
Removal of Directors 
Effective immediately, the following individuals are unanimously removed from the Board of 
Directors of the Corporation: 
Election of Director 
R. John Taylor 
J oLee Duclos 
Bryan Freeman 
Effective immediately, the following individual is unanimously elected to the Board of 
Directors, to serve in that capacity until the next annual meeting of the Corporation or until removed or 
replaced pursuant to the provisions contained in the Bylaws of the Corporation: 
Reed 1. Taylor 
DATED: February 22,2007. 
AFFIDVIT OF RODERICK C. BOND 
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~~' ~d 1. Taylor - =--- Z 111t) 
EXHIBIT -1 
CONSENT IN LIEU OF 
MEETING OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF 
AlA INSURANCE, INC. 
The undersigned, being the sole member of the Board of Directors of AIA Insurance, Inc. (the 
"Corporation"), hereby consents to the following corporate actions without holding a formal Board 
Meeting of the Corporation. 
Removal of Officers 
It is resolved that, effective immediately, the following individuals are unanimously removed 





.2lection of Officers 




It is resolved that, effective immediately, the following individual is unanimously elected to the 
corporate offices set forth below to serve as such until the first annual meeting or the election and 
qualification of their successors: 




Reed 1. Taylor 
Reed J. Taylor 
Reed J. Taylor 
It is resolved that, effective immediately and in addition to being removed as an officer of the 
Corporation, R. John Taylor is terminated as an employee of the Corporation and all payments to him 
shall cease, including, without limitation, all payments to R. John Taylor for alleged lease payments on 
~ parking lot. R. John Taylor shall not be permitted in the Corporation's offices at 111 Main Street, 
AFFIDVIT OF RODERICK C. BOND 
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213/ 
Lewiston, Idaho for any reason. All ofR. John Taylor's personal property located at the Corporation's 
Jffices at 111 Main Street, Lewiston, Idaho shall be locked up in stored there until delivery can be 
arranged to R. John Taylor. No papers, files, documents, draft documents, electronic files, email or 
any other information shall be released to R. John Taylor until it is ascertained that it owned by him 
and not the property of the Corporation. 
Change of Locks 
It is resolved that a locksmith shall be hired to replace and/or change the locks on all doors at 
the Corporation's offices located at 111 Main Street, Lewiston, Idaho. The locksmith shall also 
attempt if possible to change/replace/install a separate lock on the door to R. John Taylor's personal 
office to secure his personal property until delivery of his personal property can be arranged. The 
locksmith may rely on these Resolutions as full and complete authority to enter the premises and 
change/replace/install the locks described above as the Corporation's offices located at 111 Main 
:eet, Lewiston, Idaho. Keys shall only be issued to personnel authorized in writing by the 
undersigned. 
Security Guard 
It is resolved that a security guard shall be posted outside the offices of the Corporation at times 
deemed appropriate by the undersigned. The security guard shall ensure that no unauthorized 
personnel enter the Corporation's offices, including, without limitation, R. John Taylor or any person 
acting on his behalf. All security guards may rely in this Consent as full authorization by the 
undersigned to comply with and/or enforce all of the Resolutions. 
Security System 
It is resolved that the code for the security system shall be changed to a code only known to the 
undersigned. The undersigned may provide the security code to other officer(s) or employee(s), but 
I upon written consent from the undersigned. 
AFFIDVIT OF RODERICK C. BOND 
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Authority to Bind Corporation 
It is resolved that the undersigned shall be the only authorized signatory authorized to act on 
behalf of the Corporation to transfer funds, sign checks andlor execute contracts. Effective 
immediately, R. John Taylor is removed as an authorized signatory to transact any business on behalf 
of the Corporation. R. John Taylor is removed and not authorized to act as an authorized signatory on 
any and all of the Corporation's bank accounts, credit card accounts, open accounts, and is stripped of 
all authority to act in any way on behalf of the Corporation. All banks and fmancial institutions may 
rely on these Resolutions to remove R. John Taylor from all accounts and add the undersigned as an 
authorized signatory. 
DATED: February 22, 2007. 
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RODERICK C. BOND 
NED A. CANNON, ISB No. 2331 
SMITH, CANNON & BOND PLLC 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
508 Eighth Street 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Telephone: (208) 743-9428 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
REED J. TAYLOR, a single person; 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
ALA SERVICES CORPORATION, an Idaho 
corporation; AlA INSURANCE, INC., an 
Idaho corporation; R. JOHN TAYLOR and 
CONNIE TAYLOR, individually and the 
community property comprised thereof; 
BRYAN FREEMAN, a single person; and 
JOLEE DUCLOS, a single person; 
Defendants. 
Case No.: CV -07-00208 
FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT 
Plaintiff Reed J. Taylor submits this Complaint against the defendants alleging as 
follows: 
1. PARTIES, JURISDICTION AND VENUE 
1.1 Plaintiff Reed J. Taylor ("Reed") is a single person and a resident of 
Lewiston, Nez Perce County, Idaho. 
III 
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1.2 Defendant AlA Services Corporation is an Idaho corporation with its 
principal place of business located in Lewiston, Nez Perce County, Idaho. 
1.3 Defendant AlA Insurance, Inc. ("AlA") is an Idaho corporation with its 
principal place of business is located in Lewiston, Nez Perce County, Idaho. AlA is a 
wholly owned subsidiary of AlA Services Corporation. 
1.4 Defendants R. John Taylor and Connie Taylor, were husband and wife 
during most of the relevant times (collectively "John") and are residents of Lewiston, 
Nez Perce County, Idaho. R. John Taylor and Connie Taylor were divorced through an 
Interlocutory Decree filed on December 16, 2005, under which only a portion of their 
community assets were divided and other property remains undivided. 
1.5 Defendant JoLee Duclos ("Duclos") is a single person residing In 
Clarkston, Washington. 
1.6 Defendants Bryan Freeman ("Freeman") is a single person residing in 
Lewiston, Nez Perce County, Idaho. 
I. 7 The District Court has jurisdiction over this matter under I.C. § 1-705. 
1.8 Venue is proper in the District Court of the Second Judicial District, Nez 
Perce County pursuant to I.e. § 5-404. 
II. FACTUAL BACKGROUND 
2.1 John is, and was at all relevant times, an officer and director of AlA 
Services Corporation and AlA. John is the majority shareholder in AlA Services 
Corporation. 
2.2 Duclos is, and was at all relevant times, an officer and director of AlA 
Services Corporation and AlA. Duclos is a shareholder in AlA Services Corporation. 
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2.3 Freeman is, and was at all relevant times, a director of ALA Services 
Corporation and AlA. Freeman is a shareholder in AlA Services Corporation. 
2.4 Reed was the founder and majority shareholder of AlA Services 
Corporation. In 1995, John desired to redeem Reed's 613,494 shares of common stock in 
AlA Services Corporation through a stock redemption agreement. Upon the closing of 
the transaction of AlA Services Corporation's redemption of Reed's shares, John became 
the majority shareholder in AlA Services Corporation. 
2.5 AlA, a subsidiary of AlA Services Corporation, is wholly owned by AlA 
Services Corporation and where virtually all of AlA Corporation's revenues are derived. 
2.6 On or about July 22, 1995, AlA Services Corporation and Reed entered 
into a Stock Redemption Agreement, Stock Pledge Agreement, and Security Agreement. 
Under the term of the Stock Redemption Agreement and related agreements, AlA 
Services Corporation agreed to timely pay Reed $1.5 Million in 90 days ("Down 
Payment Note") and $6 Million, plus accrued interest at the rate of 8Y4% per annum 
("Promissory Note"). 
2.7 The Promissory Note was executed by John on behalf of AlA Services 
Corporation on or about August 1, 1995. Under the terms of the Promissory Note, ALA 
Services Corporation was required to timely pay all accrued interest monthly to Reed and 
the principal amount of $6 Million was due and payable on or about August 1,2005. 
2.8 Under the terms of the Stock Redemption Agreement, AlA Services 
Corporation and AlA also agreed to contemporaneously execute a Security Agreement 
and Stock Pledge Agreement, among other agreements and documents. 
III 
2.9 In 1996, AlA Services Corporation, AlA and Reed agreed to modify the 
Stock Redemption Agreement and executed the Stock Redemption Restructure 
Agreement ("Restructure Agreement"). Contemporaneously with the execution of the 
Restructure Agreement, the parties executed an Amended and Restated Stock Pledge 
Agreement ("Amended Stock Pledge Agreement") and an Amended and Restated 
Security Agreement ("Amended Security Agreement"). The Down Payment Note 
remained unpaid at this time. 
2.10 Under the terms of the · Restructure Agreement, the terms of the 
Promissory Note (including principal amount and due date) remained unchanged and 
were not modified. Under the terms of the Amended Security Agreement, Reed received 
a security interest in all of AlA Services Corporation and AlA's commissions and AlA 
Services Corporation and AlA were required to have a lock box for all commissions for 
the benefit of Reed. 
2.11 Under the terms of the Amended Stock Pledge Agreement, AlA Services 
Corporation pledged all the outstanding shares in AlA to Reed as partial security for AlA 
Services Corporation's indebtedness to Reed under the agreements. The Amended Stock 
Pledge Agreement also provided that upon the occurrence of a default which was not 
timely cured, all of AlA Services Corporation's rights to vote the pledged shares in AlA 
terminated and became immediately vested in Reed. In addition to other means, the 
failure to timely pay Reed under the Promissory Note or Down Payment Note constituted 
a Default. 
2.12 Under the Amended Stock Pledge Agreement, Reed was required to be a 
member of the board of directors of AlA Services Corporation until Reed was paid in 
AFFIDVIT OF RODERICK C. ;aOND 
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full. In excess of six years, AlA Services Corporation and John have intentionally 
refused to appoint Reed to the Board as required. Despite Reed's demands and AlA 
Services Corporation's contractual obligations, AlA Services Corporation, John, Duclos 
andlor Freeman have refused to appoint Reed to the Board of Directors of AlA Services 
Corporation as required. Because Reed has not been on the Board as required, all actions 
taken by AlA Services Corporation's Board were not properly authorized and, therefore, 
not ratified by AlA Services Corporation; and such acts are the personal actions of John, 
Duclos and Freeman during their tenure on the Board of AlA Services Corporation. 
2.13 Under the Amended Stock Pledge Agreement, AlA Services Corporation 
agreed to not loan money to any affiliate other than a wholly owned subsidiary. AlA 
Services Corporation has loaned money to affiliates and other parties in violation of the 
Amended Stock Pledge Agreement, and such loans were made during times in which 
John, Duclos and Freeman were Board members. 
2.14 During all relevant times, Reed was the largest and only significant 
creditor of AlA Services Corporation. Because ALA Services Corporation has failed to 
timely and properly pay Reed as required during all relevant times, John, Duclos andlor 
Freeman owe Reed special obligations because of his status as AlA Services 
Corporation' s largest creditor. 
2.15 During all relevant times, the value of AlA Services Corporation was less 
than the aggregate amount of its debts. During all relevant times, AlA Services 
Corporation was in default of various provisions of the agreements with Reed, insolvent 
andlor unable to timely pay its debts to Reed. During all relevant times, AlA Services 
has failed to comply with the terms of the Promissory Note. 
2.] 6 Instead of paying Reed as required, AIA Services Corporation, AlA, 
and/or John utilized funds that Reed had a security interest in to make investments in, 
transfer assets to, or loan money to, or provide services on behalf of John and/or entities 
controlled or partially owned by John. 
2.17 On or about December 22,2006, Reed provided AlA Services Corporation 
written notice of default under various provisions of the Restructure Agreement, 
Amended Stock Pledge Agreement, and Amended Security Agreement and for the failure 
of AlA Services Corporation to pay amounts due under the Promissory Note as required. 
AlA Services Corporation and AlA have failed to cure the defaults. As of the date of this 
First Amended Complaint, the principal owed to Reed under the Promissory Note, plus 
accrued interest of over $2 Million, had not been paid in full as required. 
2.18 Despite Reed' s demands, AlA Services Corporation, AlA, John, Freeman, 
and/or Duclos have failed to comply with the terms of the Restructure Agreement, 
Amended Stock Pledge Agreement, and Amended Security Agreement. Under the 
Amended Stock Pledge Agreement, the right to vote all of AlA's shares terminated for 
AlA Services Corporation and became vested in Reed upon the occurrence of a default. 
ALA Services Corporation was in default long before Reed demanded to exercise his right 
to vote the shares to appoint a new board of directors for ALA. 
2.19 In December 2006, Reed timely provided notice of his demand for a 
special shareholder meeting of AlA for December 26, 2006. AlA Services Corporation, 
AlA and/or John refused to honor Reed's request by representing that AlA ' s offices were 
closed on December 26, 2006. On or about January 19, 2007, Reed hand delivered 
another demand for a special shareholder meeting for February 5, 2007, pursuant to his 
rights under the Amended Stock Pledge Agreement. Through a letter from Duclos, AlA 
refused Reed's request and denied that he had the right to call a meeting to vote the AlA 
shares. Despite Reed's demands, AlA refused to hold a special shareholder meeting. 
2.20 Despite Reed's demands, AlA Services Corporation and ALA remain in 
default under the terms of the Restructure Agreement, Amended Stock Pledge Agreement 
and Amended Security Agreement, among other obligations. 
2.21 In the weeks leading up to the filing of this action, Reed discovered that 
more than one transfer of assets occurred during the time in which AlA Services 
Corporation had failed to service its debt to Reed. In 2004, AlA paid $1,510,693 to 
purchase Series C Preferred Shares in AlA Services Corporation from an entity in which 
John was the single largest shareholder. This transaction transferred $1,510,693 of funds 
to the entity when such funds should have been tendered to Reed and/or a portion of 
which should have been tendered to the holder of the Series A Preferred Shares in AlA 
Services Corporation. This transfer also occurred at the same time that AlA Services 
Corporation's 40l(k) Plan (the "Plan") held over $750,000 in Preferred C Shares in AlA 
Services Corporation. No shares were purchased or redeemed from the Plan, even 
though John was the Co-Trustee of the Plan at the time of the transfer. 
2.22 Reed also discovered that John had purchased a parking lot and entered 
into a lease agreement with AlA Services andlor AlA to lease the parking lot from him 
for $1,250 per month. This transaction was also the transfer of funds to John, funds which 
should have been paid to Reed during a time in which AlA Services Corporation was 
unable to service its debt to Reed. There are other transfers and/or transactions which 
Reed will itemize and detail at trial. 
------------_ ..... __ ...... 
2.23 Based upon the above-referenced acts, transfers and transactions, Reed 
also believes that there are other transfers and/or occurred during times of ALA Services 
Corporation defaults and inability to pay of which Reed is not presently aware. 
2.24 John has used ALA Services Corporation and ALA as his personal source 
of funds andlor assets, including, without limitation, acts in which John has transferred 
assets to their name; taken advances that John never paid back; transferred assets andlor 
funds to other entities partially owned or controlled by John; entered into transactions 
which constitute a violation of ALA Services Corporation' s Articles of Formation; made 
transfers andlor entered into transactions which benefited John andlor the other 
defendants ; and provided services for entities partially owned by John andlor the other 
defendants . The above acts occurred when John, Duclos, and Freeman were directors 
andlor officers of ALA Services Corporation and AlA. All of the above acts occurred 
during times in which ALA Services Corporation was not current with payments to Reed . 
In. FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION-BREACHES OF CONTRACT 
3.1 Reed re-alleges and incorporates each and every allegation contained in 
other paragraphs necessary to support every claim under this cause of action. 
3.2 ALA Services Corporation andlor John's acts andlor omissions and failure 
to pay Reed the amounts owed constitute a breach of their obligations owed to Reed. 
AlA Services Corporation, ALA, andlor John's acts and/or omissions constitute the 
breach of obligations owed to Reed under the Promissory Note, Amended Stock Pledge 
Agreement, Restructure Agreement, Amended Security Agreement, and monies owed to 
Reed. 
III 
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3.3 As a result of AlA Services Corporation, AlA and/or John's acts and/or 
omissions which constitute numerous breaches of contractual obligations, Reed has 
suffered and is entitled to damages of $6 Million, plus accrued interest of over $2 
Million, in an exact amount to be determined at trial to be allocated between the 
defendants as the evidence and claims show at trial. In addition, Reed is entitled to an 
award of attorneys' fees and costs as under the Promissory Note, Amended Stock Pledge 
Agreement, I.e. § 12-120 and/or I.C. § 12-12l. 
IV. SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION-FRAUDULENT TRANSFERS 
4.1 Reed re-alleges and incorporates each and every allegation contained in 
other paragraphs necessary to support every claim under this cause of action. 
4.2 The defendants' actions constitute fraudulent transfers and/or conveyances 
under I.C. § 55-901 , et seq. and/or the common law doctrine of Fraudulent Conveyances. 
4.3 As a result of John, Duclos and/or Freeman's fraudulent transfers, John, 
Duclos and Freeman should be personally liable for all fraudulent transfers, plus accrued 
interest, in an amount to be proved at trial. All fraudulent transfers should be avoided 
and/or rescinded, and all assets placed in a constructive trust for the benefit of Reed. 
V. THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION-MISREPRESENTATIONSIFRAUD 
5.1 Reed re-alleges and incorporates each and every allegation contained in 
other paragraphs necessary to support every claim under this cause of action. 
5.2 John and/or the other defendants made statements of fact regarding his 
pay, transfer(s) , transaction(s), payment of debts to Reed; such statements of fact were 
false; such false statements were material; John and/or the other defendants knew or 
should have known the falsity of such statements; John and/or the other defendants 
I 
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intended to induce reliance; Reed was ignorant to the falsity of such statements; and Reed 
relied on such statements; Reed had a right to rely on such false statements. 
5.3 As a result of AlA Services Corporation, AIA, John, and/or the other 
defendants' acts and/or omissions, Reed was damaged as consequence or proximate 
result of such acts andlor omissions. 
VI. FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION-CONVERSION 
6.1 Reed re-alleges and incorporates each and every allegation contained in 
other paragraphs necessary to support every claim under this cause of action. 
6.2 John and the other defendants' conduct constitutes the willful interference 
with Reed's property and money which should have been paid to him, without lawful 
justification, which deprived Reed of the possession of such money andlor property. 
6.3 As a result of the defendants' acts andlor conduct, Reed has been severely 
damaged and is entitled to damages proven at trial. 
VII. FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION-ALTER EGO 
7.1 Reed re-alleges and incorporates each and every allegation contained in 
other paragraphs necessary to support every claim under this cause of action. 
7.2 Because of the fraudulent, wrongful andlor inappropriate acts andlor 
omissions of John andlor other directors and shareholders of AlA Services Corporation, 
the corporate veil of AlA Services Corporation should be pierced thereby holding John 
and certain directors and shareholders of AlA Services Corporation personally liable for 
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VIII. SIXTH CAUSE OF ACTION-EQUITABLE INDEMNIFICATION 
8.1 Reed re-alleges and incorporates each and every allegation contained in 
other paragraphs necessary to support every claim under this cause of action. 
8.2 Donna Taylor is the holder of Series A Preferred Shares in AlA Services 
Corporation, and such shares were issued to her as a result of a dissolution action 
between her and Reed. If not for ALA Services Corporation, AlA, John and/or the other 
defendants' fraudulent, wrongful and/or inappropriate acts, Donna Taylor's Series A 
Preferred Shares would have been redeemed by AlA Services Corporation and/or AlA. 
As of the date of this Complaint, over $500,000 must be paid to Donna Taylor to redeem 
her Series A Preferred Shares. 
8.3 Reed is entitled to be equitably indemnified by AlA Services Corporation, 
John and/or the other defendants for any sums owed to Donna Taylor because of AIA 
Services Corporation's failure to redeem her Series A Preferred Shares, plus accrued 
dividends. 
IX. SEVENTH CAUSE OF ACTION-ACCOUNT STATEDfMONIES DUE 
9.1 Reed re-alleges and incorporates each and every allegation contained in 
other paragraphs necessary to support every claim under this cause of action. 
9.2 In or about 2002 or 2003, John owed AlA Services Corporation and/or 
AlA at least $307,27l. In order to extinguish John's liabilities to ALA Services 
Corporation and/or AlA, John debited Reed's Promissory Note with a payment of at least 
$307,271 and credited John's indebtedness with a payment of at least $307,271. John did 
not obtain Reed's approval or consent to transfer funds between John's indebtedness and 
Reed's Promissory Note and Jolm has not tendered payment of these funds to Reed. This 
debt constitutes a personal loan from Reed to John. This account stated and/or debt 
remains unpaid, along with any others which may have occurred but which Reed IS 
unaware of at this time, the dates and exact amount of which will be proven at trial. 
9.3 Reed is entitled to the payment of all amounts owed by John as a result of 
all transfers between Reed ' s Promissory Note and John's indebtedness with AlA Services 
Corporation and/or AlA. Reed is also entitled to pre-judgment interest on all amounts 
owed to him by John for all such accounts stated debts from the date of such transfers 
until payment in full is made to Reed. 
9.4 As a direct and/or proximate result of John's acts and/or omissions, John 
is in breach of their obligations to pay Reed and Reed is entitled to damages. 
X. SEVENTH CAUSE OF ACTION-UNJUST ENRICHMENT 
10.1 Reed re-alleges and incorporates each and every allegation contained in 
other paragraphs necessary to support every claim under this cause of action. 
10.2 John and/or the other defendants have retained the benefit of their 
fraudulent, wrongful, improper and/or overreaching conduct and/or transfers . 
10.3 John and/or the other defendants would be unjustly enriched if allowed to 
retain the benefit of the assets, securities, loans, advances and/or other services received 
through AlA Services Corporation and/or AlA, all of which should have been paid to 
Reed. 
XI. EIGHTH CAUSE OF ACTION-CONSTRUCTIVE TRUST 
11 .1 Reed re-alleges and incorporates each and every allegation contained in 
other paragraphs necessary to support every claim under this cause of action. 
III 
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11.2 Reed has a valid security interest in AlA Services Corporation andlor 
AlA's commissions, among other security interest. AlA Services Corporation, AlA, 
andlor John fraudulently, wrongfully andlor improperly used funds, which should have 
been paid to Reed, for investments, personal use, inappropriate transactions, loans, and/or 
other wrongful andlor inappropriate purposes. 
11.3 AlA Services Corporation, AlA andlor John's acts and/or omISSIOns 
resulted in John's acquisition of money which should have been paid to Reed through 
their fraud, misrepresentation(s), bad faith, andlor overreaching activities, and John's 
retention of the money, investments, securities and property would be unjust. 
11.4 Reed requests the imposition of a constructive trust for his benefit to 
recover the proceeds of all such fraudulent, overreaching, wrongful andlor inappropriate 
acts and/or omissions. 
XII. NINTH CAUSE OF ACTION-DIRECTOR LIABILITY 
12.1 Reed re-alleges and incorporates each and every allegation contained in 
other paragraphs necessary to support every claim under this cause of action. 
12.2 John, Duclos and Freeman should be held personally liable for all 
fraudulent, wrongful, improper and/or overreaching transactions, transfers, loans, 
advances and/or conveyances. 
XIII. PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
Without waiving any claims, rights andlor remedies under any of the above-
referenced agreements, Reed respectfully requests the following relief: 
13.1 For a judgment against AlA Services Corporation for the principal of not 
less than $5,692,729 or more than $6,000,000, and accrued pre-judgment interest, the 
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exact amount to be proven at trial. 
13.2 For the avoidance of the transfer of assets from AlA Services Corporation 
andlor AlA to Jo1m, entities partially owned by John, andlor any other party who received 
such fraudulent transfers without paying value under I.e. § 55-916, et seq. andlor other 
applicable legal authority. 
13.3 For a judgment against John, jointly and severally, for all amounts owed 
by John, plus pre-judgment interest, in an amount to be proven at the time of trial. 
13.4 For judgment against John, Duclos, and Freeman, jointly and severally, for 
all funds, assets, services, property andlor any other benefit fraudulently transferred 
andlor fraudulently conveyed, and which such transferred may not be avoided, rescinded 
andlor paid to Reed. 
l3.5 For judgment against John, Duclos and Freeman, jointly and severally, for 
amounts owed to Reed in an amount to be proven at the time of trial because AlA 
Services Corporation and AlA are alter egos of John, Duclos and Freeman. 
13.6 For the imposition of a construction trust for the benefit of Reed on all 
funds, investments, loans, securities, property, transactions, and/or services which were 
fraudulently, wrongfully andlor improperly made for the benefit of AlA Services 
Corporation, AlA, the other defendants, John, andlor other parties or entities, which sums 
should have been paid to Reed. 
13.7 For an injunction against the defendants from transferring, encumbering or 
otherwise disposing of any improperly andlor fraudulently obtained andlor transferred 
assets under I.C. § 55-916, et seq. andlor other applicable legal authority. 
III 
13.8 For judgment and/or relief for all claims which conform to the evidence 
obtained through discovery. 
13. 9 For an award of Reed's attorneys' fees and costs as under the Promissory 
Note, Amended Stock Pledge Agreement, I.e. § 12-120 and/or I.C. § 12-121. 
13.10 For such other relief as Reed may request at or before trial and/or that the 
Court may find just, equitable, or warranted at or before trial. 
DATED this 5th day of February, 2007. 





IN SUPPORT OF DISQUALIFICATION 
Ned A. Cannon 




STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss . 
COlJNTY OF NEZ PERCE ) 
l, Reed J. Taylor, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and says: 
I am the plaintiff in the above-entitled action. I have read the contents of this First 
Amended Complaint, know the contents of this First Amended Complaint, and believe 
that the facts in this First Amended Complaint are true and accurate to the best of my 
knowledge and belief. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 5[h day of February, 2007. 
(:) Q.1YY\.fYY'--.Q, 5ryvj;h 
Notary Public for Idaho <8 
Residing at: (£uJ IstcTY) 
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JOINT MINUTES OF A SPECLA.L MEETING OF DIRECTORS 
OF 
AIA SERVICES CORPORATION andAIA INSURANCE, INC. 
April 30,2007, telephone conference call, One Lewis Clark Plaza, Lewiston, Idaho. 
I. Call to Order 
The special directors meeting of the Corporation was called to order by R. John 
Taylor. On the call were: John Taylor, Connie Taylor, Jim Beck and JoLee Duclos. 
II. Appointment of Directors 
John Taylor appointed Connie Taylor and James W. Beck to serve on the Boards of 
AIA Services Corporation and AlA Insurance? Inc. until the next annual meeting of 
the Boards of Directors. 
m. Joint Defense Agreement 
A jo int retainer agreement and a joint defense agreement proposed by the law finn of 
Hawley Troxell were reviewed and discussed. Jim Beck moved to accept both 
agreements. Connie Taylor seconded the motion. John Taylor abstained from the 
vote, while the other two directors voted affirmatively. Defendants will sign tolling 
agreements in conjunction with the joint defense agreement. 
IV. Current Agreements 
The Board determined that current agreements should be reviewed to see if they need 
to be modified/memorialized to reflect their current status. A bullet point list will be 
presented at the next meeting. 
V. Board Fees 
Payment of fees to the Board was discussed. Jim Beck moved and Connie Taylor 
seconded that the board members would be paid $5,000 and receive 5,000 shares,of 
stock in AlA Services Corporation for each quartet of service. 
m. Adjournment 
There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned. 
I, JoLee K. Duclos, Secretary ofAIA Insurance, Inc., certifY that this is a true and 
correct copy ofth,e minutes of the directors meeting of the Corporation duly held April3Q, 
2007. 
JoLee K. Duclos, Secretary 
AFFIDVIT OF RODERICK C. -BOND 
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February 2, 2007 
Board of Directors 
AlA Insurance, Inc. 
111 Main Street 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Dear Board of Directors: 
Reed J. Taylor 
7498 Lapwai Road 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
VIA HAND DELIVERY 
As you know, AlA Services Corporation and AlA Insurance, Inc . were in default of 
various agreements and for the failure to pay interest or principal due on my $6,000,000 
Promissory Note at the time of the last annual shareholder meeting. As a result, my right 
to vote all of AlA's outstanding shares was vested in me at the time of the last annual 
meeting, while AlA Services Corporation's right to vote the shares was tenninated (see 
Section 6 of the Amended Stock Pledge Agreement). Consequently, AlA' s present board 
of directors was not properly elected and I do not consent to any action taken by you. I 
reiterate my demand for the special shareholder meeting scheduled for Monday, and your 
refusal to honor my demand will be actionable. If an annual or special meeting takes 
place anytime after this letter (with or without notice to me), I will be voting the shares in 
opposition to you as directors and in support of a slate of directors to be named by me. 
I have recently become aware of many improper transactions and activities at AlA during 
your terms as board members. Because all of the shares of AlA are pledged to me, every 
action taken by you will be highly scrutinized between now and when I am able to vote 
the shares (whether amicably or by court action). This letter is also notice to you that 
when I am able to vote the shares and appoint new directors and officers, you should 
anticipate that AlA will be seeking restitution from each of you personally for all the past 
improper and wrongful transactions and activities which occurred during your terms as 
board members, including acts before and after the date of this letter. 
I demand that every dollar of AlA's funds be accounted for. I demand that all services 
and expenses incurred or paid by AlA on behalf of CropUSA or any other party be 
itemized and collected. I demand that you comply with all fiduciary duties owed to AlA. 
I demand that AlA not make any loans, advances or other inappropriate payments to any 
of AlA's officers or directors, or any related entity (including payments to John Taylor). 
This letter also serves as demand for you, any officer, any employee or any other party to 
not destroy or alter any documents (including email or other electronic files). On behalf 
of the participants of the plan, I will also be pursing claims against the Trustees of AlA 
Services Corporation's 401(k) Plan, so I expect all of those documents to be preserved. 
Sincerely, __ ._ 
/d$F-
Reed J. Taylor 
AFFIDVIT OF RODERICK C. BOND 
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March 16, 2007 
Dear Shareholders of AlA Services Corporation. 
AlA Services CorporatloJ! 
One Lewis Clark Plaza 
PO Box 538 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501·0538 
(208) 799-9000 FP;;( (206) 746·8159 
As President and Chairman of AlA Services Corporation, I am calling a special meeting 
of the shareholders. I ask you for your support in defending the Company, its wholly-
owned subsidiary, AlA Insurance, Inc., its directors and shareholders from a lawsuit that 
has been filed by the former majority shareholder, Reed J. Taylor. 
The former majority shareholder has filed suit in the 2nd District Court of Idaho against 
the Company, AlA Insurance, Inc., directors, JoLee Duclos, Bryan Freeman, and me. 
The former majority shareholder alleges that the company is in default of its obligations 
to him, that the directors have thwarted his efforts to allow him to legally take control of 
AlA Insurance, Inc., and for other acts that have allegedly diminished the assets of AlA 
Insurance to his detriment. 
The Company and other defendants deny the accusations and have pledged to 
vigorously defend the Company and themselves against the allegations. The Company 
intends to file counterclaims against the plaintiff for damages for his continuous and 
nefarious interference with the operations of the Company, inappropriate and damaging 
actions with regard to the Company's agency force, and for slander against the business 
to the public and the associations which we represent. 
This special meeting has been called to authorize payment of attorneys' fees for the 
current Board of Directors, John Taylor, JoLee Duclos and Bryan Freeman: Since the 
former majority shareholder has sued all the current directors, we are asking for 
shareholder authorization to expend corporate funds to defend against the action. 
Idaho Code 30-1-853 provides that a corporation may advance funds to pay the 
reasonable expenses incurred by a director who is a party to a proceeding because 
he/she is a director. Usually this authority to advance funds for defending against 
lawsuits is granted by the disinterested directors of the Board of Directors. In this case, 
the entire Board is named in the suit Therefore, through this vote of the shareholders, 
we ask for your support of the resolution. 
If you would like a copy of the complaint filed In this matter, please contact me at 
208.799.9000. Thank you very much. 
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REED J. TAYLOR, a single person, 
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AlA SERVICES CORPORATION, an 
Idaho corporation; ALA INSURANCE, 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
AlA Services Corporation is in default of the $6,000,000 Promissory Note to 
Reed Taylor and over $8,250,000 in principal and interest is past due. In response to 
Reed Taylor's Complaint and demands for payment, AlA Services Corporation, by and 
through John Taylor, has alleged that the $6,000,000 Promissory Note and related 
Agreements were orally modified. But the evidence and testimony of John Taylor 
demonstrates that the alleged oral modification fails as a matter of law. Regardless, ALA 
Services Corporation is in default under any possible scenario-including its own alleged 
oral modification-and the Court should enter an order of partial summary judgment in 
favor of Reed Taylor on the default of the $6,000,000 Promissory Note. 
II. RELIEF REQUESTED 
Plaintiff Reed 1. Taylor ("Reed") submits this Motion for Partial Summary against 
AlA Services Corporation ("AlA Services") as to the default under the $6,000,000 
Promissory Note ("Note") entered into between AlA Services and Reed Taylor, which 
was due in full on August 1, 2005. Reed Taylor requests that the Court enter an order 
finding: (1) that the Note is valid and enforceable contract under its terms; (2) that the 
Note is in default; (3) that $6,000,000 in principal plus all accrued interest is due and 
owing; (4) that there has been a default under the Amended and Restated Stock Pledge 
Agreement because the Note was not paid when due; and (4) that the Note and Amended 
and Restated Stock Pledge Agreement have not been orally modified. 
Summary judgment is appropriate and warranted in this case because AlA 
Services cannot meet its burden of proving by clear and convincing evidence that the 
Note has been orally modified. Even if ALA Services is able to prove the oral 
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modification by clear and convincing evidence, the modification IS nonetheless 
unenforceable as a matter of law because there was no agreement to extend the due date 
of the Note for a definite and certain period, the modification was not supported by 
consideration, there was no mutual assent, and the modification lacks mutuality of 
obligation because AlA Services is under no obligation to repay the note as modified. 
m. STATEMENT OF FACTS 
A. The $6 Million Promissory Note and the Related Agreements. 
In July 1995, Reed was the owner of 613,494 shares of common stock in AlA 
Services and its majority shareholder. R. John Taylor ("John") sought to purchase all of 
Reed's shares by entering into a series of agreements through which AlA Services would 
repurchase Reed's shares through a Stock Redemption Agreement. See March 1, 2007, 
Preliminary Injunction Hearing ("Hearing"), Ex. Z. Under the terms of the Stock 
Redemption Agreement, AlA Services 1 agreed to execute a Stock Pledge Agreement, 
Security Agreement, and the $6,000,000 Note in favor of Reed.2 See Hearing, Exs. A, Z, 
AA, andAB. 
Under the terms of the Note, the $6,000,000 principal balance plus any accrued 
interest was due and payable on the tenth anniversary of the Note. See Hearing, Ex. A. 
Interest on the $6,000,000 Note accrued at the rate of 8.25% per annum and was to be 
paid in monthly installments. ld. The Note was secured by the Stock Pledge Agreement 
and Security Agreement See Hearing, Ex. A, AA and AB. 
III 
1 AIA Insurance, Inc. was also a party to the Security Agreement because it, like AIA Services, 
granted Reed Taylor a security interest in all commissions and related receivables. 
2 As further consideration for the transaction, AIA Services also executed a $1,500,000 Down 
Payment Promissory Note (which was later paid), transferred certain assets to Reed, and forgave certain 
indebtedness. 
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In 1996, AlA Services defaulted on its obligations to Reed. By letters dated April 
18, 1996, April 25, 1996 and June 4, 1996, Reed provided AIA Services with notice of 
the various defaults. Id., Ex. B, ~ D. 
Rather than accelerate payment of the Note and initiate a legal action against his 
brother, Reed and AlA Services agreed to modify the agreements in writing by executing 
the Stock Redemption Restructure Agreement, Amended and Restated Security 
Agreement and the Amended and Restated Stock Pledge Agreement ("Amended Stock 
Pledge Agreement,,).3 See Hearing, Exs. B, C, and E. These agreements were entered 
into in July 1996 and superseded all other agreements of the original transaction, except 
the Note, which remained valid and enforceable See Hearing, Ex. B. As a result of the 
defaults, AlA Services agreed to pay Reed's attorneys' fees. See Hearing, Ex. B. 
Although the amended agreements originally contemplated that Donna Taylor's Series A 
Preferred Shares would be redeemed prior to the payment of the principal on the Note, 
Donna Taylor subordinated all of her rights in favor of Reed. See Affidavit of Roderick 
Bond filed on February 26,2007, Ex. O. 
B. AlA Services' Defaults. 
1. AlA Services' Default ofthe Note and Amended Stock Pledge 
Agreement. 
The $6,000,000 principal balance of the Note and all accrued interest were due 
and payable to Reed on August 1,2005 (the tenth anniversary of the Note). See Hearing, 
Ex. A, p. 1. AlA Services failed to pay the $6,000,000 principal balance and accrued 
interest on the Note to Reed on the due date. See Affidavit of Aimee Gordon dated 
J It is noteworthy that.the agreements all contained provisions requiring all modifications to be in 
writing. Moreover, John is a sophisticated business man, licensed attorney and member of the board of 
directors of the publicly traded Avista Corporation. 
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February 28, 2007, ~ 5 (Ms. Gordon testified that, as accounting manager for AlA 
Services, Reed was owed $8,189,614 as of December 31,2006). Although ALA Services 
was provided notice of default and demand for payment, the Note remains unpaid and has 
accrued additional interest. Id.; Hearing, Ex. F. Because AlA Services failed to pay full 
monthly interest installments in the amount of $41,250 (8.25% per month), there was 
accrued interest also due on August 1,2005. See Hearing, Ex. A. 
Reed provided AlA Services with written notice of the defaults by letter dated 
December 12, 2006. See Hearing, Ex. F. The letter provided notice of the default on the 
Note for failure to pay the principal balance and interest, together with notice of defaults 
under the related agreements. Id. AlA Services' failure to pay the Note when due also 
constituted a breach of the Amended Stock Pledge Agreement, which listed a failure to 
pay the Note as a default. See Hearing, Ex. C, p. 5, ~ 7(a) ("Failure of Pledgor to 
pay ... within ten (10) days of the date due any principal or interest under ... the $6M 
Note.") The letter also notified AIA Services that Reed intended to vote the shares of 
AlA Insurance, Inc. (all of which were pledged to Reed as security for payment of the 
Note), pursuant to Section 6 of the Amended Stock Pledge Agreement. See Hearing, Ex. 
C, p. 5, p. 4, ~ 6. However, ALA Services failed to pay the $8,189,614 due as of 
December 31, 2006 (a substantial amount of additional interest has accrued since this 
time). Thus, at the time Reed filed suit in this action, AlA Services was in default of the 
Note and the Amended Stock Pledge Agreement. 
III 
III 
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C. The Alleged March 2003 Oral Modification. 
1. John's First Allegations of the March 2003 Oral Modification and the 
Inconsistent and Unclear Terms of the Alleged Oral Modification. 
In John's Affidavit dated February 28, 2007, he testified for the first time that 
Reed agreed to "defer his receipt of the unpaid principal and interest on his note until 
the companies were fmanciallv able to be restructured and to redeem his note." 
Affidavit of R. John Taylor dated February 28, 2007. John further testified that "at 
about $35 million in new business placements, the companies could begin catching up 
on accrued interest payments. When the companies achieved $60 million in new 
business placements, the companies would be able to retire his note ... " Id. 
2. John's Testimony Regarding the Alleged Oral Modification at the 
March 1,2007 Hearing. 
During the Hearing held on March 1, 2007, John for the first time alleged that the 
Note had been orally modified in March 2003: 
A. The last - we had a long period of renegotiation and all these documents and 
these entire loan documents from 2000, 2001 to clear to 2003. We finally settled 
on a deal in March of 2003, and that's the deal we have been working under ever 
since. 
Q. Okay. And as of2003, you had a deal with your brother [Reed]? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And was that deal memorialized in writing? 
A. No, not to the extent of these type of documents, no. 
Affidavit of Paul R. Cressman, Jr. ("Cressman Aff."), Ex. B, p. 67, II. 5-14. John would 
later testify there were no written documents regarding the alleged oral modification. At 
the Hearing, John testified regarding the terms ofthe alleged oral modification: 
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Q. What were the terms of the deal in '03? 
A. Terms of the deal in '03 is that the company would dig itself out of the hole, 
work together to dig itself out of the hole with Crop USA, rebuild its agency 
force. I think I indicated in my affidavit, rebuild its agency force and that we 
would likely be able to begin catch-up on the interest as soon as we hit around 
tbirty million of premium. And tbat we would again be able to restructure 
and begin paving off AlA and this debt as soon as we hit sixty to seventy 
milJion in premium and tbat was our goal. 
Q. Any other terms? 
A. We would pay Reed fifteen thousand dollars a month plus continuing paying 
for about ten thousand dollars in other expenses during that interim period ... 
Q. Okay. Any other terms? 
A. Those are all I recall right now. 
Q. So that was tbe deal between your brotber and AlA Services in 2003? 
A. Yes. 
Cressman Aff., Ex. B, p. 70, 11. 4-25 (emphasis added). 
John further testified that the "sixty to seventy million" premium goal was to be 
met by AlA Insurance, Inc. (AlA Services wholly owned subsidiary) and Crop USA 
Insurance Agency, Inc. ("Crop USA") (an unrelated entity). Cressman Aff., Ex. B, p. 78, 
11. 1-7. In contradiction to John's Affidavit dated February 28, 2007, John testified that 
they would begin paying Reed's debt, instead of the earlier testimony that the Note would 
be redeemed. Jd. 
Later at the Hearing, John testified that there was no fixed date to pay Reed the 
$6,000,000 principal balance of the Note and the accrued interest and that Reed would be 
paid all principal and interest: 
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Q. And I'm trying to understand was there or was there not a fIxed date when 
your brother was going to be paid in your agreement with him in March 
2003? 
A. I will repeat again based upon the budgets we presented in 2003 and as 
modified more recently, they were - it was - he was to be paid when we hit 
sixty million dollars in premium. 
Cressman Aff., Ex. B, p. 79, 11. 3-8 (emphasis added). John contradicted his earlier 
testimony at the Hearing of sixty to seventy million in premium by changing his 
testimony to sixty million. Cressman Aff., Ex. B, p. 78, 11. 6-7. Under either scenario, 
Reed would only be paid if ALA and Crop USA met the "premium goals." Id. There was 
no specific date when Reed would be paid and payment depended solely upon whether 
ALA Services and Crop USA met certain premium targets that may never be met. 
Moreover, there was uncertain, unclear and contradictory testimony of exactly how much 
would be paid and when such payments would be made. See Cressman Aff., Exs . A-B. 
3. John's Inconsistent Testimony during the IRCP 30(b)(6) deposition of 
AlA Services. 
John also provided a different account of the alleged oral modification during the 
IRCP 30(b)(6) deposition of ALA Services. John was designated by ALA Services as the 
testifying witness for ALA Services regarding the alleged oral modification. Cressman 
Aff., Ex. A, p. 6, 11. 19-24. John testified, on behalf of ALA Services, that Reed would 
not be paid when Crop USA and ALA Services reached "sixty to seventy million in 
premium," but he would be paid when ALA Services and Crop USA was "f"mancially 
able to pay him:" 
/1/ 
III 
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Q. Do I understand correctly that it's your contention that you orally modified 
your arrangement with your brother [Reed] that interest and principal was to be 
repaid upon Crop USA achieving certain financial results? 
A. I think I've stated clearly, my contention is that we've orally modified the 
agreement to Reed extending the payments. 
Q. Based upon financial results-
Mr. McNichols: Now, you interrupted his answer, Counsel. You have to permit 
him to complete his answer. 
Q. (By Mr. Cressman) Please continue. 
A. Until we're financially able to pay him. 
Cressman Aff., Ex. A, p. 83, II. 14-25; p. 84, II. 1-2 (emphasis added).4 John later 
clarified that AlA Services would be "fmancially able to pay him" when the companies 
were "economically viable," but he still did not identify a date certain when the Note 
would be repaid or other material terms such as payment amounts. 
Q. Okay. When would he be entitled to be paid under such circumstances -
Q. - based on your agreement? 
A. When the companies were economically viable. 
Q. What does "economically viable" mean? 
A. And able to borrow the amount of money to pay Reed off. 
Q. Okay. So, is it your testimony that your agreement with Reed was, he would 
be repaid accrued interest and principal when the companies were able to borrow 
sufficient funds to pay him oft? 
A. A combination of borrow or current assets, yes. 
Q. That was your agreement with your brother? 
A. Yes. 
4 John testified at numerous occasions in the IRCP 30(b)(6) deposition that the oral agreement was 
that AlA Services would pay Reed "when it was financially able to pay him." Cressman Aff., Ex. A, p. 84, 
I. 2; p. 85, II. 19-20; p. 86, II. 1-3; p. 90, L 25; p. 91, II. 1-5; and p. 133, II. 8-11. 
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Cressman Aff., Ex. A, p. 86, 11. 8-24 (emphasis added). Again, John did not testify that 
there was a definite or certain date when the Note would be paid, and, again, John 
changed his testimony and contradicted his earlier testimony. Id. 
The circumstances of the alleged modification claimed by John are also not 
indicative of the parties' prior dealings. In July 1996, the parties modified the 
agreements that provided Reed security for AlA Services' obligation under the Note, and 
they did so through a series of written agreements that totaled over 20 pages. However, 
the March 2003 agreement that allegedly supplanted all previous agreements was not 
even confirmed with an email. CressmanAff., Ex. A,p. 146,11. 23-25;p. 147,11. 1-4. 
John also testified that he did not reduce the March 2003 agreement to writing because he 
was "very busy the last couple of years." Id. at p. 147, 11. 1-2. The alleged oral 
modification was also not approved by the board of directors of AlA Services or AlA 
Insurance. Id. atp. 87,11. 22-25,p. 88, ll. 1-3. 
4. John's Email to Ernie Dantini in October 2005. 
Although John alleges that the oral modification of Reed's debt occurred in 
March 2003, John sent an email to Reed's accountant, Ernie Dantini, that discussed a 
proposal to modify AlA Service's debt to Reed in October 2005 (two months after the 
maturity date of the note), but made no mention of the alleged March 2003 oral 
modification. In his email, John stated "I hope that you and [Reed] can come up with 
some specific proposals to modify the debt and move us toward putting the two 
companies back together. .. 1 am willing to explore all options, but will need a written 
proposal." Affidavit of Ernie Dantini ("Dantini Aff."), Ex. A (emphasis added). Most 
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significantly, however, is the fact that John's email was sent to Reed's accountant only 
two months after the maturity date of the Note on August 1,2005. 
Nowhere in the October 2005 email did John mention or confirm the alleged oral 
modification in March 2003. John's email compels the question: Why would ALA 
Services discuss modifying the Note in October 2005 if it had already done so in March 
2003? The only reasonable answer (based upon the evidence, John's testimony and his 
email to Ernie Dantini) is because the parties never agreed to orally modify the Note in 
March 2003 and ALA Services was in default for failing to pay the $6,000,000 in 
principal and accrued interest that was due on August 1, 2005. 
IV. QUESTIONS PRESENTED 
A. Whether Reed is entitled to partial summary judgment on AlA Services' 
defaults under the Note and Amended Stock Pledge Agreement? 
B. Whether the oral modification as likely will be alleged by John is an 
unenforceable agreement as a matter of law when: (1) the alleged oral modification of the 
terms and extension of the due date of the Note is not for a "definite and certain time"; 
(2) the alleged modification is not supported by consideration; (3) there is no evidence of 
mutual assent as to the terms of the alleged oral modification; and (4) the alleged oral 
modification is lacking mutuality of obligation because AlA Services is under no 
obligation to repay the note under the terms alleged by John? 
C. Whether AlA Services can meet its burden of proving an oral modification 
of the Note by clear and convincing evidence when: (1) the only evidence of the oral 
modification is John's own contradicted testimony; (2) John has provided numerous 
inconsistent versions of the alleged oral modification; (3) the oral modification was not 
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approved by the Board of AlA Services; and (4) John's email to Reed's accountant in 
October 2005 is void of any evidence that the Note had not been modified and discusses 
in detail the value of AlA Services based upon default and the fact that all payments to 
Reed could be frozen because of a default? 
D. Assuming, arguendo, that the parties agreed to the oral modification 
alleged by John (which Reed denies and the evidence does not support), whether AlA 
Services can that it is not in default of the Note? 
E. Assuming the parties agreed to an oral modification, whether AlA 
Services can avoid the unenforceability of an oral modification that changes or eliminates 
material terms? 
V. LEGAL AUTHORITY AND ARGUMENT 
Summary judgment is proper when "the pleadings, depositions, and admissions 
on file, together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any 
material fact and that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law." 
I.R.C.P. 56(c). "Once the moving party has provided sufficient evidence to support the 
motion, the party against whom a motion for summary judgment is sought may not 
merely rest on allegations contained in the pleadings, but must come forward and produce 
evidence by way of deposition or affidavit to contradict the assertions of the moving 
party and establish a genuine issue of material fact." Post v. Idaho Farmway, Inc., 135 
Idaho 475, 478, 20 P.3d 11, 14 (2001) (citing LR.C.P. 56(e); McCoy v. Lyons, 120 Idaho 
765, 770, 820 P.2d 360, 365 (1991». "Such evidence must consist of specific facts, 
and cannot be conclusory or based on hearsay." Id. (emphasis added). 
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"The moving party is entitled to judgment when the nonmoving party fails to make a 
showing sufficient to establish the existence of an element essential to that party's case on 
which that party will bear the burden of proof at trial." Thomas v. Medical Center 
Physicians, P.A., 138 Idaho 200,205,61 P.3d 557, 562 (2002) (citing Celotex v. Catrett, 
477 U.S. 317, 106 S.Ct. 2548, 91 L.Ed.2d 265 (1986)). 
A. Reed Is Entitled to Partial Summary Judgment on AlA Services' Default of 
the $6,000,000 Note. 
The Court may make a finding of default and/or enter an order of partial summary 
judgment on a promissory note. Markham v. Anderton, 118 Idaho 856, 858-59, 801 P.2d 
565 (1990). Partial summary judgment is also appropriate for a promissory note even if 
all claims between all parties have not been resolved. Id.; LR.C.P. 54. 
Here, it is undisputed that John executed the Note, Amended Stock Pledge 
Agreement, and related agreements on behalf of ALA Services. It is undisputed that Reed 
has a security interest in all of the shares of AlA Services ' wholly owned subsidiary AIA 
Insurance, Inc. It is undisputable that $6,000,000, plus all accrued interest was due in full 
on August 1, 2005. It is undisputed that Reed was owed $6,000,000 in principal and 
$2,189,614 in accrued interest under the terms of the Note as of December 31 , 2006. It is 
undisputed that Reed is presently owed over $8,250,000 in principal and accrued interest. 
It is undisputable that AlA Services is in default of the Note, and as a consequence, in 
default of the Amended Stock Pledge Agreement. 
As a matter of law, Reed Taylor the Court should enter an order of partial 
summary judgment for AlA Services' defaults of the Note and Amended Stock Pledge 
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Agreement, regardless of the alleged oral modification of March 2003.5 Even if all other 
claims and counterclaims are unresolved between AlA Services (or any of the other 
defendants) and Reed, he is still entitled to partial summary judgment on the issue of the 
defaults. See Markham, 118 Idaho at 858-59. 
B. Assuming AlA Services Responds to Reed's Motion by Asserting that the 
Note Has Been Orallv Modified as Alleged by John, the Alleged Oral 
Modification is Unenforceable as a Matter of Law. 
It is anticipated that AlA Services will argue that the Note was orally modified as 
alleged by John. However, even if John was pennitted to unilaterally select the most 
favorable tenns and conditions from his testimony, there could be no oral modification as 
a matter of law for the reasons articulated below. 
1. The Alleged Oral Modification is Unenforceable as a Matter of Law 
Because It is Too Indefinite and Uncertain to Constitute an 
Enforceable Obligation. 
The majority of courts across the country, including Idaho courts, have 
consistently held that an oral agreement to extend the time to pay is not enforceable 
unless it is for a definite period oftime: 
The time for payment of a note may be extended by agreement of the 
parties. In order to be valid and enforceable, an agreement to extend 
the time of payment of a negotiable instrument must contain all of the 
elements of a contract. A consent to an extension set forth in an 
instrument is, unless specified otherwise, a consent to a single extension 
only, and then for no longer a period than that of the original instrument. 
In addition, for an extension of time for payment of a note to be 
binding on the parties, it must be for a definite period of time. 
11 Am. Jur. 2d Bills and Notes § 198 (internal citations omitted) (emphasis added); see 
also Pavey v. Collins, 31 Wash.2d 864, 870-71, 199 P.2d 571, 574 (1948) ("An 
5 As discussed below, even if the oral modification existed and was valid (which Reed denies), 
Reed is still entitled partial summary judgment on the Note because ALA Services would be in breach of 
the terms of]ohn's alleged oral modification. 
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extension, to be binding, must be for a time that is defmite and certain or capable of being 
made so by some future event which is sure to occur."); Mack v. Hendricks, 126 Or. 400, 
403, 270 P. 476, 477 (1928) ("It is the general rule, and it has been adopted in this state, 
that an agreement to extend the time for payment, in order to be valid, must be for a 
definite time."); Martin v. Fannin Bank, 389 S.W.2d 724,726 (Tex.Civ.App.1965) ("For 
an extension of time for payment of a note to be binding, it must not only be supported by 
consideration but the extension must be to a time certain."); Mitchell v. Peterson, 97 
Ill.App.3d 363, 367, 422 N.E.2d 1026, 1030 (Ill.App., 1981) ("For an extension of the 
payment of a note to be binding on the parties, it must be for a defmite period and must 
be supported by consideration."). 
The significant requirements of definiteness and certainty as a condition for the 
enforceability of oral agreements to repay money were specifically explained in Irwin 
Rogers Insurance Agency, Inc. v. Murphy, 122 Idaho 270,833 P.2d 128 (Ct. App. 1992). 
In Irwin Rogers, an insurance agency, Irwin, brought suit against the insureds, the 
Murphys, for failure to pay a promissory note obligating the Murphys to pay unpaid 
premiums. Irwin Rogers, 122 Idaho at 274-75. The Murphys argued that the promissory 
note was invalid because there was a prior oral payment plan agreement between the 
Murphys and Irwin that gave Murphys the right to repay the money "as funds became 
available." Irwin Rogers, 122 Idaho at 274-75. (emphasis added). 
In following the Idaho Supreme Court's holding in Black Canyon Racquetball 
Club, Inc. v. Idaho First, 119 Idaho 171,173,804 P.2d 900 (1991)(upholding summary 
judgment based upon the lack of definite and certain terms), the Idaho Court of Appeals 
affirmed the trial court's dismissal of the Murphys breach of the duty of the covenant of 
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good faith and fair dealing claim on summary judgment because the terms of the 
underlying alleged oral agreement were not definite and certain as required to constitute 
an enforceable contract right: 
The Murphys contend there exists a genuine issue of material fact whether 
the insurance agency breached the implied covenant of good faith and fair 
dealing when it procured a promissory note that altered the terms of the 
oral pay plan agreement. They argue, essentially, that the insurance 
agency's attempt to obtain the promissory note, which was payable in full, 
with interest, upon demand, unfairly deprived the Murphys of the benefits 
of an alleged oral agreement which allowed them to make irregular 
payments on their account. We disagree. 
In order to establish the impairment of a contractual right or benefit, the 
party asserting the breach of the covenant must first establish that such a 
right or benefit existed. In this case, the Murphys contend that the oral 
agreement gave them the right to pav their accounts "as funds became 
available." Even if actually agreed to bv the parties, these terms are 
too indefinite and uncertain to constitute an enforceable contract 
right. See Black Canyon Racquetball Club, Inc. v. Idaho First Nat'l Bank, 
N.A., 119 Idaho 171, 173,804 P.2d 900,902 (1991). We therefore 
conclude that the impairment of such an alleged right or benefit is 
insufficient upon which to base an action for breach of the covenant of 
good faith. Accordingly, the district court did not err when it dismissed 
that claim. 
Irwin Rogers, 122 Idaho at 274-75 (emphasis added). 
In Black Canyon, 119 Idaho 171, the plaintiff alleged that Idaho First entered into 
an enforceable oral contract to provide a loan. Id. at 173. As with Reed, Idaho First 
denied the existence of an oral agreement and asserted that even if the oral agreement did 
exist, it was unenforceable because the "essential terms were indefinite." Id. (emphasis 
added). The district court agreed and granted summary judgment. Id. The Idaho 
Supreme Court affirmed the trial court's order granting summary judgment based upon 
the "well-established rule that the terms of a contract must be sufficiently definite and 
certain in order to be enforceable." Black Canyon, 119 Idaho at 173 (citations omitted). 
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Moreover, as in Black Canyon, 119 Idaho at 173, Reed has demonstrated that John 
contradicted his own testimony when he testified regarding the tenns of the alleged oral 
modification (See subsection 3 below for an un-exhaustive analysis of John's significant 
contradictions, which are incorporated by reference into this subsection and subsection 2 
below). 
According to John's testimony in the 30(b)(6) deposition of AlA Services, there is 
no deadline when AlA Services must repay the Note under the alleged oral modification.6 
AlA Services would pay the principal balance on the Note and accrued interest 
when it was "financially able to pay him." Cressman Aff., Ex., A, p. 83,11. 14-25; p. 84, 
II. 1-2. Even if it is assumed that this oral modification was made, which Reed denies, 
the oral modification is unenforceable as a matter of law because the extension of the 
time for payment of the Note was not for a definite or certain period of time. 
The facts pertaining to the oral agreement alleged by the Murphys in Irwin Rogers 
and the oral agreement alleged by AlA Services in the present case are unmistakable. In 
this case, John alleges that under the oral agreement with Reed, AIA Services would 
repay the Note when AIA Services was "financially able to pay him." Cressman Aff., 
Ex. A, p. 83, 11. 14-25; p. 84, 11. 1-2 (emphasis added). In Irwin Rogers, the Murphys 
alleged that the debt would be paid "as funds became available." Id., 122 Idaho at 274-
275 (emphasis added). 
Like the oral agreement alleged by the Murphys in Irwin Rogers, the oral 
modification alleged by AIA Services is too indefinite and uncertain to create an 
6 The one consistency in John's contradicted testimony is that all of the alleged events that imply 
some form of payment will be made to Reed on the Note do not have a definite due date. John testimony 
provided no definite due dates or definite payment amounts under the terms of the alleged oral 
modification. 
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enforceable contractual obligation as a matter of law. There is no obligation on the part 
of AlA Services under the alleged oral modification because its performance is at the 
discretion of AIA Services. Moreover, John's own testimony demonstrates that it is 
impossible to determine when Reed would be paid or when he is entitled to be paid. AlA 
Services may, at its own choosing, create a situation where it is never "financially able to 
pay" the Note or that the companies may never reach certain revenue or premium targets. 
Moreover, John's testimony is contradictory as to exactly how much is paid and when-
if and when the contradicted premium goals are met. 
Because the alleged oral modification of March 2003 contains too uncertain and 
indefinite terms, it fails as a matter of law and the Court should enter an order of partial 
summary judgment in favor of Reed on AlA Services' defaults of the Note and Amended 
Stock Pledge Agreement. 
2. The Oral Modification is Unenforceable because it lacks Mutuality of 
Obligation and is not supported by Consideration. 
The oral agreement alleged by John, on behalf of AIA Services, also fails as a 
matter of law because it lacks mutuality of obligation and consideration: 
That mutuality of obligation is an essential element of a contract has been 
recognized repeatedly by this court. Wormward v. Taylor, 70 Idaho 450, 
221 P.2d 686, and cases therein cited; Thomas v. Cate, 78 Idaho 29, 296 
P.2d 1033. Mutuality of obligation as pertains to an executory contract 
requires that each party to the agreement be bound to perform; if it 
appears that one party was never bound on his part to do the acts 
which form the consideration for the promise of the other, there is a 
lack of mutuality of obligation, and the other party is not bound. 
Houser v. Hobart, 22 Idaho 735, 127 P. 997,43 L.R.A.,N.S., 410; Zaring 
v. Lavatta, 36 Idaho 459, 211 P. 557. This doctrine is interwoven with the 
basic requirement for consideration to support a binding agreement; if one 
party is not bound to perform his promise, the consideration for the other 
party's agreement is lacking, 12 Am.Jur., Contracts § 13; 17 C.J.S. 
Contracts § 100. 
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1 
McCandless v. Schick, 85 Idaho 509, 518, 380 P.2d 893, 897-898 (1963) (emphasis 
added). 
Moreover, an oral agreement, like all other agreements, must be supported by 
consideration to be enforceable. Rule Sales and Service, Inc. ) v. Us. Bank, NA., 133 
Idaho 669, 674, 991 P.2d 857 (1999). Consideration for a promise may take the form of 
an act by the promisee that is bargained for and given in exchange for the promise. Day 
v. Mortgage Ins. Corp. , 91 Idaho 605, 607, 428 P.2d 524 (1967). 
In Thomas v. Cafe, 78 Idaho 29, 296 P.2d 1033 (1956), the plaintiff and defendant 
had entered into a lease agreement whereby plaintiff leased a truck to defendant and the 
only obligation assumed by the defendant was to pay for the use of the truck and 
plaintiffs services in operating the truck if defendant used the truck. ld. at 30-31. The 
Idaho Supreme Court held that the lease agreement was unenforceable as a matter of law 
for lacking mutuality of obligation and consideration because defendant assumed no 
obligation to use the truck "to any extent or at any time." !d. at 32 ("rAJ reservation to 
either party to determine the nature and extent of his performance renders this 
obligation too indefinite for legal enforcement, making it, as it is termed, mel'ely 
illusory.") (emphasis added). 
John alleges that under the terms of the oral modification, Reed agreed to 
postpone enforcement of the Note .and AlA Services agreed to pay the Note when it was 
"fmancially able to pay him." Cressman Aff. , Ex. A, p. 83, n. 14-25; p. 84, II. 1-2. 
Under this alleged modification, AlA Services was under no obligation to perform but 
could perform at its discretion. There is no promise that was made by AIA Services to 
meet the requirements of mutuality of obligation and no consideration to create an 
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enforceable modification. John testified that, other than the payment of a portion of the 
$41 ,250 in monthly interest payments under the Note, Reed received nothing. See 
Cressman Aff., Ex. A, p. 86, 1. 25; p. 87, 11. 1-12. There is no point at which Reed can 
determine that AlA Services breached the oral agreement because performance is at AlA 
Services' discretion. AlA Services has the unilateral right to detennine when it is 
"fmancially able to pay him" and it may, for example, choose not to pay him at all (as it 
currently has done). There is no reasonably basis to explain why Reed would accept such 
a modification. Therefore, the oral agreement alleged by AlA Services is unenforceable 
as a matter of law because it is lacking mutuality of obligation and consideration. 
3. AIA Services Has Not and Cannot Meet its Burden of Proving an Oral 
Modification of the Note by the Required Clear and Convincing 
Evidence and with the Required Mutual Assent. 
Even if the Court finds that the oral modification does not fail as a matter of law 
on any of the above arguments, the Court should nevertheless grant the Reed 's motion 
because AlA Services cannot meet it burden of proving an oral modification. 
For an oral agreement to be valid (or any agreement), there must also be a 
meeting of the minds of all terms before a contract is formed and proof of a meeting of 
the minds "requires evidence of mutual understanding as the terms of the agreement and 
the assent of both parties." Potts Canst. Co. v. North Kootenai Water Dist., 141 Idaho 
678, 681, 116 P.3d 8 (2005)(The Idaho Supreme Court .upheld the order granting 
summary judgment on an alleged oral contract where there was a the lack of 
consideration, no specific duration, and no purpose for entering into the oral contract). If 
there is no distinct understanding between the parties to a contract, summary judgment is 
appropriate based upon the lack of mutual assent. Wolford v. Tankersley, 107 Idaho 
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1062, 1064-65,695 P.2d 1201 (1984) (The Idaho Supreme Court upheld the trial court's 
granting of summary judgment on the finding of no mutual assent because the purchase 
price was not set forth on the agreement when the buyers signed). 
Even if a party can prove the existence of basic contract principals, the Idaho 
Supreme Court has consistently held that "[tlhc party asserting an oral modification of 
a written contract has the burden of proving the modification by clear and 
convincing evidence." Scott v. Castle , 104 Idaho 719, 724, 662 P.2d 1163, 1168 (1983) 
(holding that party had failed to meet its burden of proving an oral modification by clear 
and convincing evidence and affirming trial court ' s dismissal of oral modification claim) 
(citing Kline v. Clinton, 103 Idaho 116,645 P.2d 350 (1982)) (emphasis added). 
Here, it is impossible for mutual assent to exist because there is no evidence of 
individual assent by John. There can be no meeting of John and Reed's minds because 
there is not even a meeting in John's mind as to the terms of the alleged oral 
modification. John has failed to testify to the existence of distinct and consistent terms of 
the alleged oral modification. There is no mutual assent as to the dates or amounts that 
principal and accrued interest is due, let alone mutual assent as to other significant terms 
as discussed in detail below. 
Moreover, John's account of the alleged oral modification of Reed's Note has 
been anything but clear and convincing. Below is a summary of a portion of the 
inconsistencies in John's own testimony regarding the alleged oral modification: 
• Changing terms of the alleged oral modification. John stated in the March 1, 
2007 Hearing that interest would be "caught up" when AlA and Crop USA 
reached "around 30 million in premium" and that the Note would be repaid 
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when AIA Services and Crop USA reached "sixty to seventy million in 
premium." Cressman Aff., Ex. B, p. 70, 11. 5-13. At the Hearing, when asked 
what would be paid when the companies reached sixty million in premium, 
John testified that "[t]he balance of the note six million plus accrued interest." 
Cressman Aff., Ex. B, p. 79, 11. 6-11. 
At his deposition, John testified that [t]he terms of the deal in '03 IS 
that. .. we would likely be able to catch up on the interest as soon as we hit 
around thirty million dollars of premium and that we would be able to 
restructure and begin paying off [the] debt as soon as we hit sixty to seventy 
million of premium, that was our goal." (emphasis added). Cressman Aff., 
Ex. A, p. 147, 11. 21-25; p. 148, 11. 1-11. Then later in his deposition, when 
asked if Reed's Note would be paid off when the companies reach sixty 
million in premium, John responded "[e]ssentially yes." Ex. A, p. 153, ll. 15-
23. Yet John testified earlier at his deposition that the Note would be repaid 
only when AlA Services was "financially able to pay him." Cressman Aff., 
Ex. A, p. 83,11. 14-25; p. 84,11. 1-2. 
• Does Reed still have a security interest? In his deposition, John was initially 
unsure whether Reed still had his security for the Note in AlA Insurance, 
Inc.' s stock, "I think that he still had a secured [sic] interest in the stock of 
AlA." Cressman Aff., Ex. A, p. 140, 11. 2-3. Later in the same deposition, 
John stated Reed had a security interest in AlA Insurance's shares. Cressman 
Aff., Ex. A., p. 176,11. 17-19. 
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Regarding the security interest in the commissions, John testified that 
Reed had a security interest in the commissions. Cressman Aff., Ex. A., p. 
140, 11. 4-8 . John then admitted that "[the commissions] were not discussed, 
but I would assume that they would remain." Cressman Aff., Ex. A., p. 140, 
11.4-8. 
Significantly, John did not mention any security interests in either the 
commissions or the shares of AlA Insurance at the Hearing on March 1, 2007. 
See Cressman Aff., Ex. B, p. 70, 11. 4-25. 
• The place of the alleged oral modification. At the Hearing, John testified that 
the agreement was made in AlA's offices and the only parties present were 
him and Reed, no other person was present for the oral modification. 
Cressman Aff., Ex. B, p. 71, 11. 3-9 (emphasis added). Later, at John's 
deposition, he testified that the alleged oral modification was made "outside 
[his] office." Cressman Aff., Ex. A, p. 85,11. 19-20 (emphasis added). 
• What were Reed's remedies in the event of a default of alleged ora) 
modification? When questioned about what Reed's remedies would be ill the 
event of a default in the March 2003 alleged oral modification, John testified 
"I don't know." Cressman Aff., Ex. A, p. 143,11. 12-19. When asked shortly 
thereafter if he discussed remedies with Reed, John testified "I would imagine 
we did." Id. at p. 144, 11. 18-22. Then when questioned when Reed would be 
able to realize on his security interest, John Testified "If we didn't pay him 
back, if [AlA] Services did not pay him back." Jd. at p. 145, II. 5-12. When 
questioned further John stated that Reed would have a right to realize on his 
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security interest "[a]t a point in time after the companies were ab~e to pay his 
note but don't." Id. at 11. 13-17. 
When questioned regarding what rights Reed would have if the companies 
were never economically viable to pay him, John testified that he didn't 
believe the issue was discussed. Id. at p. 146, 11. 9-12. Yet earlier John 
Testified that if the companies did not reach the revenue targets, "[Reed) 
would have the same rights and privileges he had at that time." Cressman 
Aff., Ex. A., p. 85, 1. 25; p. 86,11. 1-7. 
• Ernie Dantini's. Reed's accountant, involvement In the oral modification. 
John testified that "Ernie Dantini was intricately involved" in the oral 
modification. Cressman Aff., Ex. B, p. 71, 11. 10-12. Yet John (a licensed 
attorney, accountant and member of the board of Avista Corporation) never 
sent confirming correspondence or even sought to obtain a written agreement 
confirming the terms of the alleged oral modification. 
• John's email to Erriie Dantini dated October 5, 2005. John sent an email to 
Mr. Dantini on October 7, 2005 requesting proposals to modify the Note. 
Dantini Aff., Ex. A. The subject line of the email stated "Reeds note." 
Dantini Aff, Ex. A. John stated that "[m]andatory redemption will not 
work ... no help to [financial statement]." Id. John also discussed how 
payments to Reed would freeze up in the event of default. Id. It makes no 
logical sense why AIA Services would neeq to modify the Note again if it was 
not in default on October 7, 2005, and was only obligated to pay Reed's Note 
if it was "financially able to pay him." Cressman Aff., Ex. A, p. 83,11. 14-25; 
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p. 84, 11. 1-2. Why would John discuss Reed wanting all of his accrued 
interest? There only one reasonable explanation for sending the email: John's 
email has all the makings of an individual trying to paint a bleak picture to a 
creditor (Reed) who holds the legal right vote the shares and take control of 
the company. Certainly, if there was ever a time to confinn the alleged oral 
modification, John's October 2005 email to Reed's accountant would have 
been the ideal and warranted time. 
• The parties' course of perfonnance regarding modifications of their 
agreements. The parties modified the agreements that acted as security for the 
Note in 1996, one year after entering into the prior agreements, through a 
another set of sophisticated agreements consisting of over 30 pages of 
documents and costing Reed tens of thousands of dollars in attorneys' ~ees. 
See Hearing, Exs. B, C and E. In John's October 2005 email to Ernie Dantini, 
John confinned the parties' course of dealing by stating "I am willing to 
explore all options, but will need a written proposal." Dantini Aff., Ex. A. 
Thus, not only is it outside the parties' course of dealing, John did not even 
bother to confinn the alleged oral modification with an email or otherwise 
attempt to memorialize the alleged oral modification in writing. Cressman 
Aft., Ex. A, p. 146,11. 23-25; p. 147, II. 1-4. 
• John's explanation of why the agreement was not reduced to writing. In his 
deposition, John testified that he did not put the agreement in writing because 
he was "very busy the last couple of years." Cressman Aft., Ex. A, p. 146, II. 
23-25; p. 147,11. 1-4. 
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• Agreement not approved bv Board of Directors or shareholders of AIA 
Services. John, a member of the Board of Directors of A vista Corporation 
(including the governance committee of the Board), testified that the oral 
modification had not been approved by the Board of Directors of AlA 
Services. Cressman Aff., Ex. A, p. 87, 11. 22-25, p. 88, 11. 1-3. 
AlA Services cannot meet its burden of proving an oral modification by clear and 
convincing evidence as required by the Idaho Supreme Court. John's testimony provides 
the only alleged terms and conditions of the alleged oral modification. John has failed to 
provide a consistent or clear account of the alleged oral modification, including the date 
the modification occurred and the terms of the modification. AlA Services cannot show 
mutual assent or a meeting of the minds because the alleged terms are unclear even in 
John's mind as evidence by his contradictory and unclear testimony. 
Based on the totality of the testimony and the evidence presented by AlA 
Services, it cannot prove an oral modification as a matter of law and the Court should 
grant Reed's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment on the Note. 
C. Assuming, Arguel1do. that the Oral Modification Is Valid, AlA Services Is in 
Default and Reed Is Still Entitled to Partial Summary Judgment. 
Summary judgment on a default of a promissory note may be granted even in 
instances in which all claims are not resolved. Markham, 118 Idaho at 859. 
In his deposition on behalf of AlA Services, when questioned how Reed 's Note 
could have value if orally modified as alleged, John testified that other than the alleged 
modifications the remaining terms of the Note remained unchanged. See Cressman Aff., 
Ex. A, p. 163, 11. 3-25. Under the terms of the Note, AlA Services is in default if it fails 
to pay monthly interest payments and the entire balance may be accelerated if a default in 
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monthly interest installments is not cured within 5 days of the notice of default. See 
Hearing, Ex. A. 
Significantly, at the Hearing on March 1, 2007 (which was heard over 2Y2 months 
after Reed's notice of default), John testified regarding the $15,000 in monthly interest 
payment that was not paid to Reed: 
You know the records indicate that we paid fifteen thousand dollars in cash 
payments to Reed each month plus these other benefits, and I think that there was 
one month where we didn't pay - I didn't pay ... 1 told Reed that I would catch 
up with him this year (on tbe missed payment) . 
Cressman Aff. , Ex. B, p. 121 , II. 14-25 (emphasis added); see also Hearing, Ex. AJ. Thus, 
John's testimony provides demonstrates that AlA Services was even in default of the 
terms of the alleged oral modification. 
Accordingly, Reed's notice of default and demand for payment dated December 
12, 2006, also constituted notice of default and acceleration of payment for any alleged 
oral modification of the Note. See Hearing, Ex. F. Thus, as a matter of law, Reed is 
entitled to partial summary judgment on the Note, even if it was orally modified as 
alleged by John. 
D. AlA Services' Alleged Oral Modification Would Cbange Material Terms and 
Be Unenforceable Under the Statute of Frauds. 
Under Idaho law, agreements that require more than one year to perform must be 
in writing. I.C. § 9-505. 
Oral modifications that change material terms of an agreement required to be in 
writing violate the statute of frauds and are unenforceable. Idaho has also followed the 
rule that a party may orally extend time of performance of a contract that is required to be 
in writing only if "no other material term is changed." Kelly v. Hodges, 119 Idaho 
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3D3D 
872, 875, 811 P.2d 48 (App. Ct. 1991); see also Foster v. Mutual Saving Association, 602 
S.W. 2d 98 (Tex. Civ. App. 1980) (holding than an oral modification of the amount of 
installments is unenforceable). In Kelly, the Idaho Court of Appeals followed the 
majority rule that material terms may not be changed: 
The authorities examining this issue are not unanimous. Some jurisdictions apply 
the general rule that a contract within the statute of frauds cannot be orally 
modified, and hold that a parole agreement extending time for performance of 
such a contract is unenforceable. However, most of the recent cases addressing 
the issue recognize that an oral agreement to substitute the mode or time of 
performance of an executory contract required to be in writing is valid and 
binding, provided that no other material term is changed and the agreement is 
made before the expiration of the written contract. The cases employing this rule 
generally draw a distinction between the contract, which the statute of frauds 
requires to be in writing, and its performance, to which the statute does not apply. 
In our opinion. tbis latter rule constitutes tbe better view, allowing the 
partie." to orallv extend the time for performance of tbeir agreements, so long 
as no otber material term is cbanged and the agreement is made before the 
underlying contract's expiration. 
Kelly v. Hodges, 119 Idaho at 875 (internal footnotes and corresponding cases 
omitted)(emphasis added). 
Here, AlA Services executed the Note, Amended Stock Pledge Agreement, Stock 
Restructure Redemption Agreement, and Amended Security Agreement.? All of these 
agreements required performance for over one year and were required by the statute of 
frauds. At his deposition, John testified that the alleged oral agreement resulted in Reed 
agreeing to materially change the monthly payments under the Note from the required 
$41,250 to $15,000 in cash and the payment of certain other expenses of less than 
$10,000 per month (the total of such monthly payments were substantially less than the 
$41,250 required by the Note): 
7 AlA Services' wholly owned subsidiary AlA Insurance, Inc. was also a party to the Amended 
Security Agreement because its commissions and related receivables were pledged to Reed . 
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Q. What were the terms of the deal in ' 03? 
A. Terms of the deal in '03 is that the company would dig itself out of the hole, 
work together to dig itself out of the hole with Crop USA, rebuild its agency 
force . I think I indicated in my affidavit, rebuild its agency force and that we 
would likely be able to begin catch-up on the interest as soon as we hit around 
thirty million of premium. And that we would again be able to restructure and 
begin paying off AlA and this debt as soon as we hit sixty to seventy million in 
premium and that was our goal. 
Q. Any other terms? 
A. We would pay Reed fifteen tbousand dollars a month plus continuing 
paying for about ten thousand dollars in other expenses during tbat interim 
period ... 
Q. Okay. Any other terms? 
A. Those are all I recall right now. 
Q. So that was the deal between your brother and AlA Services in 2003? 
A. Yes. 
Cressman Aff., Ex. B, p. 70, 11 . 4-25 (emphasis added). Obviously, a reduction from 
$41,250 per month in interest payments to approximately $25,000 in monthly interest is a 
material change in the terms. See also Hearing, Ex. AJ. 
The same holds true with the Amended Stock Pledge Agreement where under 
John's alleged oral modification all remaining terms were eliminated (including the 
numerous material terms such as a board seat, right to vote the shares, right to financial 
information, the right to prevent dividends, etc.). Again in his deposition, John testified 
that Reed only retained a security interest in the commissions and the shares of AlA 
Insurance and all other terms went away. See Cressman Aff., Ex. A, p. 140, 11. 13-25; p. 
141 , 11. 1-2. 
The only way that AlA Services' alleged modification could have been 
enforceable was to be through a written agreement signed by the parties to be bound. It is 
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entirely irrelevant whether or not Reed even agreed to the alleged oral modification. 
Therefore, the oral modification as alleged by John is unenforceable as a matter of law. 
VI. CONCLUSION 
For the reasons articulated above, the Court should grant Reed Taylor's Motion 
for Partial Summary Judgment. 
DATED: This 15th day of November, 2007. 
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BY~~~ 
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Cressman Jr. with exhibits on the following parties via the methods indicated below: 
David A. Gittins 
Law Office of David A. Gittins 
P.O. Box 191 
Clarkston, W A 99403 
Attorney for Defendants JoLee Duclos and 
Bryan Freeman 
Michael E. McNichols 
Clements Brown & McNichols 
321 13th Street 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Attorney for R. John Taylor 
Jonathan D. Hally 
Clark & Feeney 
P.O. Box 285 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Attorney for Connie Taylor, James Beck and 
Corrine Beck 
Gary D. Babbitt 
D. John Ashby 
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP 
877 Main Street, Suite 1000 
P.O. Box 1617 
Boise, Idaho 83701-1617 
Attorneys for AlA Services, AlA Insurance, and 
Crop USA Insurance Agency 
Via: 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) Email (pdf attachment) 
Via: 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) Email (pdf attachment) 
Via: 
e ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
e ) Hand Delivered 
e ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
eX) Email (pdf attachment) 
Via: 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) F acsimi1e 
eX) Email (pdf attachment) 
Signed this 15th day of November, 2007, at Lewiston, Jdah . 
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DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 






AIA SERVICES CORPORATION, an Idaho ) 
corporation; AlA INSURANCE, INC., an ) 
Idaho corporation; R. JOHN TAYLOR and ) 
CONNIE TAYLOR, individually and the ) 
community property comprised thereof, ) 
BRIAN FREEMAN, a single person; and ) 
JOLEE DUCLOS, a single person; CROP ) 
USA INSURANCE AGENCY, INC., an ) 
Idaho corporation; and JAMES BECK and ) 
CORRINE BECK, individually and in the ) 




CASE NO. CV07-00208 
OPINION AND ORDER ON 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 
PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
AND MOTION FOR INJUNCTION 
This matter is before the Court on Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Summary Judgment and 
Motion for Injunction. A hearing on the motions was held December 13,2007. Plaintiff Reed 
Taylor was represented by attorneys Ned Cannon and Roderick C. Bond. Defendants AlA 
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Services Corporation and AIA Insurance, Inc. were represented by attorneys Gary D. Babbitt and 
D. John Ashby. Defendant R. John Taylor was represented by attorney Michael E. McNichols. 
Defendant Connie Taylor was represented by attorney Jonathan D. Hally. The Court, having read 
the motions, briefs, and affidavits submitted by the parties, having heard oral arguments of 
counsel and being fully advised in the matter, hereby renders its decision. 
FACTUAL BACKGROUND 
Defendant AlA Insurance is a business founded by Plaintiff Reed Taylor operating under 
the umbrella of Defendant AIA Services Corporation. The Plaintiffs brother, Defendant R. John 
Taylor, eventually joined the business and together, the brothers developed the parent company 
into a holding for numerous diversified insurance businesses. In 1995, Plaintiff Reed Taylor 
decided to retire. In order to effectuate his retirement, Reed Taylor and AIA Services, along 
with counsel for the respective parties, entered into a stock redemption agreement. The 
agreement included a Promissory Note payable to Reed Taylor in the amount of$6,000,000.00 
plus interest, which was executed on August 1, 1995. 1 In 1996, the agreement was amended2 
after Reed Taylor placed AIA on notice that it was in default of several terms of the original 
1 Plaintiff's Exhibit A, admitted into the record on March 1,2007. 
2 Plaintiff s Exhibit C and Exhibit E, admitted into the record on March I, 2007. The 1996 Stock Redemption 
Restructure Agreement states in 1 D that Notices of Default were presented to AlA for its (a) failure to pay a 
$1,500,000.00 Down Payment Note as due October 21 , 1995, (b) failure to pay interest amounts on the $6 million 
Promissory Note, (c) failure to provide required fmancial information to Creditor Reed Taylor, (d) failure to pay 
Creditor Reed Taylor's attorneys' fees, (e) failure to comply with terms of the Security Agreement in regard a 
commission collateral account, and (f) failure to pay funds relative to certain stocks held by Creditor Reed Taylor. 
The 1996 Stock Redemption Restructure Agreement states in '\I E that as a result of the various defaults, the parties 
were agreed to make the following adjustments to the agreement: (a) adjust the principal amount of the Down 
Payment Note, extend its maturity date, provide for interest to accrue on the principal, require monthly payments of 
principal and interest, and provide security for the Down Payment Note; (b) terminate a Consulting Agreement that 
was a term ofthe original agreement, revise a Noncompetition Agreement that was a term of the original agreement, 
and terminate AlA's obligation to pay Creditor Reed Taylor a monthly salary as was a term of the original 
agreement; (c) amend tenus of the Security Agreement and the Stock Pledge Agreement; (d) revise certain 
representations, warranties and covenants contained in the original Stock Redemption Agreement; and (e) simplify 
and consolidate various default provisions and remedies in the agreements. 
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agreement. Under the terms of the amended and restated agreements, the date for full payment 
of the $6 million Promissory Note remained August 1,2005, though certain interim payments 
relative to the Note were restructured. The Note was not paid on the due date and, as of the date 
ofthis writing, remains outstanding. 
In a letter dated December 12, 2006, Plaintiff Reed Taylor's attorney notified Defendants 
AlA and John Taylor that AlA was in default under several sections of the Amended Stock 
Pledge Agreement, including but not limited to failure to pay the $6 million Promissory Note.3 
The letter further notified the Defendants that Plaintiff intended to exercise his right to vote the 
redeemed shares pursuant to a reversion of voting rights upon default as provided for in the 
Pledge Agreement. Included in the letter was Plaintiffs demand for a special shareholders 
meeting for the purpose of electing a new board of directors. Plaintiffs demand for a December 
26, 2006 special shareholder's meeting was rejected. On January 29,2007, Plaintiff Reed Taylor 
filed the above-entitled action seeking recovery of amounts owed under the Promissory Note4. 
Since the bringing of his action, Plaintiffhas amended his Complaint several times, adding 
defendants and causes of action. The record currently contains Plaintiff s Fifth Amended 
Complaint. 
During a motion hearing on March 1,2007, the Court heard testimony from Plaintiff 
Reed Taylor and from Defendant John Taylor. Defendant John Taylor conceded in his testimony 
that the Promissory Note had originally been due August 1,2005, but had not been paid.5 
However, Defendant John Taylor asserted he and Plaintiff Reed Taylor reached an oral 
agreement in March 2003 that eliminated a date certain for payment of the Note.6 The terms of 
J Plaintiff's Exhibit F, admitted into the record on March 1,2007. 
4 Plaintiff's Complaint asserted claims for breach of contract and constructive trust. 
S Hrg. Tr. p.68, Exh. B to the AfE of Paul R. Cressman, Jr. filed November 15,2007. 
6 Hrg. Tr. p.67, Exh. B to the Aff. of Paul R. Cressman, Jr. filed November 15,2007. 
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payment, according to Defendant John Taylor, were that Reed Taylor would be paid the principal 
and all unpaid and accrued interest if and when AlA and CropUSA 7 reached certain financial 
goals. Defendant Taylor further testified that in the interim, Reed Taylor was to receive set 
monthly interest payments of $25,000.00, distributed as $15,000.00 per month to Reed Taylor 
and $10,000.00 per month in payments to Reed Taylor's employee.8 John Taylor, however, 
conceded that in March 2006, AlA failed to pay $15,000.00 of the $25,000.00 monthly payment 
and the shortage remained unpaid at the time of hearing. The shortage was paid several months 
later, in December 2007.9 
The deposition of Defendant John Taylor was taken on August 29,2007. Portions of that 
deposition were filed as Exhibit "A" to the Affidavit of Paul R. Cressman, Jr. in Support of 
Motion for Partial Summary Judgment on the Promissory Note. 10 In his deposition, Defendant 
John Taylor testified that he and Plaintiff Reed Taylor agreed in March 2003 that the Promissory 
Note would not be paid until such time that AIA and Crop USA were economically viable, a 
term defined by Defendant John Taylor as having sufficient assets or borrowing power to pay the 
Note. ll Defendant John Taylor further stated that the benefit received by Plaintiff Reed Taylor 
for entering into the oral modification was "reinstatement" of monthly interest payments. The 
"reinstatement" of interest payments was at a significantly reduced amount. Rather than the 
approximately $41,000.00 monthly interest payment due under the written agreement, Reed 
7 CropUSA is a separate entity engaged in the crip insurance business under the AlA Services Corporation umbrella. 
g Hrg. Tr. p.70, Exh. B to the Afr. of Paul R Cressman, Ir. filed November 15, 2007. Under the original terms of 
the agreement, Reed Taylor was to be paid all of the monthly interest, an amount in excess of $40,000.00 per month. 
9 Hr. Tr. pp. 121-122, Exh. A to the Affidavit of Roderick C. Bond filed March 26,2007. The shortage was 
subsequently paid to Reed Taylor on December 3, 2007, some nine months after John Taylor testified to the 
nonpayment. See Aff. of Cori Cleveland filed December 3, 2007. 
10 Filed November 15,2007. 
11 Depo. of John Taylor at pp. 85-86, Exh. "A" to the Aff. of Paul R. Cressman, Jr. filed November 15,2007. 
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Plaintiff s pilot and ranch hand. 12 
During his testimony, Defendant Taylor was asked if he presented the oral modification 
to the boards of directors for AIA and/or Crop USA, and he responded he had not. Nevertheless, 
John Taylor insisted the board members of both companies knew Plaintiff Reed Taylor was 
being paid $25,000.00 per month though Defendant John Taylor was unable to state how the 
board members of AlA and Crop USA received the information. 13 Plaintiff Reed Taylor, who 
testified at the March 1,2007 hearing, has at all times maintained he at no time agreed to orally 
modify the 1996 agreements andlor the $6 million Promissory Note. 14 
On November 15,2007, Plaintiff Reed Taylor filed a Motion for Partial Summary 
Judgment on the Promissory Note along with supportive briefing and affidavits. In response, 
Defendants filed briefs and affidavits. On November 29,2007, Plaintiff Reed Taylor filed a 
Motion and Memorandum of Law for Preliminary Injunction along with supportive affidavits. 
Briefs and affidavits in objection were filed by Defendant AlA. On December 13,2007, the 
Court heard oral arguments on the two motions. 
(D PROMISSORY NOTE 
STANDARD OF REVIEW 
"Summary judgment is appropriate ifthe pleadings, affidavits, and discovery 
documents on file with the court, read in a light most favorable to the 
nonmoving party, demonstrate no material issue of fact such that the moving 
party is entitled to ajudgrnent as a matter oflaw." Thomson, 137 Idaho at 
476,50 PJd at 491; see also I.R.C.P. 56(c); Badel/ v. Beeks, 115 Idaho 101, 
102, 765 P.2d 126, 127 (1988). In determining whether the record presents an 
issue of material fact, "all allegations of fact in the record, and all reasonable 
12 Depo. of John Taylor at pp. 86-87, Exh. "AU to the Aff. of Paul R. Cressman, Jr. filed November 15, 2007 
13 Depo. of John Taylor at pp. 87-89,99 & 165, Exh. "A" of the Aff. to Paul R. Cressman, Jr. filed Nov. 15,2007 
14Hr. Tr. pp. 159-160, Exh. A to the Affidavit of Roderick C. Bond filed March 26,2007. 
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inferences from the record are construed in the light most favorable to the 
party opposing the motion." City oj Kellogg v. Mission Mountain Interests 
Ltd., Co., 135 Idaho 239, 243, 16 P.3d 915, 919 (2000). 
The burden of proving the absence of material facts is upon the moving party. 
Thomson, 137 Idaho at 476,50 P.3d at 491; see also Petricevich v. Salmon 
River Canal Co., 92 Idaho 865,452 P.2d 362 (1969). The adverse party, 
however, "may not rest upon the mere allegations or denials of his pleadings, 
but his response, by affidavits or as otherwise provided in this rule, must set 
forth specific facts showing that there is a genuine issue for trial." I.R.C.P. 
56( e). The moving party is therefore entitled to a judgment when the 
nonmoving party fails to make a showing sufficient to establish the existence 
of an element essential to that party's case on which that party will bear the 
burden of proof at trial. See Thomson, 137 Idaho at 476,50 P.3d at 491; 
Badel/, 115 Idaho at 102, 765P.2dat 127. 
Moreland v. Adams, 143 Idaho 687, 688-689, 152 P.3d 558 (2006). 
"Creating only a slight doubt as to the facts will not defeat a summary judgment motion; 
a summary judgment will be granted whenever on the basis of the evidence before the court a 
directed verdict would be warranted or whenever reasonable minds could not disagree as to the 
facts." Snake River Equipment Co. v. Christensen, 107 Idaho 541, 549, 691 P .2d 787 
(Ct.App.1984). 
ANALYSIS 
The question of whether AlA has defaulted on the Promissory Note requires a layered 
analysis. The parties concede the Note is in default under the 1996 written terms of the 
agreement. However, the Court must determine whether there was an enforceable oral 
modification. If so, then the Court must determine whether the Note is in default under the terms 
of that oral modification. 
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(1) DEFAULT UNDER mE WRlTTEN PROMISSORY NOTE LANGUAGE 
Defendant AlA does not dispute that, under the 1996 written terms of the agreement and 
the language in the Promissory Note, all principal and accrued interest on the Note was due in 
full on August 1,2005. In addition, Defendant AlA does not dispute Plaintiffs claim that the 
Note was not paid in full on August 1,2005. Rather, Defendant contends the terms relative to 
payment of the Note were orally modified in March 2003 as the culmination of nearly three years 
of negotiations between Plaintiff Reed Taylor and Defendant John Taylor. 
(2) LEGAL SUFFICIENCY OF THE ALLEGED ORAL MODIFICATION 
Assuming, arguendo, there was an oral modification of the payment tenus of the Note, 
the Court must determine whether the oral modification as alleged sufficiently meets the 
requirements to form a legally enforceable contract. The integrated agreement between AlA and 
Reed Taylor clearly requires all amendments, modifications, waivers andlor supplementations to 
the agreement be placed in a writing and be signed by the parties to the agreement. The 1996 
amended and restated Agreement includes the following language: 
This Agreement is made to secure the punctual payment and performance by 
Pledgor of any and all obligations, liabilities and amounts now or hereafter owing, 
due or not due, direct or indirect, liquidated or contingent, to Secured Party 
pursuant to the Amended Down Payment Note and the $6M Note and the prompt 
observance and performance by Pledgor or its covenants, agreements and 
obligations hereunder (collectively, the "Secured Obligations"). 
~1 of the Amended and Restated Stock Pledge Agreement. 
Taylor v. AlA 
This Agreement amends, restates, supersedes and replaces the Stock Pledge 
Agreement which shall hereafter have no further force or effect. This Agreement 
and the other Restructured Obligations contain the complete and final expression 
of the entire agreement of the parties. No provision of this Agreement may be 
amended, modified, waived, or supplemented, except by a writing signed by the 
parties to this Agreement. No waiver by Secured Party of any default shall be a 
waiver of any other default. 
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~ 11.3 of the Amended and Restated Stock Pledge Agreement. 
Nearly identical language appears in the 1996 Amended and Restated Security 
Agreement. 
This Agreement and the other Restructured Obligations entered into in connection 
with the Secured Obligations contain the complete and [mal expression of the 
entire agreement of the parties. No provision oftrus Agreement may be amended, 
modified, waived or supplemented, except by a writing signed by the party sought 
to be charged with the amendment, modification, waiver or supplementation. 
~ 7.2 of the Amended and Restated Security Agreement. 
Despite the unambiguous language requiring all modifications be placed in writing (as 
was done in 1996), Defendants AIA and John Taylor contend an oral modification of material 
terms of the Promissory Note was entered into in March 2003 between Reed Taylor and John 
Taylor, acting as the agent of AlA. "It is the general common law rule in this country that an 
oral modification of a written contract may bc enforceable, notwithstanding a clause prohibiting 
unwritten modifications, at least in circumstances where one party has relied upon the 
modification." Rule v. Us. Bank National Association, 133 Idaho 669, 675, 991 P.2d 857 
(Ct.App.1999). 
In order for a modification to be enforceable, whether an oral or written modification, the 
elements necessary to the formation of a valid contract must be met. "A valid modification of a 
contract must satisfy all the criteria essential for a valid original contract, including offer, 
acceptance, and consideration." 17A AmJur.2d Contracts § 507 (2007); Caffrey Farms, Inc. v. 
Williams Pipe Line Co., 739 F.2d 1366 (8th Cir. 1984); Nyhus v. Travel Management Corp., 466 
F.2d 440 (D.C. Cir. 1972); Carlson, Collins, Gordon and Bold v. Banducci, 257 CaL App. 2d 
212,64 Cal. Rptr. 915 (1 st Dist. 1967); Anderton v. Business Aircraft, Inc., 650 So. 2d 473 
(Miss. 1995); Zumwinkel v. Leggett, 345 S.W.2d 89 (Mo. 1961); Joel T. Cheatham, Inc. v. Hall, 
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64 N.C. App. 678, 308 S.E.2d 457 (1983); Sauner v. Public Service Authority a/South Carolina, 
354 S.C. 397, 581 S.E.2d 161 (2003). 
When the modification is one to extend the time for payment on a promissory note, as is 
asserted to have occurred in the instant matter, "the time to which payment is extended must be 
as definite as is required in a promissory note when originally made." 10 C.J.S. Bills and Notes 
§ 110 (2007). Defendant AlA contends all the elements required to create an enforceable 
contract were met when the oral modification was entered into and that there is sufficient 
certainty to the term setting forth when the Note would be paid to fmd the oral agreement 
enforceable. The Court, however, finds the alleged oral agreement of modification lacks 
consideration 15 and certainty and, therefore, fails as a matter of law. 
Defendant AIA contends the element of consideration was met in the oral modification 
when, in exchange for Reed Taylor agreeing to extend the time for payment of the Note, Reed 
would receive $25,000.00 of each months interest rather than the approximately $40,000.00 per 
month interest he was to be paid under the written terms of the agreement. "The promise of a 
payment of a debt already due is not sufficient consideration for the promise of a creditor to 
forbear or extend the time of payment." O'Brien v. General Motors Acceptance Corp., 362 P.2d 
455 (Wyo. 1961). 
An essential element of a contract is legal consideration. Detroit Trust Co. v. 
Struggles, 289 Mich. 595, 599,286 N. W. 844 (1939). Under the preexisting duty 
rule, it is well settled that doing what one is legally bound to do is not 
consideration for a new promise. Puett v. Walker, 332 Mich. 117, 122,50 
N.W.2d 740 (1952). This rule bars the modification of an existing contractual 
relationship when the purported consideration for the modification consists of the 
15 Plaintiff Reed Taylor argues the agreement to modify fails for lack of consideration and lack of mutuality of 
obligation. "'Mutuality of obligation' is simply another way of expressing the idea that there must be adequate 
consideration in the formation of a contract. 1 S. WILLISTON, A TREATISE ON THE LA W OF CONTRACTS § 
105A (3rd ed. 1957); J. CALAMARI AND J. PERILLO, THE LAW OF CONTRACTS, § 4-14 (2nd ed. 1977); 
RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF CONTRACTS § 79 (1981). Doughty v. Idaho Frozen Foods Corp., 112 Idaho 
791,794,736 P.2d 460 (Ct.App.1987). 
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performance or promise to perform that which one party was already required to 
do under the terms of the existing agreement. Borg-Warner Acceptance Corp. v. 
Dep'! a/State, 433 Mich. 16,22, n. 3,444 N.W.2d 786 (1989). 
Yerkovich v. AAA, 610 N.W.2d 542,546 (Mich.2000). 
Under the terms of the written agreement, Reed Taylor promised to relinquish all of his 
AIA voting shares to AlA and, as consideration for his promise, AlA gave Reed Taylor a $6 
million Promissory Note that obligated AlA to pay Reed Taylor approximately $41,000.00 
interest monthly and to pay all of the principal and accrued interest on August 1,2005. Under 
the alleged 2003 modification, Reed Taylor promised to extend the time for payment of the 
principal and accrued interest on the Note to a date completely uncertain and, in consideration of 
his promise, AlA was obligated to pay Reed Taylor approximately half of each months interest 
on the Note with payment of the principal and accrued interest to be paid when and if AlA and 
CropUSA reached certain financial goals. 
The alleged oral modification provided Defendant AIA with multiple benefits. First, AlA 
was no longer obligated to pay the Note on a date certain. Second, AlA's obligation to pay the 
Note would only be triggered if AIA and CropUSA, an entity that had no obligation on the Note, 
reached certain financial goals. Reed Taylor, on the other hand, received no benefit from the 
terms of the alleged oral modification. Other than that consideration already owed to Reed 
Taylor under the written terms of the Note, he received no consideration in exchange for the 
benefits his promise provided AIA. To the contrary, he suffered detriment. The monthly interest 
payments Reed Taylor was to receive were reduced substantially. In addition, there was no 
certainty as to when, or if, Reed Taylor would be paid the $6 million in principal plus any 
accrued interest. While the Court was unable to find any discussion of the preexisting duty rule 
in Idaho case law, the Court did find jurisdiction after jurisdiction that acknowledged the rule as 
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one well established in American jurisprudence. 16 Applying the preexisting duty rule to the case 
at hand, the Court fmds the 2003 oral modification of the agreement between AlA and Reed 
Taylor fails as a matter o flaw for lack of consideration. 
The Court also finds the oral modification fails as a matter of law for lack of certainty. 
As was noted by Defendant AIA in its brief in opposition to Plaintiff's motion for partial 
summary judgment, in order for an extension of time to be binding, the new time for payment 
must have the same certainty as existed in the original promissory note. 17 "For an extension of 
the payment of a note to be binding on the parties, it must be for a definite period and must be 
supported by consideration." ~Mitchell v. Peterson, 422 N.E.2d 1026, 97 Ill.App.3d 363 
(Ill.App.1981). "Granting that the time of payment may be extended by a defmite and binding 
oral agreement (Oliver v. Us. Fidelity Co., 176 N.C. 598, 97 S.E. 490), we are confronted by the 
general rule that such an agreement must fix a definite time when payment is to be made. The 
time thus agreed on should be as definite as that which is required when the note is originally 
executed; the elements of the agreement being certainty, mutuality, and consideration." Wrenn 
v. Lawrence Cotton Mills, Inc., 150 S.E. 676, 678,198 N.C. 89 (N.C.l929). While some courts 
have stated that the rule does not require a precise date to be fixed for the agreement to be valid, 
those courts have, nonetheless, held that that the time must be readily ascertainable by an event 
that is certain to occur and not one that is contingent. West Texas Loan Co. v. Montgomery, 200 
P. 681, 27N.M. 296 (N.M.I921). 
16 Jurisdictions that were reviewed include Alabama, Arizona, California, Florida, Georgia, Indiana, Illinois, Iowa, 
Kansas, Louisiana, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, Nebraska, Nevada, New 
Hampshire, New Jersey, New Mexico, New York, North Carolina, Ohio, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, 
South Dakota, Texas, Vermont, Washington, and West Virginia. 
17 "In order for an extension oftime to be binding, the time to which payment is extended must be as definite as is 
required in a promissory note when originally made." 10 C.J.S. Bills and Notes § 110. "[F]or an extension oftime 
for payment ofa note to be binding on the parties, it must be for a definite period oftime." 11 Am.Jur.2d Bills and 
Notes § 198. 
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The Promissory Note l8 in the instant matter is dated August 1, 1995 and reads in relevant 
Payments of interest only shall be made monthly in lawful money of the United 
States in immediately available funds commencing one month from the date hereof 
at the address of Payee to which notices are to be sent pursuant to the terms of the 
Redemption Agreement, or at such other place as the holder hereof shall designate 
in writing. The entire balance of all principal and any accrued but unpaid interest 
shall be due and payable on the tenth anniversary of the date of this Note. 
Under the original terms of the Promissory Note, the time for payment of the principal 
and accrued interest was a date certain - the tenth anniversary of the date of the Note, i.e. August 
1, 2005. Under the terms of the alleged oral modification, there is no certainty to the term for 
payment of the Note, since it was payable upon an entirely contingent event rather than an event 
that was certain to occur. It was the testimony of Defendant John Taylor during the March 1, 
2007 hearing that, under the terms of the oral modification, the Note would become due when 
AlA and CropUSA reached sixty to seventy million dollars in new premiums. 19 When his 
deposition was taken, Defendant John Taylor testified that, under the terms of the oral 
modification, the Note would be due when AlA and CropUSA achieved sixty million in new 
premiums in a single year?O The event that is to trigger payment is not readily ascertainable as it 
is an event that may never occur and that is not readily ascertainable by the holder of the Note, 
Reed Taylor.2l Contrary to the arguments of Defendant AIA, the time of payment under the 
18 Plaintiff's Exhibit A as admitted into the record on March 1,2007. 
19 Hr. Tr. pp. 70 and 78-79, Exh. A to the Affidavit of Roderick C. Bond filed March 26, 2007. 
20 Depo. of John Taylor at pp. 134-135, Exh. "A" to the Aff. of John Ashby filed December 3, 2007. 
21 Defendant AlA contends the instant matter is analogous to Hamlin v. Steward, 622 N.E.2d 535 (Ind.App.1993). 
AlA contends the Hamlin Court held an extension oftime to pay a promissory note was enforceable when the 
modification allowed for payment upon the sale of the Stewards' motel. AlA then argues that the payment 
extension in the instant case has the same certainty as that in Hamlin and should be held sufficiently certain to create 
an enforceable modification agreement. The Court disagrees. In Hamlin, the Stewards borrowed money from the 
Hamlins to remodel the Stewards' motel in preparation for selling the motel. The Hamlins expected to be repaid 
upon the sale of the motel. The Stewards made several payments toward the loan then executed a promissory note 
for the remaining balance. The Stewards subsequently sold the motel but did not receive enough down payment to 
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terms of the oral modification lacks sufficient certainty to create a valid and enforceable 
modification agreement. 
Finally, the Court must address Defendant AlA's assertion that any insufficiencies in the 
oral modification, a modification that Plaintiff has at all times denied entering into, are overcome 
by AIA's reliance on the agreement, i.e. the doctrine of promissory estoppel. 
The elements of promissory estoppel are as follows: " '(1) the detriment suffered 
in reliance was substantial in an economic sense; (2) substantial loss to the 
promisee acting in reliance was or should have been foreseeable by the promisor; 
and (3) the promisee must have acted reasonably in justifiable reliance on the 
promise as made.'" Mitchell v. Bingham Memorial Hosp., 130 Idaho 420, 942 
P.2d 544 (1997) (quoting Black Canyon Racquetball Club, Inc. v. Idaho First 
Nat'l Bank, 119 Idaho 171, 178 n. 2, 804 P.2d 900, 907 n. 2 (l991»)(quoting 
Mohr v. Shultz, 86 Idaho 531, 540, 388 P.2d 1002, 1008 (1964)). 
Gillespie v. Mountain Park Estates, L.L.C, 138 Idaho 27,29,56 PJd 1277 (2002). 
Defendant AIA has failed to show AlA suffered any economic detriment because of its 
reliance on an extension of time to pay the Promissory Note or that AlA suffered a substantial 
loss because of its reliance on an extension to pay the Note. It is the position of AIA that it 
sought an extension because it was struggling financially and feared the Note would go into 
default. However, AlA has produced no evidence that its difficult financial position, if it is in 
one, was in part or in whole the result of reliance on an extension of time to pay the $6 million 
dollar Note.22 Therefore, the Court fmds Defendant AlA has failed to establish the elements of 
pay the note. The Hamlins and Stewards then agreed the note could be paid in ten installment payments. However, 
the buyers of the motel defaulted on the contract and abandoned the motel. When the Stewards were then unable to 
make the next installment payment, the Hamlins agreed, for a second time, that the note could be sold upon the sale 
ofthe motel. The facts in Hamlin and the Court's ruling are consistent with the rule that an extension of time must 
be as certain as the original payment term of the note and, more importantly, the facts in Hamlin are distinguishable 
from the facts in the instant case. Defendant AlA further argues that Plaintiffs reliance on Irwin Rogers Insurance 
Agency, Inc. v. Murphy, 122 Idaho 270,833 P.2d 128 (Ct.App.l992) is misplaced as the facts in Murpby are not on 
point. The Court, however, finds the Idaho case more analogous to the instant matter than the Hamlin case, cited by 
Defendant AlA, though neither case is on point. 
22 AIA argued reliance based on John Taylor's testimony that he took no salary from AIA for a period of time based 
on his reliance that Reed Taylor agreed to extend the time for payment of the Note. The Court would first not there 
is some dispute over John Taylor's claim that he took no salary from AIA. However, assummg his statement to be 
true, the Court nonetheless fails to see how that shows reliance on the part of AlA. 
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The Court, having found the alleged oral modification invalid and unenforceable for lack 
of consideration and certainty, need not address the factual question of whether an oral 
modification was entered into by AlA and Reed Taylor in 2003 and need not determine whether 
the Note is in default under the terms of the oral modification. The original terms of the Note 
are, therefore, applicable. Defendant AIA having conceded it is in default under the original 
terms of the Note, the Court grants Plaintiff Reed Taylor'S Motion for Partial Summary 
Judgment on the Promissory Note, as it appears, based on the evidence before the Court, that a 
directed verdict for Plaintiff would be warranted. 
(ID PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION 
STANDARD 
"Entitlement to injunctive relief depends upon the presentation of evidence by the 
applicant, establishing the right to such relief." Balla v. Murphy, 116 Idaho 257, 259, 775 P.2d 
149 (Ct.App.l989). The decision to grant or deny an injunction is within the discretionary 
decision making of the court. Hayden Lake Fire Protection District v. Alcorn, 141 Idaho 388, 
405, 111 P.3d 73 (2004). 
ANALYSIS 
Plaintiff Reed Taylor, by way of a motion, asks the Court to enter a preliminary 
injunction ordering: (1) all commissions and related receivables of AlA Services and AlA 
Insurance be deposited with the Court and placed in an interest bearing account; (2) the original 
of a promissory note from Washington Bank Properties payable to Universal Life Insurance 
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Company be deposited with the Court along with all payments received on the Note; and (3) that 
AIA Services and AlA Insurance be barred from encumbering, selling or transferring any assets. 
Plaintiff contends AIA is insolvent under either definition of insolvency as found in I.C. § 
55-911. Plaintiff further asserts that, pursuant to a proceeding by a creditor, a corporation found 
to be insolvent may be subject to judicial dissolution under I.e. § 30-1-1430. While Plaintiff 
cites the Court to I.C. § 30-1-1430 as authority under which the Court may grant Plaintiff's 
motion for a preliminary injunction, the Court finds the statute inapplicable. The statute reads in 
relevant part: 
The Idaho district court designated in section 30-1-1431 (1), Idaho Code, may 
dissolve a corporation: 
(3) In a proceeding by a creditor if it is established that: 
(a) The creditor's claim has been reduced to jUdgment, the execution on 
the judgment returned unsatisfied, and the corporation is insolvent; or 
(b) The corporation has admitted in writing that the creditor's claim is due 
and owing and the corporation is insolvent; 
Idaho Code § 30-1-1430(3). 
In the instant case, there has been no determination by the Court that AIA Services and/or 
AlA Insurance, Inc. is insolvent, nor can the Court make such a determination at this time23 . In 
addition to the unresolved question of insolvency, there is no creditor's claim that has been 
reduced to judgment and, without a judgment, there can be no claim reduced to judgment that 
has been returned unsatisfied upon execution. The Court clearly has no authority at this juncture 
to judicially dissolve Defendant AlA Services and/or AlA Insurance, Inc. 
Plaintiff's requested preliminary injunction would unquestionably have the effect of 
putting Defendants AlA into dissolution by depriving the company of all operating capital. The 
23 It is not enough that Plaintiff asserts AlA Services and/or AIA Insurance, Inc. are insolvent. While the record 
contains certain of the companies' fmancial records, the Court has at no time had the issue of insolvency put before 
it for determination. 
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Court, having found it has no authority under I.C. § 30-1-1430, must deny Plaintiffs motion for 
preliminary injunction. 
ORDER 
Plaintiff s Motion for Partial Summary Judgment on Promissory Note is hereby 
GRANTED. 
Plaintiffs Motion for Preliminary Injunction is hereby DENIED. 
Dated this 13 day of February 2008. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
REED 1. TAYLOR, a single person, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
ALA SERVICES CORPORATION, an 
Idaho corporation; ALA INSURANCE, 
INC., an Idaho corporation; R. JOHN 
TA YLOR and CONNIE TAYLOR, 
individually and the community property 
comprised thereof; BRYAN FREEMAN, 
a single person; JOLEE DUCLOS, a single 
person; CROP USA INSURANCE 
AGENCY, INC., an [daho Corporation; and 
JAlV1ES BECK and CORRINE BECK, 
individually and the community property 
comprised thereof; 
Defendants. 
Case No.: CV-07-00208 
FWTHAMENDEDCONWLA~ 
Plaintiff Reed 1. Taylor submits this Fifth Amended Complaint against the Defendants 
alleging as follows: 
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1. PARTIES, JURISDICTION AND VENUE 
1.1 Plaintiff Reed J. Taylor ("Reed") is a single person and a resident of Lewiston, 
Nez Perce County, Idaho. 
1.2 Defendant AlA Services Corporation ("AlA Services") is an Idaho corporation 
with its principal place of business located in Lewiston, Nez Perce County, Idaho. 
1.3 Defendant AIA Insurance, Inc. ("AIA Insurance") is an Idaho corporation with 
its principal place of business is located in Lewiston, Nez Perce County, Idaho. ALA Insurance 
is a wholly owned subsidiary of ALA Services. 
1.4 Defendant Connie Taylor ("Connie") is a single person residing in Lewiston, Nez 
Perce County, Idaho. 
1.5 Defendants R. John Taylor and Connie Taylor, were husband and wife until on or 
about December 16, 2005 (collectively "John"), and at all relevant times were residents of 
Lewiston, Nez Perce County, Idaho. All references to "John" are for acts, omissions, claims, 
causes of action, damages, and/or liabilities that accrued on or before December 16, 2005, are for 
John individually, and were also performed on behalf of R. John Taylor and Connie Taylor's 
marital community (which benefited from R. John Taylor's acts and/or omissions) as to divided 
and undivided community property. All references to "John" for acts, omission, claims, causes 
of action, damages, and/or liabilities that accrued after December 16, 2005, are for John 
individually and pertain to Connie as to their divided and undivided community property, 
including, without limitation, community property in which Reed is requesting to be awarded. 
1.6 Defendant JoLee Duclos ("Duclos") is a single person residing in Clarkston, 
Washington. 
III 
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1.7 Defendant Bryan Freeman ("Freeman") is a single person residing in Lewiston, 
Nez Perce County, Idaho. 
1.8 Defendant Crop USA Insurance Agency, Inc. ("Crop USA") is an Idaho 
corporation, with its principal place of business located in Lewiston, Nez Perce County, Idaho. 
1.9 Defendant James Beck and Corrine Beck (individually and collectively "Beck") 
are residents of the state of Minnesota. All references to "Beck" are for acts, omissions, claims, 
causes of action, damages, and/or liabilities that accrued are for James Beck individually, and 
were also performed on behalf of James Beck and Corrine Beck's marital community (which 
benefited from James Beck's acts and/or omissions) and pertain to Corrine Beck as to damages, 
acts and/or omissions on behalf of their community and as to all community property, including, 
without limitation, community property Reed is seeking to be awarded. 
1.10 The District Court has jurisdiction over this matter under I.C. § 1-705. 
1.11 Venue is proper in the District Court of the Second Judicial District, Nez Perce 
County pursuant to I.C. § 5-404. 
II. FACTUAL BACKGROUND 
2.1 John, was at all relevant times, an officer and director of AlA Services, AlA 
Insurance, and Crop USA. During the certain relevant times in which John was a director and 
officer of ALA Insurance, AIA Services and Crop USA, he owed fiduciary duties to Reed as the 
single largest creditor of ALA Insurance and ALA Services. John and Connie are the majority 
shareholders in AIA Services and own approximately 40% of the outstanding shares of Crop 
USA, specifically 4,645,000 shares as of July 31,2006. 
2.2 R. John Taylor and Connie were divorced through an Interlocutory Decree filed 
on December 16, 2005, under which only a portion of their community assets were divided and 
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other property remained undivided. This action includes, but is not limited to, acts, omissions, 
transactions, debts, claims, and/or causes of action which accrued prior to R. John Taylor and 
Connie's dissolution. All references to "John" in this Complaint are for, but not limited to, 
claims, causes of action, breaches of duties, fraud, acts, omissions and liabilities incurred by R. 
John Taylor on behalf of the marital community of R. John Taylor and Connie, together with 
their community property, whether divided or not through the effective date of their dissolution 
decree entered on or about December 16, 2005. Reed is requesting and entitled to be awarded 
shares of stock and property jointly owned by R. John Taylor and Connie. 
2.3 After the effective date of R. John Taylor and Connie Taylor's decree of 
dissolution, all references to "John" in this Complaint are for claims, breaches of duties, acts, 
omissions and/or liabilities incurred by John individually. One of the reasons Connie is named 
as a party in this action for her liabilities and/or derivative liability by virtue of her marriage to 
John and her interest in the community property of the marriage (including all divided and 
undivided community property of their marriage for which Reed is requesting to be awarded 
through a constructive trust) all of which is subject to liability for the allegations in this 
Complaint of the acts, breaches of duties, claims, omissions, and conduct of John on and prior to 
December 16,2005. 
2.4 During the certain relevant times that Connie was a director of AlA Insurance and 
AlA Services, she owed fiduciary duties to Reed as the single largest creditor of AlA Services. 
Connie is also individually liable for all claims, breaches of duties, acts, omissions and/or 
liabilities during certain relevant times in which she was a member of the board of directors of 
AlA Services and AlA Insurance. 
II/ 
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2.5 Duclos is, and was at certain relevant times, an officer and director of AlA 
Services, AlA Insurance, and Crop USA. Duclos is a shareholder in AlA Services and Crop 
USA. During the certain relevant times that Duclos was a director and officer of AIA Insurance 
and AIA Services, she owed fiduciary duties to Reed as the single largest creditor of AlA 
Services. 
2.6 Freeman is, and was at certain relevant times, a director and/or officer of AlA 
Services, AIA Insurance, and Crop USA. Freeman is a shareholder in AlA Services and Crop 
USA. During the certain relevant times that Freeman was a director of AlA Insurance and ALA 
Services, he owed fiduciary duties to Reed as the single largest creditor of AlA Services. 
2.7 Crop USA was formed and operated using AlA Services and ALA Insurance's 
assets, funds, employees, office space, trade secrets, business relationships, equipment, good 
will, reputation, financial wherewithal (including loan guarantees), and other assets. But for ALA 
Insurance's assets, trade secrets, reputation and relationships, Crop USA would never have been 
formed and operated. Since Crop USA's formation, funds were inappropriately loaned and/or 
transferred back and forth from AlA Services and/or AlA Insurance to and from Crop USA and 
other entities partially owned by John andlor Connie. 
2.8 John and Connie own approximately 40% of Crop USA, which also remained 
undivided community property at the time Reed filed his original Complaint. 
2.9 Beck is a shareholder in AIA Services and Crop USA and acquired Crop USA 
shares from the inappropriate and/or unlawful conversation of their Preferred C Shares of AlA 
Services to shares of Crop USA. During the certain relevant times that Beck was a member of 
the board of directors boards of AlA Insurance, AlA Services and/or Crop USA, he owed 
fiduciary duties to Reed as the single largest creditor of the corporations. During certain relevant 
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times, Beck was a member of the boards for Crop USA, AlA Insurance, andlor AlA Services and 
directed, consented, approved andlor acquiesced in inappropriate and/or unlawful corporate 
activities at ALA Insurance, AIA Services andlor Crop USA. 
2.10 Reed was the founder and majority shareholder of AlA Services. In 1995, John 
desired to redeem Reed's 613,494 shares of common stock in ALA Services through a stock 
redemption agreement. Upon the closing of the transaction of AIA Services' redemption of 
Reed's shares, John became the majority shareholder in ALA Services. 
2.11 ALA Insurance, a subsidiary of ALA Services, is wholly owned by AIA Services 
and where virtually all of AlA Services' revenues are derived and was the basis for security 
interests provided to Reed. ALA Insurance is lessee of the office building located at 111 Main 
Street, Lewiston, Idaho. 
2.12 On or about July 22, 1995, ALA Services and Reed entered into a Stock 
Redemption Agreement, Stock Pledge Agreement, and Security Agreement. Under the terms of 
the Stock Redemption Agreement and related agreements, AlA Services agreed to execute 
promissory note to timely pay Reed $1,500,000 Million in 90 days ("Down Payment Note") and 
$6,000,000, plus accrued interest due and payable monthly at the rate of 8~% per annum 
("Promissory Note"). 
2.13 The Promissory Note was executed by John on behalf of AlA Services on or 
about August 1, 1995. Under the terms of the Promissory Note, ALA Services was required to 
timely pay all accrued interest monthly to Reed and the principal amount of $6,000,000, plus all 
accrued but unpaid interest was due and payable on August 1, 2005. Donna Taylor, the holder 
of the Series A Preferred Shares in ALA Services, subordinated all of her rights to payment of the 
redemption of her shares in favor of Reed. Through the date of Reed's Complaint, ALA Services 
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had not timely and properly paid all sums owed to Donna Taylor. 
2.14 Under the terms of the Stock Redemption Agreement, ALA Services and ALA 
Insurance also agreed to contemporaneously execute a Security Agreement and Stock Pledge 
Agreement, among Dther agreements and documents. The Stock Redemption Agreement, Stock 
Pledge Agreement, and Security Agreement were all either authorized by the Board of Directors 
of AIA Services andlor AlA Insurance andlor approved by a shareholder vote. 
2.15 When ALA Services was unable to comply with the Stock Redemption 
Agreement, Stock Pledge Agreement, and Security Agreement, John, on behalf of ALA Services 
and ALA Insurance, entered into negotiations with Reed regarding restructuring the obligations. 
In 1996, AIA Services, ALA Insurance and Reed agreed to modify the Stock Redemption 
Agreement and executed the Stock Redemption Restructure Agreement ("Restructure 
. Agreement"). Contemporaneously with the execution of the Restructure Agreement, the parties 
executed the Amended and Restated Stock Pledge Agreement ("Amended Stock Pledge 
Agreement") and Amended and Restated Security Agreement ("Amended Security 
Agreement"). 
2.16 Under the terms of the Restructure Agreement, the terms of the Promissory Note 
remained unchanged and were not modified (including the $6,000,000 principal amount, due 
date, and required monthly interest payments). Under the terms of the Amended Security 
Agreement, Reed received a security interest in all of ALA Services and ALA Insurance's 
commissions and related services (and all proceeds thereof), and AlA Services and ALA 
Insurance were required to have a Lock Box for all commissions for the protection and benefit of 
Reed. 
//1 
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2.17 Under the terms of the Amended Stock Pledge Agreement, AlA Services pledged 
all of the outstanding shares in AIA Insurance to Reed as partial security for ALA Services' 
indebtedness to Reed under the Promissory Note, Restructure Agreement, and Amended Security 
Agreement. Under the terms of the Amended Stock Pledge Agreement, ALA Services' failure to 
timely pay Reed interest or principal under the Promissory Note or the Down Payment Note 
constituted an Event of Default. In an Event of Default for failure to timely pay interest or 
principal under the Promissory Note, AIA Services' insolvency, or ALA Services' failure to 
maintain the required Lock Box (among other Events of Default), AlA Services' right to vote the 
pledged shares of AlA Insurance ceased and terminated and vested exclusively in Reed. 
2.18 Under the terms of the Amended Stock Pledge Agreement, AlA Services and/or 
AlA Insurance owed Reed continuing contractual obligations, including, without limitation, the 
obligation that Reed was required to be a member of the board of directors of AlA Services until 
Reed was paid in full or sufficient security was posted to ensure the payment of the Promissory 
Note. ALA Services never posted bonds or other security for the payment of the Promissory 
Note. AlA Services, John, Duclos, Freeman, Connie, and/or Beck have intentionally refused to 
appoint Reed to the Board of AlA Services as required and/or unilaterally created new conditions 
upon which Reed's appointment would be based. A new right to be a member of the board of 
AlA Services is created every year as directors are required to be elected yearly under the 
Bylaws of AlA Services. Despite Reed's demands and AlA Services' continuing contractual 
obligations to keep Reed on the board of directors, AIA Services, John, Duclos, Freeman, 
Connie, and/or Beck have refused to appoint Reed to the Board of Directors of ALA Services as 
required. Because Reed has not been on the Board of ALA Services as required, all actions taken 
by AlA Services' board were not properly authorized and, therefore, not ratified by AlA 
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Services; and such acts are the personal actions of John, Duclos, Freeman, Connie, andlor Beck 
during their tenure on the board of ALA Services. 
2.19 Under the Amended Stock Pledge Agreement, AlA Services had continuing 
contractual obligations to not loan money to any affiliate other than a wholly owned subsidiary. 
ALA Services has loaned money on countless occasions to and/or lent other services, office space 
or benefits to affiliates and other parties in violation of the Amended Stock Pledge Agreement, 
and such loans or benefits were made during times in which John, Duclos, Freeman, Connie, 
and/or Beck were board members of AlA Services and/or ALA Insurance. In addition, the 
Amended Articles of Incorporation of AlA Services prevents it or any of its subsidiaries 
(including, without limitation, AlA Insurance), from guaranteeing the loans of any other entity 
that is not a wholly owned subsidiary of ALA Services. 
2.20 The Promissory Note required monthly interest payments with an acceleration 
clause if payments were not timely or properly made to Reed. The acceleration clause requires 
written notice from Reed to AlA Services of default and AIA Services would be entitled to a five 
day opportunity to cure before Reed could exercise his rights under the Amended Stock Pledge 
Agreement or Amended Security Agreement. The obligations owed to Reed under the 
Promissory Note are independent of any other obligations owed by the Defendants and secured 
by the Restructure Agreement, Amended Stock Pledge Agreement and Amended Security 
Agreement. 
2.21 During relevant times, the fair-market value of AlA Services and AlA Insurance 
was less than the aggregate amount of their total debts, which constitutes AlA Services and AlA 
Insurance's insolvency. During relevant times, ALA Services and/or AlA Insurance were unable 
to pay their debts as they became due (including, without limitation, debts to Reed and Donna 
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Taylor), which also constitutes ALA Services insolvency and ALA Insurance's insolvency. 
2.22 During all relevant times, Reed was the largest and most significant creditor of 
ALA Services. Because ALA Services has failed to timely and properly pay creditors as required 
during certain relevant times and/or was insolvent, John, Duclos, Freeman, Connie, and/or Beck 
owed fiduciary duties to creditors, specifically Reed because of his status as ALA Services' 
largest and most significant creditor. 
2.23 The value of ALA Services and ALA Insurance's assets (including, without 
limitation, if both corporations are sold and/or their assets independently sold) at the time Reed 
filed his original Complaint was insufficient to pay Reed the $6,000,000, plus prejudgment 
interest in excess of $2,000,000 owed to him. The value of AIA Services and ALA Insurance's 
assets (including if both corporations are sold) for at least 7 years of time preceding the time 
Reed filed his original Complaint was insufficient to pay Reed the $6,000,000 principal, plus 
prejudgment interest owed to him. 
2.24 During certain relevant times, ALA Services and/or AlA Insurance were in default 
of various provisions of the agreements with Reed, insolvent and/or unable to timely pay its 
debts to Reed and/or other creditors, including Donna Taylor. During certain relevant times, 
ALA Services has failed to comply with the terms of the Promissory Note. 
2.25 Instead of paying Reed as required, ALA Services, AlA Insurance, Crop USA, 
John, Duclos, Connie, Beck, and/or Freeman utilized funds that Reed had a security interest in to 
make investments in, transfer assets to, or loan money to, or provide services on behalf of Crop 
USA, John and/or entities operated and/or partially owned by John, Connie, Beck, Freeman, 
Duclos, and/or one or more of the other Defendants. 
III 
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2.26 On or about December 12, 2006, Reed provided AIA Services written notice of 
default under various provisions of the Restructure Agreement, Amended Stock Pledge 
Agreement, and Amended Security Agreement, including, without limitation, AIA Services' 
failure to pay principal and interest due under the Promissory Note, failure to maintain the Lock 
Box, loaning money to non-wholly owned subsidiaries (including guaranteeing the $15 Million 
revolving line-of-credit for Crop USA), failure to provide all required fmancial information, and 
other defaults as set forth in the notice. AlA Services and AlA Insurance have failed to timely 
cure the defaults and all applicable cure periods have expired. As of the date of this Complaint, 
the principal owed to Reed under the Promissory Note of $6,000,000, plus accrued interest of 
over $2,000,000 had not been paid in full as required. 
2.27 Prior to Reed's Notice of Default dated December 12, 2006, Reed had never 
accelerated any of the indebtedness due under the Promissory Note. Even though AIA Services 
and AlA Insurance failed to cure the defaults specifically set forth in Reed's Notice of Default 
dated December 12, 2006, AIA Services continued to make partial and inconsistent interest 
payments (including the payment of certain employees and other services on behalf of Reed) 
before and after the date of Reed's original Complaint. All amounts due under the Promissory 
Note are secured by the remedies available under the Promissory Note, Restructure Agreement, 
Amended Stock Pledge Agreement and Amended Security Agreement. 
2.28 Despite Reed's demands, AlA Services, AIA Insurance, John, Freeman, Duclos, 
Connie, and/or Beck have failed to comply and/or as officers and/or directors to ensure that AlA 
Services and AIA Insurance complies with the obligations owed to Reed under the terms of the 
Promissory Note, Restructure Agreement, Amended Stock Pledge Agreement, and Amended 
Security Agreement. Under the Amended Stock Pledge Agreement, the right to vote all of AlA 
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Insurance's shares ceased and terminated for ALA Services and became vested in Reed when 
AlA Services failed to timely pay the required monthly interest payments due under the 
Promissory Note and its subsequent failure to pay the $6,000,000 principal due under the 
Promissory Note on August 1, 2005 (and other breaches set forth in this Complaint). AlA 
Services was in default and had failed to cure such defaults before Reed demanded to exercise 
his right to hold a special shareholder meeting to vote the shares to appoint a new board of 
directors for AlA Insurance. 
2.29 On December 12, 2006, Reed timely provided notice of his demand for a special 
shareholder meeting of AlA Insurance for the purpose of removing and appointing new board 
members on December 26, 2006. AIA Services, AIA Insurance, John, Duclos, and/or Freeman 
(and the other Defendants if applicable) refused to comply with Reed's demand for a special 
shareholder meeting by representing that AlA Insurance's offices were closed on December 26, 
2006. 
2.30 Through a letter dated January 3, 2007, John acknowledged Reed's right to call a 
shareholder meeting under the Amended Stock Pledge Agreement when he stated "I fully 
recognize that [Reed] Taylor may take actions he deems appropriate, including calling a special 
shareholders meeting." 
2.31 On or about January 25, 2007, Reed hand delivered another demand for a special 
shareholder meeting for the removal and appointment of the board of directors for February 5, 
2007, pursuant to his rights under the Amended Stock Pledge Agreement. Through a letter from 
Duclos, AlA Insurance refused Reed's request and denied that he had the right to call a meeting 
to vote the ALA shares. Despite Reed's demands, AlA Insurance refused to hold a special 
shareholder meeting. 
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2.32 Despite Reed's demands, ALA Services and ALA Insurance failed to cure the 
numerous Defaults under the terms of the Promissory Note, Restructure Agreement, Amended 
Stock Pledge Agreement and Amended Security Agreement, among other obligations (as 
described above). Through the date of this Complaint, ALA Services and AlA Insurance's 
Defaults were not timely cured and they remained in default of the foregoing Agreements. 
2.33 On February 22, 2007, Reed exercised his right to vote the pledged shares by 
executing a Consent in Lieu of Special Shareholder Meeting of ALA Insurance removing John, 
Duclos and Freeman from the Board of Directors and appointed himself the sole Board Member, 
pursuant to his right to vote the pledged shares under the Amended Stock Pledge Agreement. 
Because AlA Services' right to vote the pledged shares had ceased and terminated when it 
became in Default and failed to timely cure such Defaults, the right to vote the pledged shares in 
ALA Insurance vested exclusively in Reed and he exercised his right to vote the pledged shares 
pursuant to the Amended Stock Pledge Agreement and the Articles of Incorporation of ALA 
Insurance. Because the shares pledged to Reed account for all the outstanding shares of ALA 
Insurance, Reed had the authority to waive the notice requirement, notice period, and the 
formality of holding a shareholder meeting as he was the only party authorized to vote any shares 
of ALA Insurance. Because Reed appointed himself as the sole director of ALA Insurance, he had 
the exclusive authority to appoint himself as the officers of ALA Insurance through a Consent in 
Lieu of a Board Meeting. 
2.34 In the weeks leading up to the filing of this action, Reed discovered that more 
than one transfer of assets occurred during the time in which AIA Services had failed to service 
its debt to Reed. In 2004, AlA Insurance paid $1,510,693 to purchase Series C Preferred Shares 
in ALA Services from Crop USA. This transaction inappropriately, unlawfully, and/or 
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fraudulently transferred $1,510,693 of ALA Insurance's funds to Crop USA when such funds 
should have been tendered to Reed or been retained to benefit AlA Insurance. This $1,510,693 
transfer occurred at a time in which AlA Services was insolvent. This $1,510,693 transfer also 
occurred at the same time that ALA Services' 401(k) Plan (the "Plan") held over $750,000 in 
Preferred C Shares in ALA Services. No shares were purchased or redeemed from the Plan, even 
though John and Duclos were the Co-Trustees of the Plan at the time of the transfer. This 
transaction constitutes the fraudulent transfer of funds from AIA Insurance to Crop USA. 
2.35 Reed also discovered that John and Connie had purchased a parking lot for $8,000 
and later entered into a lease agreement with ALA Services and/or ALA Insurance to lease the 
parking lot from John and Connie for $1,250 per month. This transaction was also the fraudulent 
transfer of funds to John and Connie, when such funds should have been paid to Reed during a 
time in which ALA Services was unable to service its debt to Reed and was otherwise insolvent. 
John and Connie also inappropriately paid lump sums for rent before such inappropriate rent was 
due. The parking lot is not utilized by ALA Insurance or ALA Services. Such acts and/or 
transfers have occurred during John, Freeman, Duclos, Connie, and/or Beck's tenure as members 
of the boards of ALA Insurance and/or ALA Services. 
2.36 Based upon the above-referenced acts, transfers and transactions, together with 
transactions referenced in the notes to ALA Services and/or ALA Insurance's fmancial statements, 
there are other unauthorized and inappropriate transfers, loans, payments, advances and other 
actions which occurred during times AlA Services defaults and inability to timely pay Reed and 
at times in which ALA Services was insolvent. Forensic accounting and further scrutiny of ALA 
Insurance and/or ALA Services' books and records will reveal additional improper, unlawful 
and/or fraudulent transfers, transactions and the like that directly and/or indirectly benefited the 
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individual Defendants, Crop USA and/or entities partially owned by John. 
2.37 During times in which Iohn,Freeman, Duclos, Connie, and/or Beck owed Reed 
fiduciary duties, they have used AlA Services and AlA Insurance as their personal source of 
funds and/or assets, including, without limitation, acts in which John has transferred assets to his 
name; taken advances that John never paid back; transferred assets, resources, and/or funds to 
Crop USA, Sound Insurance and/or other entities partially owned or controlled by John and/or 
the other individual Defendants; entered into transactions which constitute a violation of AlA 
Insurance and/or AlA Services' Articles of Incorporation; made transfers and/or entered into 
transactions which benefited them; and provided services for entities partially owned by them 
without such actions being arms-length transactions. The above acts occurred when John, 
Duclos, Freeman, Connie, and/or Beck were directors and/or officers of AIA Services, ALA 
Insurance and/or Crop USA. All of the above acts occurred during certain relevant times in 
which AlA Services was not current with payments of interest and/or principal owed to Reed 
under the Promissory Note and when AlA Services was insolvent. 
2.38 On February 22,2007 (after executing the Consent in Lieu of Special Shareholder 
Meeting), Reed executed a Consent in Lieu of Board Meeting to tenninate all officers, terminate 
the employment of John, authorize the change of locks, and take such other actions deemed 
appropriate. When Reed attempted to take action in accordance with the Consents described 
above, the Defendants refused to abide by the Consents. 
2.39 During certain relevant times that John, Duclos, Freeman, Connie, and/or Beck 
were directors of AlA Services and AlA Insurance, they failed make proper corporate 
governance decisions and failed to take appropriate legal action on behalf of AlA Insurance 
and/or AIA Services to protect Reed's interests. During the relevant times that John, Duclos, 
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Insurance, they breached their fiduciary duties owed to Reed. 
2.40 Sometime after filing Reed's original Complaint, Freeman and Duclos resigned as 
members of the board of directors of AlA Insurance and AlA Services. John, in breach of his 
fiduciary duties owed to Reed and in violation of Reed's right to vote the shares and prior vote of 
the pledge shares in AlA Insurance, appointed himself, Connie and Beck to the board of AlA 
Insurance. John also appointed himself, Connie and Beck to the board of AlA Services in breach 
of his fiduciary duties owed to Reed. These appointments were conflicts of interest and breaches 
of John's fiduciary duties owed to Reed and the appointed Defendants' acceptance of such 
appointments was a further breach of duties owed to Reed. Finally, Beck, John and Connie 
approved inappropriate payments to the directors of AlA Services and AlA Insurance, which 
such payments must all be disgorged and awarded to Reed. 
2.41 During certain relevant times that John, Connie and Beck were directors of AlA 
Services and AlA Insurance, they failed to take appropriate legal action on behalf of AlA 
Insurance and AlA Services. During certain relevant times that John, Connie and Beck were 
directors of AlA Services and AlA Insurance, they breached their fiduciary duties owed to Reed. 
2.42 Reed has a valid and perfected security interest in all commissions from sale of 
insurance and related services received by or on behalf of, or payable to, AlA Insurance and AlA 
Services, proceeds thereof and interest thereon. Reed demanded that no funds which he had a 
security interest in andlor which should be paid to him could be used to pay the legal fees of any 
of the individual Defendants. Despite Reed's demands, the Defendants have unlawfully, 
improperly and inappropriately diverted funds to the individual Defendants for their attorneys' 
fees and costs, and the Defendants have unlawfully andlor inappropriately accepted such 
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payments. Because all of AlA Services' revenues are derived from AIA Insurance's 
commissions and related services that Reed has a valid security interest in, such payments also 
constitute an illegal and/or unauthorized dividend from AIA Insurance to AlA Services, 
conversion, fraud and fraudulent conveyances. 
2.43 Prior to the filing of Reed's original Complaint and without Reed's knowledge or 
consent, John paid a debt he owed to AlA Services in the amount of $307,271 by transferring 
said indebtedness to Reed's Promissory Note. Such payment constitutes fraud (as set forth 
below) and John Later moved the debt back to Reed's Promissory Note. 
2.44 Pacific Empire Holdings Corporation d/b/a Sound Insurance has been operating 
through AlA Services and/or AlA Insurance and with funds, assets, rent, and/or services 
provided by AlA Services and/or AlA Insurance for free or at rates below fair-market-value 
during certain relevant times that John, Freeman, Duclos, Connie, and/or Beck owed fiduciary 
duties to Reed. Since the filing of Reed's Original Complaint, Crop USA purchased Sound 
Insurance from John and/or other unknown parties. The Defendants' operation of Sound 
Insurance and subsequent sale constitutes breaches of fiduciary duties, conversion, fraud and/or a 
fraudulent conveyance. 
2.45 GLobal Travel was a tenant in ALA Insurance's office building located in 
Lewiston, Idaho. Since the filing of Reed's original Complaint, Global Travel has relocated as a 
tenant in an office building owned by John. Such actions are a breach of John Duclos, Freeman, 
Connie, and Beck's fiduciary duties owed to Reed, fraud and/or a fraudulent conveyance. 
2.46 Through a letter dated February 27,2001, John represented to Reed (individually 
and on behalf of the corporations) that ALA Services and/or AlA Insurance was developing a 
new crop insurance program through a new company called Crop USA. Reed relied on AlA 
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Services, AlA Insurance and John's representations that AlA Services and/or AlA Insurance 
were the owners of Crop USA and developing Crop USA, when AlA Services, AlA Insurance 
and John's representations were false in that Crop USA was never owned by AlA Insurance or 
AlA Services, but instead owned by John, Connie, Duclos, Beck, Freeman, and others. By 
John's own admission, Crop USA should have been a subsidiary of AlA Services or AlA 
Insurance but for certain liabilities. 
2.47 John made representations to Reed and Donna Taylor that he would not be taking 
a salary in certain yeares). Reed relied on John's false representation when he did not accelerate 
payments due to him or place AlA Services in default, and in late 2006 or early 2007 learned that 
John had in fact taken a salary during the respective times to Reed's detriment. 
2.48 John, Beck, Duclos, and/or Freeman made representations and/or omitted material 
facts to Reed through letters and financial statements that AlA Services and AlA Insurance were 
being operated for the benefit of AlA Services and AlA Insurance. AlA Services and AlA 
Insurance made representations and/or omitted material facts to Reed through correspondence 
and their financial statements that they were being operated for the benefit of AlA Insurance and 
AlA Services. Reed relied on John, Beck, Duclos and/or Freeman's false representations and/or 
omissions of material facts when in fact AlA Services and AlA Insurance were not being 
operated for the benefit of the corporations, but instead were being operated for the benefit of 
John, Freeman, Duclos, Crop USA, Sound Insurance, Beck, and other entities controlled or 
partially owned by John and/or Connie. As directors, Freeman, John, Duclos, and/or Beck also 
made the false representations and/or omitted material facts by and through the corporations' 
financial statements. 
III 
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2.49 John, Freeman, Duclos, and/or Beck breached their fiduciary duties owed to Reed 
when ALA Insurance inappropriately and/or fraudulently guaranteed a $15,000,000 loan for Crop 
USA. This guarantee is also a violation of AlA Services' Amended Articles of Incorporation, 
ALA Services and ALA Insurance's Bylaws, and the terms of the Amended Stock Pledge 
Agreement. ALA Insurance received no benefit from this loan and received no consideration. 
2.50 After the inappropriate and fraudulent transfer of $1,510,693 to Crop USA 
described above, the wrongful transfer was misrepresented on the financial statements of AlA 
Insurance as an investment with a value of approximately $1,500,000, when the "investment" 
was worthless. John, Duclos, Beck and/or Freeman were aware, or should have been aware, of 
this false fact as AlA Services was insolvent. 
2.51 Reed believes that there are other acts, fraud, breaches of fiduciary duties, 
wrongful transfers and/or fraudulent transactions that he will itemize and detail through future 
amended complaints upon completion of discovery and/or at trial. By and through this 
paragraph, the Defendants should be placed on notice that Reed intends to recover every' dollar 
of funds, assets, services, loans, barters and the like that were taken, utilized and/or transferred 
from ALA Services and/or AlA Insurance through fraud, constructive fraud, breaches of fiduciary 
duties, fraudulent conveyances, and any other causes of action set forth below. 
2.52 The unity and commonality of the ownership, officers and/or directors of ALA 
Services, ALA Insurance and/or Crop USA is such that the separate personalities of the 
corporations and the individuals no longer exist. Equity should prevent the acts and omissions 
from being solely those of AlA Services, ALA Insurance and/or Crop USA. As a result of the 
commonality of ownership and governance, unlawful acts, conduct, omissions, fraud, failure to 
observe corporate governance, and breaches of fiduciary duties as set forth in this Complaint, 
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ALA Insurance, ALA Services and/or Crop USA are the alter-egos of John, Duclos, Freeman, 
Connie, and/or Beck and such corporate veils should be pierced thereby imposing personal 
liability on John, Duclos, Freeman, Connie and/or Beck. 
2.53 AIA Services, ALA Insurance, John, Duclos, Freeman, Connie, and/or Beck 
unlawfully provided Crop USA, Sound Insurance, and/or other entities with free or reduced rent, 
labor, funds, services, resources, and/or other assets without any and/or fair compensation to the 
detriment of AIA Services, ALA Insurance and Reed. John, Duclos, Freeman, Connie, and/or 
Beck entered into or approved transactions that were not fair for AlA Services or AIA Insurance, 
transactions that were not entered into in good faith, transactions that involved self-dealing, and 
transactions that involved anyone or more of the interested individual Defendants in violation of 
applicable conilicts of interest procedures and/or proper corporate governance. 
2.54 During certain relevant times, John utilized AlA Services, AlA Insurance and/or 
Crop USA as a means to pay personal bills, obtain loans, and obtain reimbursements for 
"alleged" expenses he incurred on behalf of AlA Services, AIA Insurance and/or Crop USA. 
However, many of the expenses for food, lodging and travel were inappropriately charged to 
AlA Services and/or AIA Insurance. This is further evidenced by the fact that John failed to 
remit and/or fully complete forms required by ALA Services and AIA Insurance for employees to 
be reimbursed. 
2.55 From August 1, 1995, through the present time, John owed obligations and duties 
to ALA Services and Reed (including, without limitation, obligation to not compete and 
confidentiality) through the Executive Officer's Agreement between John and AIA Services 
dated August 1, 1995. John has breached the forgoing obligations, which such breaches also 
constitute breaches of John, Duclos, Freeman, Connie, and/or Beck's fiduciary duties owed to 
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Reed. ALA Insurance and Reed are also third party beneficiaries of John's Executive Officer's 
Agreement and entitled to damages from the Defendants for such breached obligations. 
2.56 AIA Insurance and ALA Services could have been operated with a substantially 
lower number of employees than presently employed and with reduced overhead and costs. The 
Defendants have represented that Crop USA (and other parties) have been reimbursing AlA 
Services and/or AlA Insurance for all employee labor, expenses, costs, assets, and services 
utilized for Crop USA's benefit, when such representations are false. The Defendants have 
failed to disclose material facts that ALA Services and ALA Insurance employees, expenses, 
costs, assets, and services have also been utilized for the benefit of John, Connie, and entities 
partially owned by John and/or Connie without them paying ALA Services or ALA Insurance. 
2.57 The Defendants have represented through board resolutions, private placement 
memorandum, correspondence, agreements, and/or other transactions that ALA Services and/or 
AIA Insurance have benefited from transactions with Crop USA (including, without limitation, 
Crop USA's $15 Million line of credit and the repurchase of the Series C Preferred Shares of 
ALA Services), which the Defendants knew that such transactions were not beneficial to AlA 
Services and/or ALA Insurance. In fact, ALA Services and/or ALA Insurance did not benefit from 
such false representations and Reed's collateral was also impaired. 
2.58 The Defendants have engaged in the improper and/or unlawful activities of 
utilizing ALA Services and AlA Insurance for their benefit and/or for the benefit of themselves 
and/or entities partially owned by one or more of the individual Defendants to the detriment of 
Reed. 
2.59 Should any part or one or more of the following causes of action or relief be 
denied at or before trial, such allegations and requested relief are incorporated by reference here 
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to support other causes of action and/or requested relief. 
III. FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION-BREACHES OF CONTRACT 
3.1 Reed re-alleges and incorporates each and every allegation contained in other 
paragraphs of this Complaint necessary to support every claim and/or the relief sought under this 
cause of action. 
3.2 The Defendants owed Reed obligations and/or continuing contractual obligations 
to timely pay him and comply with specific terms, conditions, covenants, warranties and the like 
required by the Promissory Note, Amended Stock Pledge Agreement, Amended Security 
Agreement, and Restructure Agreement. 
3.3 AIA Services, AlA Insurance, Crop USA, John, Freeman, Duclos, Beck, and/or 
Connie's acts, omissions and failure to pay Reed the amounts owed and comply with continuing 
contractual obligations under the Promissory Note, Amended Stock Pledge Agreement, 
Amended Security Agreement and Restructure Agreement constitute a breach of their 
contractual obligations owed to Reed (whether or not any of the foregoing agreements were 
orally modified as alleged by the Defendants or not). 
3.4 As a result of AlA Services, AIA Insurance, Crop USA, John, Freeman, Duclos, 
Beck, and/or Connie's acts and/or omissions which constitute breaches of their contractual 
obligations, Reed has suffered and is entitled to damages of $6,000,000, plus accrued interest in 
an amount to be determined at trial, jointly and severally or to be allocated between the 
defendants as the evidence and claims show at trial. As set forth in this Complaint, the 
Defendants are jointly and severally liable for all claims and damages flowing from the various 
breaches by and through the legal theories set forth in this Complaint. In addition, Reed is 
entitled to an award of attorneys' fees and costs as under the Promissory Note, Amended Stock 
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Pledge Agreement, I.C. § 12-120 and/or I.C. § 12-121. 
IV. SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION-FRAUDULENT TRANSFERS/CONVEYANCES 
4.1 Reed re-alleges and incorporates each and every allegation contained in other 
paragraphs of this Complaint necessary to support every claim and/or the relief sought under this 
cause of action. 
4.2 The Defendants' actions constitute fraudulent transfers and/or conveyances under 
I.C. § 55-901, et seq. and/or the common law doctrine of Fraudulent Transfers/Conveyances. 
4.3 As a result of John, Duclos, Freeman, Connie, andlor Beck's participation, 
consent, approval and/or acquiescence of the fraudulent transfers and/or as direct recipients 
and/or indirect recipients (also by and through their ownership of shares in the recipient 
corporations) of the fraudulent transfers, John, Duclos, Freeman, Connie, and/or Beck are 
personally liable for all fraudulent transfers, plus accrued interest, in an amount to be proved at 
trial. All fraudulent transfers should be avoided and/or rescinded to the extent possible and/or all 
assets placed in a constructive trust for the benefit of Reed and such assets awarded to Reed. 
4.4 John, Duclos, Freeman, Connie, Beck, and/or Crop USA and other entities 
controlled or partially owned by John or the Defendants are and/or were the recipients of various 
fraudulent transfers from AIA Services and/or AlA Insurance, and should be required to return 
all funds to Reed, rescind all transactions; and John, Connie, Freeman, Duclos, and/or Beck's 
ownership interests in Crop USA and such other entities should be placed in a constructive trust 
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v. THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION-MISREPRESENTATIONSIFRAUD 
(Fraud, Constructive Fraud, and/or Shareholder, Officer Director Fraud) 
5.1 Reed re-alleges and incorporates each and every allegation contained in other 
paragraphs of this Complaint necessary to support every claim and/or remedy sought under this 
cause of action. 
5.2 AlA Services, AIA Insurance, Crop USA, Beck, Freeman, Connie, Duclos, 
and/or John made, ratified, acquiesced, and/or consented to statements of fact and/or omitted 
material statements of fact, including, without limitation, those facts and/or omissions of fact set 
forth in Paragraphs 2.23, 2.36, 2.44-2.49 and 2.51 above; such statements of fact were false or 
omitted material facts; such false statements or omitted facts were material; AIA Services, AlA 
Insurance, Crop USA, Beck, Freeman, Duclos, Connie and/or John knew or should have known 
the falsity of such statements; AlA Services, AlA Insurance Crop USA, Beck, Freeman, Duclos, 
and/or John intended to induce reliance; Reed was ignorant to the falsity of such statements 
and/or omissions; and Reed relied on such statements and/or omissions; Reed had a right to rely 
on such false statements and/or omissions. 
5.3 By and through the Defendants' fraudulent acts and/or omissions, including, 
without limitation, the allegations set forth in this Complaint and as specifically alleged in 
Paragraphs 2.22, 2.25, 2.34, 2.35, 2.37, 2.40, 2.43-2.49, 2.53, 2.54, 2.57 and 2.58 above, AlA 
Services, AlA Insurance, Crop USA, John, Freeman, Duclos, Connie, andlor Beck's acts and/or 
omissions constitute fraud, constructive fraud (e.g., the Defendants owed Reed fiduciary duties, 
duties to maintain AlA Insurance's assets to protect Reed, and other duties contemplated by the 
parties and/or referenced in tills Complaint, and the Defendants breached such duties), and/or 
shareholder/officer/director fraud (e.g., the siphoning off of corporate assets to the individual 
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Defendants' gain and to the detriment of Reed), including, without limitation, the less stringent 
means of proving fraud as set forth in Smith v. Great Basin Grain Co., 98 Idaho 266, 561 P.2d 
1299 (1977) (and other law relating to shareholder, officer and/or director fraud), and Reed is 
entitled to recover all damages attributable to such fraud. Under the theory discussed in Smith v. 
Great Basin Grain Co. (and other cases), AlA Services, AlA Insurance, Crop USA, John, 
Freeman, Duclos, Connie, and/or Beck are liable for all funds, assets, and services that were 
unlawfully and/or inappropriately transferred and/or utilized directly and/or indirectly to their 
benefit during their tenure as officers, directors, and/or shareholders in AlA Services, AIA 
Insurance, and/or Crop USA. 
5.4 As a consequential and/or proximate result of AlA Services, AlA Insurance, Crop 
USA, John, Duclos, Freeman, Connie, and/or Beck's fraud (including, without limitation, any 
one or more of the types of fraud listed above), Reed has suffered and is entitled to recover all 
damages from the Defendants, jointly and severally. 
VI. FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION-CONVERSION 
6.1 Reed re-alleges and incorporates each and every allegation contained in other 
paragraphs of this Complaint necessary to support every claim and/or remedy sought under this 
cause of action. 
6.2 AIA Services, AIA Insurance, Crop USA, John, Duclos, Connie, Freeman, and/or 
Beck's (including, without limitation, as officers and/or members of the boards) conduct andlor 
consent to such conduct constitutes the willful interference with Reed's property and money 
which should have been paid to him or been held for his benefit (including, without limitation, 
money in which Reed had a valid and perfected security interest, e.g., whether through UCC 
filings and/or through security interests and/or rights in the Amended Stock Pledge Agreement), 
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without lawful justification, which deprived Reed of the possession of such money and/or 
property. Crop USA, John, Duclos, Freeman, Connie, Beck andlor entities controlled or partially 
owned by John were recipients of the converted assets, funds, labor, and/or services (including 
for any attorneys' fees and costs paid by ALA Services and/or AlA Insurance for any of the 
individual Defendants). 
6.3 As a result of the AlA Services, AlA Insurance, Crop USA, John, Duclos, 
Freeman, Connie, and/or Beck's unlawful acts, conduct, and interference with Reed's valid and 
perfected security interests and other rights, Reed has been damaged and is entitled to damages 
proven at trial. 
VII. FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION-ALTER EGOIPIERCING CORPORATE VAIL 
(A Canse of Action and/or Remedy) 
7.1 Reed re-alleges and incorporates each and every allegation contained in other 
paragraphs of this Complaint necessary to support every claim under this cause of action and/or 
requested relief. 
7.2 Reed also specifically re-alleges and incorporates Paragraph 2.52 above. 
7.3 AlA Insurance, AlA Services, and Crop USA have been operated, organized and 
controlled, and their affairs are so conducted that they are the instrumentality, agency, and/or 
conduit of one another and for John, Beck, Duclos, Freeman and/or Connie to their benefit and 
Reed's detriment. 
7.4 Because of the lack of proper corporate governance; common officers, directors, 
and shareholders; lack of capitalization; fraud; overreaching; breaches of good faith and fair 
dealing; and the other unlawful and/or inappropriate acts and/or omissions of ALA Insurance, 
AlA Services, Crop USA, John, Duclos, Freeman, Beck, and Connie, the corporate veils of ALA 
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Services, ALA Insurance and Crop USA should be pierced thereby holding ALA Services, AlA 
Insurance, Crop USA, John, Duclos, Freeman, Connie, and/or Beck jointly and severally liable 
for all of Reed's damages that lie in tort or contract (including, without limitation, the sums due 
under the Promissory Note) as equity requires such action. 
7.5 In addition and/or in the alternative, because of the common ownership, conunon 
governance, fraud, conversion, breached duties, unlawful acts, improper acts and/or omissions of 
John, Duclos, Freeman, Connie, and/or Beck, the corporations ALA Services and Crop USA 
should be liable for all of Reed's damages lmder the theory of reverse piercing of the corporate 
veil. 
VIII. SIXTH CAUSE OF ACTION-CONSTRUCTIVE TRUST 
(A Cause of Action and/or as Remedies) 
8.1 Reed re-alleges and incorporates each and every allegation contained in other 
paragraphs of th~s Complaint necessary to support every claim and/or remedy sought llilder this 
cause of action. 
8.2 Reed has a valid security interest in ALA Services and/or ALA Insurance's 
commissions and all of the outstanding shares of ALA Insurance, among other security interests. 
The boards of ALA Services and ALA Insurance owed Reed fiduciary duties to Reed. AlA 
Services, AlA Insurance, Crop USA, John, Duclos, Freeman, Connie, and/or Beck fraudulently, 
wrongfully and/or improperly used funds, transferred assets and/or provided services (which 
should have been paid to Reed or benefited ALA Services and/or ALA Insurance) for investments, 
personal use, inappropriate transactions, loans, advances, self-dealing, and/or other wrongful, 
fraudulent and/or inappropriate purposes (including, without limitation, approving, consenting, 
and/or acquiescing in such activities and the failure to take appropriate action). 
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8.3 AlA Services, ALA Insurance, Crop USA John, Duclos, Freeman, Connie, and/or 
Beck's acts and/or omissions resulted in Crop USA, John, Duclos, Freeman, Connie and/or 
Beck's acquisition of money, securities and/or services which should have been paid to Reed or 
retain by AlA Insurance but for their fraud, deepening insolvency, civil conspiracy, 
misrepresentation(s), bad faith, self-dealing, fraudulent conveyances, breached fiduciary duties, 
andlor overreaching activities; and AIA Services, Crop USA, John, Duclos, Freeman, Beck 
andlor other entities' retention of the money, investments, securities and property would be 
unjust. 
8.4 Reed requests the imposition of a constructive trust for his benefit to recover the 
proceeds of all from the Defendants' fraud, fraudulent conveyances, breaches of fiduciary duties, 
overreaching, conspiracy, deepening insolvency (as a remedy only), improper, self-dealing, 
wrongful and/or inappropriate transfers, acts andlor omissions. 
IX. SEVENTH CAUSE OF ACTION-DIRECTOR LIABILITY 
(A Cause of Action and/or a Remedy) 
9.1 Reed re-alleges and incorporates each and every allegation contained in other 
paragraphs of this Complaint necessary to support every claim andlor remedy sought under this 
cause of action. 
9.2 John, Duclos, Freeman, Connie, andlor Beck are personally liable for all relevant 
breached fiduciary duties, deepening insolvency, wrongful acts, improper acts, omissions, 
overreaching transactions, fraud, civil conspiracy, faithless fiduciary activities, loans, advances, 
improper loan guarantees and/or fraudulent conveyances which occurred during their tenure as a 
member of the board of directors of ALA Service, Crop USA and/or ALA Insurance. 
III 
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9.3 Because John, Duclos and Freeman were both directors and officers during 
certain relevant times, they owed Reed even more elevated fiduciary duties . John, Duclos, and 
Freeman breached their elevated fiduciary duties owed to Reed. 
9.4 During the relevant times that John, Connie, Beck, Freeman and/or Duclos were 
members of boards of ALA Insurance, AIA Services, and/or Crop USA, they each should be held 
personally liable for all Reed's damages in contract and tort. 
x. EIGHTH CAUSE OF ACTION-SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE 
(A Cause of Action and/or as Remedies) 
10.1 Reed re-alleges and incorporates each and every allegation contained in other 
paragraphs of this Complaint necessary to support every claim and/or remedy sought under this 
cause of action. 
10.2 Under the Amended Stock Pledge Agreement, Amended Security Agreement, and 
Restructure Agreement, Reed is entitled to vote the pledged shares of ALA Insurance (and all 
ancillary rights, including, without limitation, to vote the shares to remove the board and take all 
actions related in any way to his right to vote the pledged shares), sell the shares of ALA 
Insurance at public or private sale, judicially sell the pledged shares in ALA Insurance, entitled to 
timely receive audited financial statements and financial information, and/or seize all of the AlA 
Insurance and ALA Services' commissions in the required Lock Box. When ALA Services 
became in Default, it lost its right to vote the pledged shares of ALA Insurance and the right 
vested exclusively in Reed. 
10.3 Despite Reed's demands for the Defendants to comply with the provisions in the 
Promissory Note, Amended Stock Pledge Agreement, Amended Security Agreement and 
Restructure Agreement, ALA Services, ALA Insurance, the Defendants have refused to comply. 
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Reed is entitled to the relief afforded to him or reasonably contemplated under the foregoing 
agreements and such other rights, remedies andlor relief as may be available under Idaho Code, 
including, without limitation, any action, relief andlor order authorized under I.C. § 30~1-701 et 
seq. andlor I.C. § 28-9-101 et seq. (including the sale of the pledged shares, protection of 
security interest, seizure of security, and any other available remedy). 
lOA As a direct or proximate result of the Defendants' acts andlor omissions, Reed has 
suffered and is entitled to an award of attorneys' fees and costs incurred, at or before trial, in 
enforcing any provision of the Promissory Note, Amended Stock Pledge Agreement, Amended 
Security Agreement, andlor Restructure Agreement for relief sought before or at trial. 
XI. NINTH CAUSE OF ACTION-BREACH OF FIDUCIARY DUTIES 
11.1 Reed re-alleges and incorporates each and every allegation contained in other 
paragraphs of this Complaint necessary to support every claim andlor remedy sought under this 
cause of action. 
11.2 During certain relevant times, John, Connie, Beck, Duclos" andlor Freeman owes 
andlor owed Reed fiduciary duties, including, without limitation, because of his status as the 
largest creditor of AlA Services, ALA Insurance andlor Crop USA; and because ALA Services 
andlor ALA Insurance were insolvent as described in this Complaint. The individual Defendants' 
fiduciary duties include, without limitation, the duties of care and loyalty to Reed. During the 
relevant times that John, Freeman and Duclos acted as both a director and an officer of AIA 
Insurance, ALA Services andlor Crop USA, they owed even more elevated fiduciary duties to 
Reed as the single largest creditor of ALA Services andlor AlA Insurance. 
11.3 John, Connie, Beck, Duclos, andlor Freeman breached their fiduciary duties owed 
to Reed, including, without limitation, when they failed to operate AIA Services and AlA 
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Insurance for the benefit of Reed. John, Connie, Beck, Duclos, and/or Freeman breached their 
fiduciary duties when they failed to take legal action against past and/or present officers and/or 
directors of AIA Services and ALA Insurance, and when they prevented Reed from taking any 
action he deemed appropriate under the Amended Stock Pledge Agreement, Amended Security 
Agreement and/or Restructure Agreement. 
11.4 As a result of John, Connie, Beck, Duclos, and/or Freeman's breaches of their 
fiduciary duties owed to Reed, they are individually liable to Reed for all damages he suffered 
and/or deemed the product of their breached fiduciary duties, including without limitation, all 
damages attributable to inappropriate transfers of assets and/or services, inappropriate use of 
assets and/or services, inappropriate payment of salaries, the failure to pursue claims against 
other past and/or present officers and directors, inappropriate guarantee of loans, all claims in 
this Complaint, and such other wrongful acts and/or omissions that Reed may demonstrate at 
trial. 
XII. TENTH CAUSE OF ACTION-BREACH OF IMPLlED COVENANTS OF 
GOOD FAITH AND FAIR DEALING 
12.1 Reed re-alleges and incorporates each and every allegation contained in other 
paragraphs of this Complaint necessary to support every claim and/or remedy sought under this 
cause of action. 
12.2 There is an implied obligation of good faith and fair dealing between the parties in 
the performance and enforcement of the terms and conditions of the Promissory Note, Amended 
Stock Pledge Agreement, Amended Security Agreement and Restructure Agreement. This duty 
embraces, among other things, an implied obligation that AIA Services, ALA Insurance, and their 
directors and officers, specifically, Defendants Duclos, Freeman, John, Connie, and/or Beck 
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shall not do anything to injure or destroy Reed's rights to receive the benefits of the Promissory 
Note, Amended Stock Pledge Agreement, Amended Security Agreement and/or Restructure 
Agreement. The Defendants have breached their obligations of good faith and fair dealing owed 
to Reed when they, among other things, intentionally injured and/or destroyed Reed rights. 
12.3 As a result of the Defendants' acts and/or omissions, Reed has suffered and is 
entitled to damages in the amount to be proven at trial, including, without limitation, all damages 
incurred since the Defendants have refused to abide by the terms and conditions of the 
Promissory Note, Restructure Agreement, Amended Stock Pledge Agreement and/or Amended 
Security Agreement. In addition, Reed is entitled to recover all damages incurred after his vote 
of the pledged shares under because of the individual Defendants' interference with Reed's 
contractual rights. 
XUI. ELEVENTH CAUSE OF ACTION-CIVIL CONSPIRACY 
(A Cause of Action and/or Remedy) 
13.1 Reed re-alleges and incorporates each and every allegation contained in other 
paragraphs of this Complaint necessary to support every claim and/or remedy sought under this 
cause of action. 
13.2 ALA Services, ALA Insurance, Crop USA, John, Connie, Duclos, Freeman, and/or 
Beck engaged in a pattern of behavior and/or agreement to accomplish an unlawful objective 
and/or to accomplish a lawful objective in an unlawful manner. ALA Services, ALA Insurance, 
Crop USA, John, Connie, Duclos, Freeman, and/or Beck's acts, omissions, andlor acquiescence 
constitute civil conspiracy. 
13.3 As a result of ALA Services, ALA Insurance, Crop USA, John, Connie, Duclos, 
Freeman, and/or Beck's wrongful and unlawful acts andlor acquiescence, they should all be held 
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XIV. PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
Without waiving any claims, rights and/or remedies under any of the above-referenced 
agreements and/or Idaho Code as a secured party, Reed respectfully requests the following relief: 
14.1 For a judgment against AlA Services for the principal of $6,000,000, plus accrued 
pre-judgment interest, in the total amount to be proven at or before trial. 
14.2 Reed requests a preliminary and permanent injunction against the Defendants as 
follows (anyone or more of the following at or before trial): 
(a) Enjoining any of the Defendants from interfering with the actions taken 
pursuant to the February 22, 2007, Consent in Lieu of Special Meeting of 
Shareholders of ALA Insurance and the actions taken pursuant to the February 
22,2007, Consent in Lieu of Meeting of Board of Directors of AlA fnsurance. 
(b) Enjoining any of the Defendants from preventing Reed from exercising his 
right under the Amended Stock Pledge Agreement to vote the pledged shares 
in ALA Insurance and taking any ancillary actions which relate in any way to 
voting the pledged shares, including, without limitation, removing the board 
of directors of AlA Insurance and appointing a revised board and such other 
actions he deems appropriate in his sole discretion as the exclusive person 
entitled to vote all the outstanding shares of AlA Insurance. 
(c) Requiring the Defendants to timely and promptly provide Reed with all 
financial information required under the Amended Stock Pledge Agreement. 
(d) Enjoining John and any of the other individual Defendants from entering the 
offices of AIA Insurance, if necessary 
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( e) Enjoining the Defendants and any entity owned, partially owned or operated 
by anyone or more of them from interfering with, disturbing, and transferring 
any of AlA Services, AlA insurance and Crop USA's customers, trade secrets, 
contracts, agreements and business. 
(f) Enjoining the Defendants from utilizing, transferring or disposing of any 
funds, assets, property, labor, facilities or services of AlA Insurance, AlA 
Services and/or Crop USA for any other person, entity or business, unless 
such transactions are arms-length and payment is received by AlA Insurance, 
AlA Services and/or Crop USA prior to providing such funds, assets, labor, 
facilities or services (e.g., no free use or credit arrangements for such 
activities). 
(g) Enjoining the Defendants from disposing of, using, transferring or utilizing 
any of the funds, assets (including, without limitation, mortgages) and/or 
property received from AlA Services, AlA Insurance, and/or Crop USA from 
the lawsuit entitled In re: Universe Liquidator Grain Growers Trust, et al. v. 
Idaho Department of Insurance a/k/a GGMIT suit, all other lawsuits, litigation 
and disputes in which AlA Services, AlA Insurance and/or Crop USA obtains 
any financial gain. All funds, assets and/or property from the foregoing should 
be held in trust until further notice from the Court. 
(h) Enjoining the Defendants from negotiating or entering into any loans, credit 
arrangements, credit facilities, or borrowing any funds under any loan, line-of-
credit, credit facility, open account and the like for which AlA Insurance or 
AlA Services is a guarantor or a signatory, unless utilized for the exclusive 
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benefit of AIA Insurance to provide funding for AIA Insurance and approved 
by Reed or such other party appointed by Reed or the Court. 
(i) Enjoining the Defendants from destroying, altering, deleting, purging, and/or 
removing any documents (including drafts, proposals, electronic files, email, 
back~up media and the like), property, computers and the like from AlA 
Insurance, AlA Services and Crop USA's offices. 
G) Enjoining the Defendants from advancing or lending any funds, assets or 
services to John, Duclos, Freeman, Connie, Beck, or AlA Services without 
first obtaining written consent from Reed or permission from the Court. 
(k) Enjoining the Defendants from entering into or negotiating any substantive 
contracts or agreements without first obtaining approval from Reed or 
permission from the Court. 
(1) Enjoining the Defendants from holding, calling or participating III any 
shareholder meetings, board meeting, and/or executing any Consents in Lieu 
of the foregoing without permitting Reed to vote the pledged shares or take 
such other action permitted to him as the holder of the right to vote all 
outstanding shares of ALA Insurance. 
(m)Enjoining the Defendants from using or transferring any funds, assets, or 
services of AlA Insurance for the purpose of providing any retainers or 
payments for the legal services for John, Freeman, Duclos, Connie, andlor 
Beck. 
Cn) Enjoining John from being paid compensation for work not performed for 
AlA Insurance andlor ALA Services. John's time expended for Crop USA 
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and any other entities partially or wholly owned by him shall be paid by the 
appropriate entity and not ALA Insurance, AlA Services, but by the entity for 
which John performed the work. 
(0) Enjoining the Defendants from paying any of the members of the board of 
directors of ALA Services or AlA Insurance unreasonable compensation for 
serving on the board of directors of AIA Services or AlA Insurance. 
(p) Enjoining the Defendants requiring AlA Insurance, AIA Services and Crop 
USA to accurately and properly itemize every employee's daily time sheet to 
reflect the number of hours of work performed for ALA Services, AlA 
Insurance, Crop USA and any other entities or persons. 
(q) Enjoining the Defendants from such other actions as may be reasonably 
contemplated from this Complaint, the Amended Stock Pledge Agreement, 
the Amended Security Agreement, the Restructure Agreement and/or which 
would otherwise protect Reed's interests and to prevent further deepening of 
the insolvency at ALA Services. 
(r) Enjoining John, Beck, Freeman, Duclos, and/or Connie from appointing any 
directors for Crop USA, ALA Services and AlA Insurance. 
(s) Invalidating the appointment of Connie and Beck from the Boards of AlA 
Services and AlA Insurance. 
14.3 Enjoining the Defendants from transferring, encumbering or otherwise disposing 
of any improperly and/or fraudulently obtained and/or transferred assets under I.C. § 55-916, et 
seq. and/or other applicable legal authority. 
/// 
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14.4 For the imposition of a constructive trust for the benefit of Reed and awarding to 
Reed all shares of common andlor preferred shares in Crop USA owned and/or held by John, 
Connie, Freeman, Duclos, and Beck and for all ancillary actions necessary to transfer said shares 
to Reed. 
14.5 For the imposition of a constructive trust for the benefit of Reed and awarding to 
Reed that certain real property located in Nez Perce County and owed by John and Connie that 
was purchased from the Camas Praire RailNet, Inc., recorded under instrument number 672508 
in Nez Perce County and all rental proceeds paid from AIA Services and/or AlA Insurance to 
John and Connie. 
14.6 For a prejudgment writ of attachment against certain assets, funds andlor property 
of AIA Services, AlA Insurance, Crop USA and any other assets, funds andlor property of any of 
the other Defendants shown to be the proceeds or result of any or all of the Defendants' 
wrongful, unlawful, fraudulent and/or inappropriate acts andlor omissions. 
14.7 For an order and/or judgment pennitting Reed to sell the pledged shares of AlA 
Insurance at public or private sale or, in the alternative, jUdicially. In the event the pledged 
shares of AIA Insurance are sold (whether or not Reed is the high bidder), for a deficiency 
judgment against the Defendants for all amounts exceeding the amount received andlor credited 
from the sale, including, without limitation, all damages, attorneys' fees and costs incurred by 
Reed in this action. In the event Reed elects to purchase or otherwise obtain the shares of ALA 
Insurance, he hereby requests that only relief necessary for him to carry out his rights as owner 
of the shares of AlA Insurance. 
14.8 For a judgment against the Defendants and/or the $200,000 bond posted for the 
preliminary injunction against Reed for all damages, attorneys' fees, costs and expenses incurred 
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by Reed from being wrongfully enjoined, plus judgment against the Defendants for all amounts 
exceeding the $200,000 bond. 
14.9 For judgment against the Defendants, jointly and severally, for all damages 
incurred by Reed as a result of the Defendants' breaches of implied duties of good faith and fair 
dealing, conversion, deepening insolvency, breaches of fiduciary duties and other claims, 
including, without limitation, pre and post filing damages that include, but are not limited to: all 
pay to present directors and officers, damages for the compensation and benefits paid to all 
employees paid by AlA Services or AlA Insurance that would not have been needed, lost 
tenants, misuse of assets and labor, and all other items detailed at trial. 
14.10 For an order compelling an audit of AlA Services, AlA Insurance and Crop USA. 
14.11 For a declaratory judgment or order requiring specific performance of AlA 
Services and/or AlA Insurance's obligations, covenants, warranties and/or other rights granted to 
Reed under the Amended Stock Pledge Agreement, Amended Security Agreement, Promissory 
Note and/or Restructure Agreement. 
14.12 For judgment that AlA Insurance, AlA Services and Crop USA have been 
operated as the alter-egos of John, Duclos, Freeman, Connie and/or Beck, and their corporate 
veils should be pierced thereby imposing personal liability on all of the individual and corporate 
Defendants, jointly and severally, for all of Reed's damages and sums owed to him under the 
Promissory Note in an amount to be proven at trial. 
14.13 For judgment that Crop USA is the alter-ego of AlA Insurance and AlA Services 
and all the foregoing corporations for all of Reed's damages and sums owed to him in both 
contract and tort in an amount to be proven at trial. 
14.14 For a declaratory judgment and/or order enforcing the February 22,2007, Consent 
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in Lieu of Special Meeting of Shareholders of AlA Insurance and the actions taken pursuant to 
the February 22,2007, Consent in Lieu of Meeting of Board of Directors of AlA Insurance. 
14.15 F or a judgment for damages and attorneys' fees incurred by Reed as a result of 
being wrongfully enjoined by the Defendants. 
14.16 For such other relief that Reed may request before or at trial to enforce his rights 
under the Amended Stock Pledge Agreement, Amended Security Agreement, andlor Restructure 
Agreement, including, without limitation, any action or order authorized under I.e. § 30-1-701 et 
seq. andlor I.C. § 28-9-101 et seq. 
14.17 For judgment, order andlor declaratory relief as may be necessary for Reed to 
effectuate any and all rights and remedies under I.C. § 28-9-101 et seq., including, without 
limitation, the sale of the pledged shares, protection of security interest, seizure of security, 
return of funds protected by his security interest (e.g., attorneys fees paid for individual directors, 
etc.) and any other available remedy. 
14.18 For the avoidancelrescission of the improper andlor fraudulent transactions, 
transfers of funds, assets andlor services from ALA Services andlor ALA Insurance to John, Beck, 
Freeman, Connie, Duclos, Crop USA, and any entity partially owned by John, andlor any other 
party who received such transfers under I.C. § 55-916, et seq. andlor other applicable legal 
authority. 
14.19 For judgment against John and Connie for $307,271, plus accrued interest, for the 
money he owed AlA Services which was improperly paid by inappropriately transferring his 
indebtedness to Reed's Promissory Note and then backing out the transaction in 2006 or 2007, 
and awarding this account receivable from AlA Services to Reed. 
II/ 
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14.20 For judgment against Connie to the fullest extent of her liability by virtue of her 
marriage to John and/or his acts during their marriage, and her interest in the community 
property in an amount to be proven at the time of trial, plus prejudgment interest. 
14.21 For judgment against Connie individually for an amount to be proven at trial, plus 
pre-judgment interest. 
14.22 For a judgment against John (both individually and through his marriage to 
Connie) in an amount to be proven at trial, plus prejudgment interest. 
14.23 For judgment against John, Connie, Duclos, Freeman, and Beck, jointly and 
severally, for all funds, assets, services, property and/or any other benefit fraudulently 
transferred, converted and/or fraudulently conveyed, and which such transferred thing of value 
may not be avoided, rescinded and/or paid to Reed. 
14.24 For judgment against Crop USA for all sums and the fair market value of all 
services, labor, funds, and assets wrongfully, fraudulently, and/or inappropriately transferred, 
converted and/or conveyed, directly or indirectly, from AIA Insurance and/or ALA Services. 
14.25 For judgment against John, Duclos, Connie, Freeman, and Beck, jointly and 
severally, for amounts owed to Reed in an amount to be proven at the time of trial because AlA 
Services and ALA Insurance are alter egos of John, Duclos, Freeman, and Beck. 
14.26 For judgment against John, Connie, Duclos, Freeman, and Beck disgorging all 
salaries, compensation (including payments of fees for being board members and/or advisory 
board members), benefits, assets, stock (including, without limitation, shares held directly or 
indirectly in Crop USA) and other ill-gotten gains as a result of the breaches of their fiduciary 
duties, fraudulent transfers, unlawful acts, fraud and/or other causes of action. 
III 
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14.27 For the imposition of a constructive trust for the benefit of Reed and awarding to 
Reed all funds, investments, loans, advances, securities, property, transactions; services andJor 
self-dealing which were converted or fraudulently, wrongfully, unlawfully andJor improperly 
made for the benefit of Duclos, Freeman, John, Beck, Connie andJor other parties or entities 
controlled andJor partially owned by any of them as may be requested at trial. 
14.28 For the imposition of a constructive trust for the benefit of Reed and awarding to 
Reed all securities, stock, options and the like transferred, together with all proceeds thereof, 
converted, sold or awarded or acquired by John andJor Connie from AlA Services, AlA 
Insurance andJor Crop USA, including, without limitation, shares (and proceeds thereof) andJor 
funds, and/or distributions received in or from Pacific Empire Holdings Corporation, Pacific 
Empire Radio Corporation, and Pacific Empire Communications Corporation. 
14.29 F or the imposition of a constructive trust for the benefit of Reed and awarding to 
Reed all shares and options of AlA Services and Crop USA acquired by the Defendants during 
their employment andJor when they were officers andJor members of the boards of AlA 
Insurance, AlA Services, andJor Crop USA. 
14.30 For the disgorgement of all salary, bonuses, compensation (including all 
compensation and benefits received as directors), stock options, benefits, reimbursements (all 
proper, improper andJor undocumented reimbursements for travel, meals, lodging, etc.) and any 
other payments and/or assets received by John, Connie, Beck, Duclos, and Freeman and award 
all such funds and assets to Reed. 
14.31 For a judgment against John, Freeman, Duclos, Connie and Beck, jointly and 
severally, for all damages resulting from the breaches of their fiduciary duties owed to Reed 
during the periods of time of their relevant tenures as directors of AIA Insurance and AlA 
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Services, in an amount to be proven at trial. 
14.32 For a declaratory judgment imposing personal liability on the individual 
Defendants and Crop USA for all loans guaranteed by ALA Services or ALA Insurance. 
14.33 For an award of Reed's attorneys' fees and costs from all of the Defendants, 
jointly and severally, under the Promissory Note, Amended Stock Pledge Agreement, I.C. § 12-
120, I.C. § 12-121 andlor as may be available under equity and law . 
. 14.34 F or judgment against the Defendants, jointly and severally, for all damages in tort 
and contract proven by Reed at trial based upon one or more of the following: civil conspiracy, 
fraud (any type, including misrepresentations), fraudulent conveyances, conversion, breaches of 
contract, alter-ego, breaches of fiduciary duties, deepening insolvency, breaches of implied 
duties of good faith and fair dealing, specific performance of any of Reed's rights under contract 
or law. 
14.35 John, Connie, Beck, Duclos, and Freeman's wrongful, self-serving, fraudulent, 
deepening insolvency, conspiracy, inappropriate and unlawful acts andlor omissions as described 
in this Complaint constitute that of "faithless fiduciaries." Accordingly, all salary, compensation 
(including all compensation and benefits received as directors), stock options, benefits, 
reimbursements (all proper, improper andlor undocumented reimbursements for travel, meals, 
lodging, etc.) and any other payments andlor assets received by John, Connie, Beck, Duclos, 
andlor Freeman should be disgorged and awarded to Reed. 
14.36 ALA Services and ALA Insurance have alleged that Reed agreed to orally modify 
the terms of the Promissory Note, Amended Stock Pledge Agreement, Amended Security 
Agreement and Restructure Agreement, which such allegations Reed expressly denies. If the 
Defendants are able to prove that such an oral modification exists at or before trial, ALA 
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Services, ALA Insurance and Crop USA are in breach of such orally modified agreements and 
Reed is entitled to the damages and relief set forth in this Complaint. 
14.37 Reed incorporates by reference into this Section all allegations and requested 
relief set forth in the above causes of action and/or remedies. Should any of the causes of action 
fail at or before trial, all of such allegations are incorporated by reference into this Section as 
requested relief and/or as support for Reed's requested relief 
14.38 Reed expressly reserves the right to amend this Complaint upon the completion of 
discovery and/or present causes of action and remedies which conform to the evidence at the 
time of trial. 
14.39 For judgment against the Defendants and/or such relief for all claims and causes 
of action which conform to the evidence obtained through discovery and/or forensic accounting. 
14.40 For such other relief as Reed may request before or at the time of trial andlor that 
the Court may fmdjust, equitable, or warranted before or at the time of trial. 
14.41 The Defendants are placed on notice that future amendments to this Complaint 
will be likely and Reed reserves the right to do so, particularly based upon the Defendants' 
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14.42 The Defendants are placed on notice that Reed may likely move the Court in the 
future to permit him to request an award of punitive damages against the Defendants at trial. 
DATED this 1 st day of February, 2008. 
SMITH, CANNON & BOND PLLC 
~------' . / '~ /"I '~ / BY:/~ -I@/V/c..-~ _______ _ 
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/ Roderick C, Bond 
Ned A. Cannon 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Reed 1. Taylor 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, Roderick C. Bond, declare that, on the date indicated below, I served a true and correct 
copy of Plaintiff Reed Taylor's Fifth Amended Complaint on the following parties via the 
methods indicated below: 
David A. Gittins 
Law Office of David A. Gittins 
P.O. Box 191 
Clarkston, W A 99403 
Attorney for Defendants 10Lee Duclos and 
Bryan Freeman 
Michael E. McNichols 
Clements Brown & McNichols 
321 13th Street 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Attorney for R. lohn Taylor 
Jonathan D. Hally 
Clark & Feeney 
P.O. Box 285 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Attorney for Connie Taylor, James Beck and 
Corrine Beck 
Gary D. Babbitt 
D. John Ashby 
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP 
877 Main Street, Suite 1000 
P.O. Box 1617 
Boise, Idaho 83701-1617 
Attorneys for AIA Services, AlA Insurance, and 
Crop USA Insurance Agency 
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Via: 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
(X) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) Email (pdf attachment) 
Via: 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
(X) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) Email (pdf attachment) 
Via: 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
(X) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) Email (pdf attachment) 
Via: 
(X) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) Email (pdf attachment) 
James J. Gatziolis 
Charles E. Harper 
Quarles & Brady LLP 
Citigroup Center, 500 West Madison Street 
Suite 3700 
Chicago, IL 60661-2511 
Attorneys for Crop USA Insurance Agency 
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(X) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
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A(wrneys & Counselors ar Law 
Michael S. BisselL e Licensed in WA, ID & AK 
Richard D. Campbell • Licensed in WA, ID & MT 
Patrick]. Kirby 0 Licensed in WA & IO 
July 21,2008 
Via Certified Mail and 
Regular Mail 
Board of Directors 
AIA Services Corporation, Inc. and AIA Insurance, Inc. 
111 Main Street 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Re: Demand oiDonna Taylor and Reed Taylor Pursuant to Idaho Code 30-1-742 
Dear Board Members of AIA Services Corporation and AIA Insurance Inc.: 
As you know, this firm represents Donna J. Taylor ("Donna"), the Series A Preferred 
Shareholder in AIA Services Corporation ("AL<\ Services"), and Reed Taylor ("Reed"), the 
pledgee of AIA Insurance, Inc. ("AIA Insurance") and creditor of AIA Services who is owed 
over $&.5 Million. 
Donna and Reed hereby malce demand upon the Board of Directors· of AIA Services and 
AlA Insurance pursuant to Idaho Code 30-1-742 to take the action described herein. 
Specifically, demand is made that said entities immediately talce action against the law firms of 
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley; Clements, Brown & McNichols; Quarles & Brady; together 
with the responsible attorneys of said fums (and any other :firms which have wrongfully 
represented the entities) for violating applicable Rules of Professional Conduct, malpractice, 
breach of fiduciary duties, and aiding and abetting, including, without limitation,- all acts related 
to or involving the following claims andior causes of action: 
1. Wrongfully simultaneously representing Crop USA Insurance Agency, Inc. 
("Crop USA") and AIA Services and AIA Insurance, while knowing these entities 
had divergent interests; 
2. Taking action against the best interests of AIA Services andioI AIA Insurance; 
3. Assisting in the commission of fraud andior illegal activities; 
4. Wrongfully allowing interested directors and other interested parties to direct 
litigation in light of substantial claims against them; 
5. Issuing inappropriate opinion letters to lenders and auditors; 
6. Failing to recover moneys and/or stock in Crop USA; 
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7. Preventing claims from being made against present and past directors, including, 
without limitation, R. John Taylor, Michael Cashman, James Beck and Connie 
Taylor; 
8. Failing to take action against Crop USA to recover funds owed; 
9. Failing to take action against responsible present and past directors for violating 
the corporate opportunity doctrine by permitting Crop USA to become a separate 
company from AIA; 
10. Failing to take action against interested directors and parties who took part in 
fraud, conspiracy and other illegal activities, including, without limitation, R. 
John Taylor, James Beck, Michael Cashman and CoIlllie Taylor; 
11. Breaching fiduciary duties (including the duty of loyalty) owed to AIA Services 
and AIA Insurance; 
12. Aiding and abetting R. John Taylor, James Beck, Michael Cashman, Connie 
Taylor, Crop USA, and other interested parties who participated in the 
misappropriation of assets, opportunities, and funds of AIA Services and AIA 
Insurance (including the $1.5 Million wrongfully transferred from AlA Insurance 
to Crop USA); 
13. Not ensuring that separate counsel was retained for AIA Services; 
14. Not ensuring that separate counsel was retained for AIA Insurance knowing that it 
was pledged to Reed; 
15. Assisting in illegal loan guarantees by AIA Services andlor AIA Insurance; 
16. Wrongfully entering into a Joint Defense Agreement knowing that such an 
agreement was inappropriate in light of the significant claims AlA Services and 
AlA Insurance have against interested individuals and Crop USA; 
17. Wrongfully obtaining shareholder consent to pay the attorneys' fees of past and 
present directors of AIA Services and AlA Insurance without full disclosure or 
obtaining votes only from disinterested shareholders; 
18. Permitting Michael McNichols and Clements, Brown & McNichols to remain as 
counsel for R John Taylor in violation of their duty of loyalty to AIA Services 
and AIA Insurance; 
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19. Assisting in pledging the assets of AlA Services and AIA Insurance to Crop USA 
for the payment of attorneys' fees and costs of interested parties and others; 
20. Permitting the business and employees of AIA Insurance and AIA Services to be 
detrimentally effected by the actions of interested parties (e.g., transferring AIA 
Insurance's employees to Crop USA); 
21. Failing to take action against R. John Taylor and Connie Taylor for the significant 
breaches ofR. John Taylor'S employment agreement \vith AIA Services; 
22. Failing to comply with contractual obligations owed to Reed and Donna; 
23. Failing to recover inappropriate salaries, advances, loans, benefits, and 
compensation paid to R. John Taylor, Connie Taylor, James Beck and others; 
24. Assisting in, and failing to take action pertaining to, the improper allocation 
expenses, labor, rent and other expenditures inappropriately utilized for the 
benefit of Crop USA. 
25. Accepting payments of attorneys' fees in violation of the Rilles of Professional 
Conduct; 
26. Representing AIA Services and/or AIA Insurance in malcing inappropriate 
arguments (including alleged illegality of the debt to Reed) knowing that such 
arguments were counter to AIA Services' obligations to Reed and Donna and 
knowing that Richard Riley was a witness who provided a legal opinion counter 
to such arguments; and 
27. Accepting payment of attorneys' fees and costs which shoilld have been allocated 
to other parties, including, without limitation, fees and costs that should have been 
paid by Crop USA, R. John Taylor, James Beck, Michael Cashman and Connie 
Taylor. 
Based upon the above wrongful acts (and others reasonably contemplated from the above 
acts and other acts lmown only to insiders at AIA Services andlor AIA Insurance), demand is 
made upon you to initiate legal action against the above-referenced law firms and lawyers to 
recover all applicable damages and to require a disgorgement of all attorneys' fees and costs paid 
to them, including, without limitation, for all inappropriate transactions and the litigation 
involving Reed and/or Donna. Based upon the foregoing demand is also made for action against 
R. John Taylor, Michael Cashman, James Beck, Connie Taylor, Crop USA and all other 
responsible parties for the recovery of damages and the disgorgement of all compensation and 
attorneys' fees and costs paid to or on their behalf 
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Please note that I have sent a copy of this notice to present counsel for AlA Services and 
AIA Insurance, and trust that they will ensure copies of this Notice are provided to all board 
members and shareholders. I would appreciate it if you would let me know as soon as possible 
whether AIA Services audior AIA Insurance will be taking any of the requested action. The 
failure to respond or to immediately take action shall be construed as a rejection of the demands 
made by this letter. 
Nothing herein should be considered or relied upon as a waiver of Donna and Reed's 
right to take immediate action on behalf of AIA Services audior AlA Insurance due to exigent 
circumstances. 
MSB:muh 
cc: Gmy Babbitt (vin email} 
D. John Ashby(vin email) 
James GutzioJis (via email) 
Charles Harper (vin email) 
Michael McNichols (via email) 
David Gittins (vin email) 
Jon Hally (via email) 
Roderick Bond (via email) 
Reed Taylor [vin email) 
Donna Tuylor (vin regular mail) 
Dat!1\lJ 12\notic~072108,dDC 
Very truly yours, 
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Gatziolis, James J. [JJG@quarles.com] 
Thursday, January 18, 2007 5:33 PM 
Roderick C. Bond 
Cc: John Taylor 
Subject: AlA Reed Term Sheet 1_18_07.DOC 
Attachments: AlA Reed Comparison.prn; AlA Reed Term Sheet 1_18_07.DOC$ 
Page 1 of 1 
Rod, please find a revised proposed term sheet representing AlA's latest offer to resolve the controversies 
between AlA and Reed Taylor. Use Adobe Reader to open the comparison file. 
Let's speak in the morning. Thank you for your assistance. 
James J. Gatziolis 
Quarles & Brady LLP 
500 West Madison Street 
Chicago, IL 60661-2511 
Suite 3700 
Tel. 312 715-5049 
Fax: 312632-1749 
il9..@Q.uarles.com 
This electronic mail transmission and any attachments are confident ial and may be pr 
They should be read or retained only by the intended recipient . If you have receive 
transmission in error , please notify the sender immedi ately and delete the transmiss 
your system . In addition , in order to comply with Treasury Circular 230 , we are req 
inform you that unless we have specifically stated to the contrary in writing , any a 
provide in this email or any attachment concerning federal tax issues or submission s 
intended or wr itten to be used , and cannot be used , to avoid federal tax penalties . 
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TERM SHEET AND FORBEARANCE CONDITIONS 
Dated January 16, 2007 
1. Intent Regarding Settlement Terms. 
1.1.1. Settlement Amount. AIA Services Corporation, AIA Insurance, Inc., 
CropUSA and/or John Taylor (individually and collectively "AIA") shall pay to Reed 
Taylor ("Reed") the sum of $5.0 million, which shall consist of cash and stock in the 
"MergerCo" as defined below "Settlement Amount." 
1.2. No Evidence. This Term Sheet shall not be evidence or deemed an admission by 
any party as to the amounts owed to Reed. 
1.3. Payment. The Settlement Amount shall be paid as follow: 
1.3.1. Cash Payment. All available proceeds raised from equity, settlement 
proceeds, cash and financing available to AlA with respect to this Transaction, but not 
less than $2.0 million, shall be paid to Reed. The cash payment(s) shall be allocated 
exclusively as a principal payment on Reed's $6 Million Note and the remaining 
principal and interest owed shall be forgiven; and 
1.3.2. Warrant. The balance in a Warrant, or other similar, right to acquire equity 
in MergerCo (based on the value of MergerCo as of the Transaction Date). 
1.3.3. Best Efforts. AlA shall use its best efforts to raise as much as it can to pay 
the Settlement Amount in cash. AIA shall provide Reed with regular update on the 
process of raising the funds, including copies of all documents provided to investors. 
1.4. Grain GrowerslUniversal Litigation. AIA shall pay to Reed the sum of 50% 
percent of the proceeds of all amounts received related to the Grain Growers/Universal 
litigation. AlA is entitled to one third of payments to be made on account of this claim 
from the Universe Liquidating Trust and is responsible for legal fees to counsel, Greener 
Banducci, Boise, Idaho, equal to one sixth of the overall settlement payments. If there is 
a settlement amount payable to AlA, AIA will have to pay to GGMIT the sum of 
$43,400 for reimbursement of legal fees and $42,000 to ASAMlT for reimbursements 
and other costs of approximately $20,000. AlA will pay one half of the amount received 
net of the above payments to Reed within 10 days of receipt of such amounts or upon the 
execution of a definitive agreement as hereinafter provided, whichever shall latter occur 
and AIA will be credited with such amount with respect to its obligation to pay cash of 
$2,000,000. Any proceeds received by Reed from this litigation shall be allocated to 
principal of Reed's $6 Million Note. . 
1.5. Donna Taylor. The Class A Preferred Shares in AIA Services Corporation (held 
by Donna Taylor") shall be redeemed, plus all accrued dividends, on or before the 
Transaction Date. In the alternative, AlA may make alternative provision for the 
retirement of the Class Preferred held by Donna Taylor, provided that Reed will have no 
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further responsibility to Donna Taylor for the performance of the Class A Preferred 
Shares. 
1.6. MergerCo. ALA Insurance, Inc., AlA Services Corporation and Crop USA 
Insurance Agency, Inc. ("CropUSAIt) will combine their respective business operations 
pursuant to advice of counsel, auditors and tax and business advisors and Taylor. 
1.7. MergerCo. CropUSA Insurance Agency, Inc. (nCropUSA") will issue to Reed a 
warrant to acquire a hybrid security with a value of $3,000,000 that can be converted to 
MergerCo. equity in the amount of $3,000,000 "contemporaneous" value during the 
twelve-month period beginning January 1, 2010. Reed can put the warrant to the 
Company for $2,000,000 cash during the exercise period. "Contemporaneous" means the 
value of MergerCo. as of the Transaction Date. The warrant shall have standard terms 
and conditions. Crop USA will appoint members to its Board of Directors who will be 
independent of John, and during the time that the warrant is extant, if there are no 
independent directors, Reed shall be elected to the Board. 
2. Mutual Release. 
2.1. Mutual Release. Upon Reed's receipt of at least $2 Million, the issuance of 
equity in the MergerCo. to Reed, the redemption of Donna Taylor Preferred C Shares (or 
such other satisfaction of Reed's obligations with respect to the Preferred C Shares), and 
ALA's full compliance with the terms and conditions of the Definitive Agreement, Reed 
will release the buyout indebtedness and the parties will deliver general releases as 
determined by each party's counsel, except that Reed shall retain any claim as a 
participant of the AlA 401 (k) retirement plan. 
3. Forbearance Conditions. 
3.1. Payment of $25.000 to Reed. Upon the execution of a Definitive Agreement 
ALA Services Corporation, Crop USA and John Taylor will pay Reed $25,000 on or 
before February 1, 2007, to compensate Reed for his agreement to not commence 
litigation until after January 31, 2007, to provide ALA and Reed the opportunity to enter 
into the Definitive Agreement, and without Reed waiving any claim, right or remedy and 
specifically reserving the same. 
3.2. Monthly Payments. ALA shall continue timely paying Reed $15,000 per month 
(the 1st and 15th of each month) and making all payment on Reed's behalf as in the past 
as interest payments (See below). Commencing with the first day of February 2007, ALA 
will pay to Reed the sum of $20,000 per month, $10,000 on the first day of each month 
and $10,000 on the sixteenth day of each month and will continue to make all payments 
made on Reed's behalf as in the past, including the continued compensation of Reed's 
pilot and ranch hand. 
3.3. Reed's ALA Corporate Rights. Effective immediately and during the period from 
the date hereof, Reed or his designated representative will receive all management 
reporting provided to John about ALA's operation. Reed or his designated representative 
will have the right to attend all meetings of the board of directors of AlA or appoint an 
observer. Reed or his designated representative is permitted to have counsel attend any 
board meetings with him or on his behalf as an observer. AlA shall hold board meetings 
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on a bimonthly basis. If Reed appoints an observer, AIA will pay all reasonable 
expenses of such representative (including attorney's fees if such appointed observer is 
an attorney). Reed or his designated representative shall also have immediate full and 
complete access to all AIA books, records, personnel and facilities. Reed or his 
designated representative shall have the right to conduct due diligence as to other 
possible transactions pending the execution of the Definitive Agreement. 
3.4. John Terms. 
3.4.1 Effective immediately (including February payroll), AlA will reduce John 
T~ylor's ("John") monthly compensation to $5,000 per month, and if Reed takes control 
of AlA on account of his security interest, John will release and claims he may hold for 
any additional compensation from AIA. From the date hereofuntil the Transaction Date, 
AlA will not make any rental payments to John for the parking lot lease with John. 
3.5. Payment to Reed and Legal Fees. 
3.5.1 AlA will pay to Reed the sum of $25,000 as set forth above on or before 
February 1, 2007, which payment shall be due and payable upon the execution of a 
Definitive Agreement but without regard to Surge's consent to such definitive 
agreement. This amount shall be in addition to the monthly payments set forth above to 
Reed (assuming the Parties execute a Definitive Agreement) and shall not be credited to 
any amounts owed to Reed under the $6 Million Promissory note or otherwise. 
3.5.2 AlA shall pay all costs of Reed's counsel beginning with fees and 
expenses occurred from the date of the Term Sheet to draft, prepare and negotiate the 
Definitive Agreement, for the Transaction and to monitor the Transaction (assuming that 
the Definitive Agreement is executed). 
3.6. Budget. Effective immediately and during the period between the date of this 
term sheet and the Transaction Date, AlA will operate according to a budget disclosed to 
Reed on or before January 26, 2007 and subject to his approval, such approval to be 
reasonable. 
3.7. Judd Taylor. AlA and/or Crop USA shall upon execution of a definitive 
agreement immediately discharge the overdraw/advance account of Judd Taylor, Reed's 
son. This write-off of Judd's account shall be valid regardless of whether a Transaction 
is consummated. 
3.8. Failure to Enter into a Definitive Agreement. AlA and Reed agree to toll any and 
all statute of limitations and/or limitation of action defenses relating in any way to any 
and all claims that any Party may have (including, without limitation, claims against 
John personally) effective from the date of this Term Sheet until January 31,2007. Ifno 
Definitive Agreement is executed by the Parties, AIA Insurance, Inc. shall not be liable 
for the $25,000 payment. 
4. Transaction Date. 
4.1 Transaction Date. The Transaction Date shall be such date as the parties agree on 
or before April 30, 2007, but in no event not later than August 31, 2007, provided AlA 
complies with the conditions precedent set forth in Section 4.2 necessary to extend the 
Transaction Date beyond April 30, 2007. 
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4.2 Extension. At ALA's election, the Transaction Date period may be extended one 
month at a time provided that Reed is paid the additional sum of $10,000 for the first 
month's extension ("Extension Fee"). The Extension Fee shall increase each additional 
month by $10,000 (e.g., the second month will be $20,000, the third month $20,000). 
The Extension Fee shall be due and payable the 1st day of any 30 day extension period 
and are a condition precedent to any extension of time. ALA shall be entitled to no more 
than four (4) thirty (30) day extensions. The payment of any Extension Fees shall not be 
credited to the amounts due Reed at the closing of the Transaction. 
4.3 Definitive Agreement. The parties hereto shall enter into a definitive agreement 
required for the contemplated transaction on or before January 31, 2007 ("Definitive 
Agreement"), including Crop USA's receipt of the applicable consent of Surge Capital 
for the contemplated transactions. The execution of the Definitive Agreement on or 
before January 31, 2007, shall be an express condition precedent of any further 
obligations of Reed, including, without limitation, any forbearance. 
4.4 Immediate Effect. ALA Services Corp., AlA Insurance, Inc. and John Taylor will 
not distribute any amounts to any shareholder or key executive in any amount during the 
period beginning on the date hereof and ending with the definitive agreement date or the 
termination date ,January 31, 2007. 
4.5 Non-Binding Letter of Intent. Except for the obligations created under Section 
4.4, the remaining terms and conditions set forth in this Term Sheet constitute a non-
binding letter of intent and are unenforceable. 
5. Miscellaneous Provisions. 
5.1 Time is of the Essence. The Parties agree that Time will be of the Essence for this 
Term Sheet and the Forbearance Conditions. 
5.2 No Waiver. The failure to enter into a Definitive Agreement or the failure to 
close the Transaction shall not be deemed as a waiver of any of the rights, claims or 
remedies of any person, entity or trust under any agreement and/or any other claim, right 
or remedy. 
5.3 Costs. Except as provided for herein, each party to this Term Sheet shall bear its 
own costs for the negotiation of the agreements provided for herein. 
[Remainder of page is intentionally left blank] 
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[Signature Page Only] 
Agreed to by the Parties as of the date indicated above .. 
Reed Taylor John Taylor 
CROPUSA INSURANCE AGENCY, INC. 
AlA SERVICES CORPORATION 
By: ________ _ 
Name: ______ _ 
Title: ------ ----
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By: ________ _ 
Name: ______ _ 
Title: --------
AlA INSURANCE AGENCY, INC. 
By: _______ _ 
Name: -------
Title: --------
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October 27, 2006 
Lanceiot Investors Fund, LY 
clo Lancelot Investment Mangement, LLC 
1033 Skokie Boulevard 
Suite 620 
Northbrook, Illinois 60062 
AGM,LLC 
1033 Skol<.ie Boulevard 
Suite 620 
Northbrook:, Illinois 60062 
Re: $15,000,000 Revolving Loan 
Ladies and Gentlemen: 
Attorneys at Law in: 
Phoellix muj TllCSon, Arizona 
Naples and Boca Raton. F/oriM 
Chicago, lllinois 
Milwaukee and Madison, WlSColtsin 
We have served as special .counsel to Crop USA Insurance Agency; Inc., an Idaho 
corporation (the "Borrower"), AlA Insurance, Inc., an Idaho corporation (the <'Corporate 
Guarantor") and R. John Taylor ("Taylor")in connection with a $15,000,000 revolving loan (the 
"Loan") to be provided to the Borrower pursuant to a Loan and Security Agreement (the "Loan 
and Security Agreement") dated on or about the dite hereof between the-Beff8Wef;-GuaFaB:tef&-~·-': 
(as hereinafter defined), AGM, LLC, a Delaware limited liability company ("Administrative 
Agent"), and certain Lenders (as such term is defined in the Loan and Security Agreement) from 
time to time a party thereto. Capitalized terms ilsed but not defined herein shall have the 
meanings ascribed to them in the Loan and Security Agreement. 
The Corporate Guarantor and Taylor are sometimes referred to herein individually- as a 
'"Guarantor" and collectively as the "Guarantors." 
The Borrower and Guarantors are sometimes referred to herein individually as a "Client» 
and collectively as the "Clients." 
QBCHM80669.6· -
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For purposes of this opinion we have, among other things, reviewed the following 
documents with regard to the Loan (collectively, the "Loan Documents"), each dated as of 
October 27,2006, unless otherwise stated: 
1. the Loan and Security Agreement; " 
2. the Guaranty, dated "as of October 27, 2006, executed by Taylor in favor of 
Administrative Agent, for the benefit of Lender P?rties; 
3. the Guaranty, dated as of October 27, 2006, executed by Corporate Guarantor in 
" favor of Administrative Agent, for the benefit of Lender Parties; 
4. the Control Agreement for Deposit Account at U.S. Bank National Association 
among Borrower, Administrative Agent and U.S. Bank National Association 
dated October 27,2006; 
5. the Blocked Account Control Agreement (with Lockbox Services) among 
Borrower, Administrative Agent and U.S. Bank National Association dated 
October 27, 2006; 
6. the Certificate of Deposit Control Agreement among Borrower, Taylor, Randolph 
D. Lambeljack ("Lamberjack"), Zions First National Bank and Administrative 
Agent dated October 27, 2006; 
7. the Certificate of Deposit Control Agreement among Taylor, James W. Beck 
("Beck"), Michael W. Cashman ("Cashman"), Private Bank Minnesota and 
Administrative Agent dated October 27, 2006; " 
8. " Pledge Agreement, dated as of October 27, 2006 among Lamberjack and the 
Administrative Agent for the Lender Parties; 
9. Pledge Agreement, dated as of October 27, 2006 among Taylor and 
Administrative Agent, for the benefit of Lender Parties; 
"10. Pledge Agreement, dated as of October 27, 2006 among Taylor, Beck, Cashman 
and Administrative Agent, for the benefit of Lender Parties; 
" 11. Consent and Agreementi "dated as of October 27, 2006, among Borrower, 
Clearwater Insurance Company and the Administrative Agent, for the benefit of 
Lender Parties; 
12. a Certificate of Borrower with respect to (i) the articles of incorporation and 
bylaws of Borrower, (n) the resolutions of the members of Borrower relating to 
the Loan and Security Agreement and other Loan Documents and (iii) 
incumbency of the authorized signatories of Borrower; 
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13. a Certificate of Corporate Guarantor with respect to Ci) the articles of 
incorporation and bylaws of Corporate Guarantor, (ii) the resolutions of members 
of Corporate Guarantor relating to the Loan and Security Agreement and (iii) 
incumbency of the authorized signatories of Corporate Guarantor; 
14. a UCC-l Financing Statement naming Borrower as debtor and the Administrative 
Agent~ for the benefit of the Lender, as secured party ("Financing Statement',; 
" and 
ts. a Promissory Note to be dated as of October 30, 2006, in the aggregate principal 
amount of $3,641,506.29, and to be executed by Borrower in favor of Lancelo~ 
Investors Fund, LP., a Delaware limited partnership. 
In rendering our opinion, we have also examined such certificates of public officials, 
organizational documents and "records and other certifica"tes and instruments as we have deemed 
" necessary for the purposes of the opinions herein expressed. 
For the purposes of this opinion. we have assumed that: 
A. The Collateral exists and the Borrowers and/or Guarantors have rights or title to 
each item thereof. 
B. Borrower is duly formed and validly existing unt;ler tbe laws of the State of Idaho. 
Borrower has the power and authority to own, lease and operate its current properties and assets 
" and to conduct the business in which it is currently engaged and as contemplated in the Loan 
Documents. Borrower is duly organized, validly existing and. in good standing under the laws of 
the State ofIdaho. Corporate Guarantor is duly formed and validly existing under the laws ofthe 
State of Idaho. Corporate Guarantor has the power and authority to own, lease and operate its 
current properties and assets and to conduct the business in which it is currently engaged and as 
" c;ontemplated in the Loan Documents. Corporate Guarantor is duly organized., validly existing 
and in goodstanding under the laws of the State ofIdaho. 
C. The execntion and delivery of all Loan Documents and other documents reviewed 
by us, and the entry into and performance of the transactions contemplated by the Loan 
Documents, by all parties have been duly authorized by all necessary actions and that the Loan 
Documents have been duly executed and delivered by all parties thereto. 
D. All natural persons who are signatories to the Loan Documents were legally 
competent at the time of execution; all signatures on the Loan Documents and other documents 
reviewed by us are genuine; the copies of all documents submitted to us are accurate and 
complete and conform to originals; ail material terms and conditions of the relationship among 
the Borrower, Guarantors, Adm.inistrative Agent cmd Lenders are correctly and completely " 
reflected in the Loan Documents. 
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E. The Administrative Agent is not aware of any facts, laws, rules, regulations or 
ordinances of any state, local or municipal goverru:lient or regulatory agency that are contrary to, 
or cause it to doubt, the opinions expressed herein. 
F. As to questions of fact material to the opinions expressed herein, all statements, 
representations and warranties made in the Loan Documents, in any certificate provided to us by 
. the Borrower and/or Guarantors and in any other materials delivered to us with this opinion or 
obtained from public officials are true and correct. . 
G. There has not been any mutual mistake of fact or misunderstanding, fraud, duress 
or undue influence. 
H. All parties have complied with any requirement of good faith, fair dealing and 
conscionability. 
L All applicable Loan Documents will be duly filed, indexed and recorded among 
the appropriate official records, as set forth below, with all fees, charges and taxes having been 
paid, 
Based upon the foregoing, but subject to the assumptions, qualifications and limitations 
set forth herein, we are of the opinion that: 
L The execution, delivery, and performance as of the date hereof by each Client of 
the Loan Documents to which each such Person is a party dpes not, to our knowledge, .(i) violate 
any applicable law, statute, rule, regulation, ordinance or tariff, (ii) violate any order, judgment 
or decree of any court or administrative or governmental agency, department or instrumentality 
that names or binds such Client, or any of their respective properties, (iii) conflict with, breach or 
constitute a default or event of default under, or an event which, With notice or passage oftime or 
both, would constitute or result in a conflict, breach, default or event of default of or under, any 
contract to which such Client is a party or by which its or hislher properties or assets are bound 
or any agreement among the equity owners of such Client, or (iv) except as set forth therein, will 
not result in the creation or imposition of any lien of any nature whatsoever upon any of the 
properties or assets of such Client. . 
2. The provisions of the Loan and Security Agreement are suffident to create in 
your favor a security' interest in all right, title· and interest of Borrower. in those items of 
Collateral in which a security interest may be created under Article 9 of the UCC. 
3. The Loan Documents constitute the legal, valid and binding obligations of each 
Client (to the· extent such Person is a party to such Loan Document), enforceable in accordance 
with their tenus. 
4. None of th~ business or properties of any Client, any relationship between any 
Client, and any other Person, or the execution, delivery and perfonnance of the Loan Documents 
by any Client, or the consuinmation of the transactions contemplated thereby or any 
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circumstance in connection therewith, requires an exemption, consent, approval 'or authorization 
of, or filing, registration or qualification with, any governmental authority or any other Person as 
a condition to the execution, delivery and performance of, or consummation of the transactions 
contemplated by, the Loan Documents, except any of the foregoing that are already obtained and 
in full force and effect. 
5. To our knowledge, each Client is in compliance with aU laws, statutes, rules and 
regulations of any governmental authority with respect or applicable to its respective business, 
assets or operations, and, further, to our knowledge, no Client is in violation of any order of any 
court or other governmental authority or arbitration board or tribunal. 
6. To our knowledge, Borrower and Corporate Guarantor are in compliance with all, 
have procured and are now in possession of all, and are not in breach of or in default under the 
provisions of any, material licenses, permits, franchises, certificates and other approvals or 
authorizations of or required by any applicable federal or state, statute, regulation for the 
operation of their businesses in which each is currently engaged and as contemplated in the Loan 
, Documents. 
7. ,Borrower is not an "investment company" or a cor:npany "controlled" by an 
c'investment company," within the meaning of the Investment Company Act of 1940, as 
amended. 
8. The incurrence of Borrower's obligations under the Loan Documents, and the 
application of the proceeds thereof by Borrower as provided in the Loan and Security Agreement 
do not violate Regulation X or U of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System or 
any other regulation of such board. 
9. The Loan, as described and evidenced by the Loan Documents is not usurious or 
violative of any law or regulation of the State of Illinois governing the payment or receipt of 
interest. 
10. In addition to the legal opinion set forth above, we wish to advise that, to our 
knowledge, there are no actions, suits,proceedings or investigations pending or threatened 
against any Client, or in which any Client is a party, before any court or governmental authority 
that (a) asserts the invalidity of any Loan Document, (b) seeks to prevent the consummation of 
any of the transactions contemplated by the Loan and Security Agreement or (c) by its pleadings 
or allegations seeks any determination or ruling that might (i) with the ,exception of the 
proceedings described on attached Schedule I with respect to which we offer no opinions, 
materially and adversely affect the performance by any Client of its obligations under any Loan 
Document; (li) materially arid adversely affect the validity or enforceability. of any Loan, 
Document; or (iii) result in the termination, revocation, suspension or other material impairment 
of any license qr' pemiit required by any applicable federal or illinois law, statute, or regulation 
or governmental authority for the operation of any Client in the business in which our Clients are 
currently engaged and as contemplated in the Loan Documents. 
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Our opinions are qualified and/or limited as follows: 
A. Wherever we indicate that our opinion with respect to the existence or absence of 
facts is based on our knowledge, our opinion is based solely on (i) the current actual knowledge 
of the attorneys currently with our firm who have represented the Borrower and/or Guarantors in 
connection with the transactions contemplated by the Loan Documents and. of any other 
attorneys presently in our firm whom we have detenruned are likely, in the course of 
representing any of said parties, to have knowledge of the matters covered by this opinion, and 
(ii) the representations and warranties of said parties contained in the Loan Documents; we have 
made no independent investigation as to such factual matters. However, we know of no facts 
which lead us to believe such factual matters are untrue or inaccurate. 
B. (i) The Administrative Agent's and/or Lenders' ability to enforce the Loan 
Documents may be limited by applicable bankruptcy, reorganization, insolvency, moratorium, 
fraudulent conveyance or transfer and other similar laws now or hereafter in effect relating to or 
affecting creditors' rights generally; 
(ii) Enforcement of the Administrative Agent's and/or Lenders' rights and 
remedies may be subject to judicial discretion and may be limited by general principles of equity, 
regardless of whether such enforcement is considered in a proceeding in equity or at law~ and in 
this regard we have assumed that the Administrative Agent and Lenders will exercise their 
respective rights and remedies under the .Loan Documents in good faith and in circumstances and 
a manner which are commercially reasonable; and 
(iii) Certain provisions of the Loan Documents may be rendered unenforceable 
or limited by applicable laws and judicial decisions but such laws and judicial decisions do not 
render the Loan Documents invalid as a whole, and there exists in the Loan Documents or 
pursuant to applicable law legally adequate remedies for the realization of the principal benefits 
and security intended to be provided by the Loan Documents; . 
C. If, and to the extent, any of the Loan Documents are construed to provide for the 
payment of interest on interest, such provisions may be ~enforceable under Bowman v. Neely, 
137 Ill. 443 (1891) and other cases to the same effect. . 
D. We express no opinion relating to: 
(i) The effect of provisions agreeing to the jurisdiction of a court (or waiving 
objections to jurisdiction), agreeing to venue (or waiving objections to venue) or waiving 
a j ury trial or service of process or the irrevocability of any power of attorney, or waiving 
any homestead or redemption or other rights created by statute; . 
(ii) The lawfulness or enforceability of provisions releasing, exculpating or 
exempting a party from, or requiring indemnification of a party for, liability for its own 
action or inaction; 
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(iii) The lawfulness or enforceability of provisions requiring indemnification 
of a party for unforeseeable consequential damages; 
(iv) Any agreement or provision for the payment or reimbursement of costs, 
fees and expenses to the extent any such provision may be determined by a court or other 
tribunal to be in an unreasonable amount, to constitute a penalty or to be contrary to 
public policy; 
(v) Any agreement or provision permitting the Lender to enter any premises 
to recover collateral, .exercise any right to self-help and/or sell or foreclose any real 
property under power of sale; or 
(vi) The ability of the Lender to obtain specific performance of any covenant 
or agreement contained in the Loan Documents. 
E. Our opinion is limited to the laws of the United States and the laws of the State of 
Illinois effective on the date hereof as they presently apply. We specifically disclaim any 
opinions with respect to Idaho law, including but not limited to any opinions related to (i) the 
validity,· effectiveness and/or foreclosure of any real property interests located in such States 
and/or (ii) any provision(s) in the Loan Documents governed or affected by Idaho law. We shall 
have no continuing obligations to inform the Administrative Agent or the Lenders of changes in 
law or fact subsequent to the date hereof or of facts of which we become aware after the date 
hereof 
F. We express no opinion as to matters of title or priority or, except as set forth 
above, perfection of liens or security interests with regard to real or personal property. We 
understand that, with respect to the real and personal property security interests intended to be 
created by the LQan Documents and the priority of the liens thereof, Lender will rely on such title · 
insurance policies and such uniform commercial code and other searches as it deems adequate, 
and, accordingly, we express no opinion on such matters. We have not and will not file any 
uniform cOlllinercial code financing statements in connection with the Loan. 
G. We have not reviewed and do not opine as to: (i) compliance by any real property 
with applicable zoning, health, safety, building, environmental, land use or subdivision laws, 
ordinances, codes, rules or regulations, (ii) ERlSA laws, rules and regulations, or (iii) Federal or 
state taxation, banking, securities or "blue sky" laws, rules or regulations. 
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This opinion is limited to the matters set forth herein. No opinion may be inferred or 
implied beyond the matters expressly contained herein. This opinion is rendered solely for the 
benefit of the Administrative Agent and the Lenders and their respective successors and assigns 
and nO other person or entity shall be entitled to rely on any matter set forth herein without the 
express written consent of the undersigned. 
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AIA SERVICES CORPORATION 
Pursuant to the provisions of §30-1-S&, §30-1-59 and §30-1-61 of the Idaho Business 
Corporation Act, the undersigned corporation adopts the following ArticJes of Amendment to its , 
Articles ofIncorporatiotL, as filed on December 20, 1983 and previously amended on October 14, 
1986, December 29, J987, April II, 1995 and August 3,1995. 
FIRST: The name ofthe corporation is AlA SERVICES CORPORA TlON. 
SECOND: On December 14, 1995, the shareholders of the corporation adopted and 
approved the following Amended and Restated Articles of Incorporation of AlA Services 
Corporation, pursuant to which Section 4.3.3 of Article Fourth was amended by replacing it in its 
entirety. 
"AMENDED AND RESTATED ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION 
OF 
AlA SERVICES CORPORATION 
Except for the amendment of Section 4.3.3 of Article Fourth by replacing it in its entirety, 
these Amended and Restated Articles ofIncorporation of AlA Services Corporation correctly set 
forth without change the corresponding provisions of the original Articles of Incorporation as 
hereinbefore filed on December 20, ]983 and amended on October 14. 1986, December 29, 1987, 
April 11, 1995 and August 3, 1995; and these Amended and Restated Articles ofTncorporation, 
including the amended Article Fourth, supersede the original Articles of Amendment and all 
previous amendments thereto .. 
The name of the corporation is ATA SERVICES CORPORA TION. 
SECOND 
The period of its duration is perpetual. 
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4.2.7 LiquidatiQIl Preferem:e. In case of the voluntary liquidation or dissolution 
of the corporation. the holder of Series A Preferred Stock shalJ have the right to be paid in full 
before any amount shall be paid to the owners ofthe Common Stock or to the owners of the Series 
C Preferred Stock, as follows: 
$8.00 per share ifthe Liquidation price is paid on or before September 
14,1990. 
$8.50 per share if the liquidation price is paid after September 14, 
1990 and on or before September 14,1993. 
$10.00 per share if the liquidation price is paid after September L4, 
1993. 
In case of the involuntary liquidation or dissolution of the corporation, the holder of Series A 
Preferred Stock shall have the right to be paid $10.00 per share, in full, before any amount shall be 
paid to the owners ofthe Common Stock or to the owners of the Series C Preferred Stock After 
payment to the holders ofthe Series A Preferred Stock ofthe full preferential amounts hereinabove 
provided, the holders of the Series A Prererred Stock as such shan have no right or claim to any of 
the remaining assets of the corporation either upon any distribution of such assets or upon 
dissolution, liquidation or \-'l:inding up; and the remaining assets to be distributed, if any, upon a 
distribution ofsuch assets or upon dissolution. liquidation or winding up, may be distributed among 
the holders of the Series C Preferred Stock and the Common Stock in accordance with the provisions 
of this Article Fourtll 
4.2.8 Limited Voting Rights. The Series A Preferred Stock shall have no right 
(except as required by law or as provided by Section 4.2.12 of this Article Fourth) to receive notice 
of or to vote at any regular or special meeting of stockholders, except that the bolders of a majority 
of the shares of Series A Preferred Stock shall have the right, voting separately as a class. to elect 
one director to the board of directors of the corporation. 
4.2.9 Covenants. So long as any shares of Series A Preferred Stock are outstanding, 
and except with the consent of the holders of a majority of the outstanding shares of Series A 
Preferred Stock. 
(a) Common Stock The corporation shall not issue any Common Stock for less than book value 
(determined as of the end of the immediately preceding fiscal year), except for Common Stock 
issued to pay a dividend payable solely in shares of Common Stock or issued to employees or agents 
pursuant to incentive stock option or bonus plan. 
(b) Preferred Stock. The corporation shall issue no Preferred Stock or securities 
convertible into such stock, other than the Series A and Series C Preferred Stock. 
(c) Indebtedness. The corporation will not, and will not permit any of its 
Subsidiaries to, directly or indirectly, create, incur, assume, guaranty or otherwise become or remain 
directly or indirectly liable with respect to, any Indebtedness, except: 
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(1) The corporation may remain liable in respect of Indebtedness 
outstanding on the date of adoption of this ArtIcle Fourth by the corporation's shareholders. 
(2) The corporation and its Subsidiaries may become and remain liable 
with respect to Indebtedness that is not secured by a Lien on any of the assets of the 
corporation or its Subsidiaries, provided that the aggregate principal amount of such 
un.secured Indebtedness shall not exceed Consolidated Net Worth Jess goodwill of the 
corporation at any time; and 
(3) The corporation and its Subsidiaries may become and remain liable 
in respect of Indebtedness secured by any of the following Liens: 
(i) Liens for taxes, assessments or governmental charges or 
claims the payment ofwruch is not yet delinquent or is being contested in good faith, 
if such reserve or other provision, if any, as shall be required by generally accepted 
accounting principles, consistently applied, shall have been made therefor; 
(ii) Statutory Liens of landlords and lines of carriers, 
warehousemen, mechanics, materialmen and other liens imposed by law incurred in 
the ordinary courses of business for sums not yet delinquent or being contested in 
good faith, if such reserve or other appropriate provision, if any, as shall be required 
by generaUy accepted accounting principles, consistently applied shall have been 
made therefor; 
(iii) Liens incurred or deposits made in the ordinary course of 
business in connection with worker's compensation, unemployment insurance and 
other types of social security, or to secure the performance of tenders, statutory 
obligations, surety and appeal bonds, bids. leases, governmental contracts, 
performance and return-of-money bonds and other similar obligations (exclusive of 
obligations for the payment of borrowed money); 
(iv) Any attachment or judgment Lien; provided that if the 
judgment it secures exceeds $250,000 (alone or when aggregated with all other 
judgments secured by Liens permitted by this clause (vi»), such judgment shall, 
within furty-nve (45) days after the entry thereof, have been discharged or execution 
thereof stayed pending appeal, or shaH have been discharged within forty-five (45) 
days after the expiration of any such stay; 
(v) Easements, rights-of-way, restrlctlOns and other similar 
charges or encumbrances not interfering with the ordinary conduct of the business 
of the corporation or any of its Subsidiaries; 
(vi) Any interest or title of a lessor under any lease; 
(vii) Any Lien existing on any asset ofaflY corporation at the time 
such corporation becomes a subsidiary if such Lien was not created in contemplation 
of such event; 
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(viii) Any Lien on any asset securing Indebtedness incurred or 
assume fur the purpose of financing not more than Eighty-five percenl (85%) of the 
cost of acquiring such ass.ets; provided that such line attaches to such asset 
concurrently with or within ninety (90) days after the acquisition thereof; 
(Lx:) Any Lien on any asset of any corporation e.x.isting at the time 
such corporation is merged into or consolidated with the corporation or a subsidiary, 
if such Lien was not created in contemplation of such event; 
(x:) Any Lien existing on any asset prior to the acquisition thereof 
by the corporation or a Subsidiary, if such Lien was not created in contemplation of 
such acquisition; 
(xi) Any Lien arising out of the refinancing, extension, renewal or 
refunding of any Indebtedness secured by any Lien pennitted by any of the foregoing 
clauses of this Section 4.2.9(c); provided that the amount of such Indebtedness is not 
increased and that such Indebtedness is not secured by any additional assets; and 
(xii) Liens not otherwise permitted by the foregoing clauses of this 
Section 4.2.9(c) (including, without limitation, Liens on stock of Subsidiaries, 
whether consolidated or unconsolidated) securing lndebtedness in an aggregate 
principal amount of any time outstanding not to exceed ten percent (10'%) of the 
difference between Consolidated Net Worth and the amount of the goodwill of the 
corporation. 
(d) Corporate Existence. The corporation will maintain its corporate existence 
and will not liquidate, wind up or dissolve itself(or suffer any liquidation or dissolution), or enter 
into any transaction of merger or consolidation with any Person (including any Subsidiary) unless 
(1) this corporation is the surviving corporation following any such merger or consolidation, and (ii) 
the Consolidated Net Worth of the surviving corporation immediately following such merger or 
consolidation equals or exceeds the Consolidated Net Worth of this corporation immediately prior 
to such merger or consolidation. 
(e) Sale of Assets. The corporation will not, and will not pennit any of its 
Subsidiaries to, convey, sell, lease, transfer or otherwise dispose of all or any material part of its 
business, property or assets, whether now owned or hereatier acquired, except: 
(I) The corporation and its Subsidiaries may convey, sell, lease, transfer or otherwise dispose 
of investment assets in the ordinary course of business; 
(2) The corporation and its Subsidiaries may sell or otherwise dispose of 
Capital Assets or real property if the asset so disposed of is concurrently replaced by a 
substantially equivalent asset having a value equal to or greater than the assets disposed of; 
(3) The corporation and is Subsidiaries may seU or otherwise dispose of 
obsolete or worn out property in the ordinary course of business; 
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(4) The corporation and its Subsidiaries may sell and lease back any 
newly acquired asset for the purpose of financing the acquisition of such asset and securing 
the repayment of Indebtedness, provided that such Indebtedness shall not exceed eighty-five 
percent (85%) of the cost of such asset and is otherwise permitted by the covenants 
contained in this Article Fourth; and 
(5) The corporation and its Subsidiaries may sell or otherwise dispose of 
any of their other assets; provided that any such sale or other disposition is made for the fair 
market value of such assets. 
(t) Acquisitions. The corporation will not, and will not pennit any of its 
Subsidiaries to, acquire by purchase or otherwise all or substantially all the business, property or 
fixed assets, or the stock or other evidence of beneficial ownership, of any Person unless, 
immediately prior to and after giving effect to such transaction, no violation of any of the covenants 
or other provisions contained in this Article Fourth shall have occurred and be continuing or would 
be caused by such acquisition 
(g) TransactioDs with SharehQlders and Affiliates. The corporation wi!! not, and 
will not permit any of its Silbsidiaries to, directly or indirectly, enter into or permit to exist any 
transaction (l11ciuding, 'Without limitation, the purchase, sale, lease, loan or exchange of any property 
or the rendering of any service) with any director or officer or any holder of equity securities of the 
corporation, or with any Affiliate of the corporation or of such director, officer or holder, on terms 
that are tess favorable to the corporation or that Subsidiary, as the case may be, than those which 
might be obtained at the time from Persons who are not such a director, officer, holder or Affiliate; 
DrQvided that the foregoing restriction shall not apply to (i) any transaction in effect at the date of 
adoption of this Article Fourth by the corporation's shareholders; (ii) any transaction between the 
corporation and any of its wholly-owned Subsidiaries or between any of its wholly-owned 
Subsidiaries; (iii) compensation (net of amounts contributed or repaid to the corporation or any 
Subsidiary or to Lewiston Land Company and contributed or repaid to the corporation or any 
Subsidiary), by way of salary or bonus, paid to director or officers of the corporation in an amount, 
as to anyone individual, not greater than the greater of $400,000 or the total compell3ation paid in 
calendar year 1986; (iv) compensation paid to any director or officer of the corporation in amounts 
equal to income tax liability of such director or officer attributable to transactions involving the 
corporation, A.lA, Inc., AlA Travel Services, Inc., AlA Travel, fnc., Lewiston Land Company, 
AIA Bancard Services Corporation or Taylor Brothers Aircraft on or before January I, 1988 or to 
other personal income tax liabilfty of such director or officer for tax years ended before January 1, 
1988; or (v) any loan to or account receivable from an officer. director or stockholder which is 
repaid in full at least annually on or before the last day of the fiscal year. 
(h) Consolidated Net Worth. The corporation will not pennit Consolidated Net 
Worth at any date to be less than the number of shares of Series A Preferred Stock outstanding at 
such date multiplied by $]0.00 per share. 
(i) Dividend Restriction. The corporation will not, directly or indirectly, declare, 
order, make or set apart any sum for payment of any dividend in respect of its Common Stock (other 
than a dividend payable safely in shares of Common Stock), except that the corporation may declare 
and pay Common Stock dividends in an aggregate amount not exceeding the Dividend Availability 
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Amount. 
(j) DehtJEauity Ratio. Neither the corporation nor any Subsidiary will incur any 
new Indebtedness (other than Indebtedness permitted by Section 4.2.9( c)(xi) of this Article Fourth) 
if. at the time of incurring such Indebtedness, the ratio of Consolidated Long Term Debt to 
Consolidated Net Worth exceeds, or such additional Indebtedness would cause such ratio to exceed, 
3.6 to l.O. 
(k) Debt Service Coverage. Neither the corporation nor any Subsidiary will incur 
any new Indebtedness (other than Indebtedness permitted by Section 4.2.9(c)(xi) of this Article 
Fourth) if, at the time of incurring such Indebtedness, the ratio of (i) Consolidated Net Income plus 
depreciation and amortization expenses plus compensation contributed or repaid to the corporation, 
any Subsidiary, Lewiston Land Company or AlA Travel Services, Inc. during the immediately 
preceding fiscal year of the corporation, divided by (it) current maturities of Long Term Debt is, or 
such additional Indebtedness would cause such ratio to be, Jess than .8 to 1.0. 
4.2.10 DefinitiolJS. For the purpose of Section 4.2.9 of this Article Fourth, the 
following terms shall have the following meanings: 
"Affiliate", as applied to any Person, shalt mean any other Person directly or 
indirectly controlling, controlled by, or under common control v,,1th, that Person. For the purposes 
of this definition, "control" (including, with correlative meanings., the terms "controlling", 
"controlled by" and "under common control with"), as applied to any Persoll, means the possession, 
directly or indirectly, of the power to direct or cause the direction of the management and policies 
of that Person, whether through the ownership ofvo!ing securities or by contract or otherwise. 
"Capital Asset" shall mean, as at any date of determination, those assets of a Person 
that would, in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles, consistently applied, be 
classified as plant, property or equipment on the balance sheet of that Person. 
"Consolidated lAng Term Debt" shall mean, as at any date of determination, the 
total of all Long Term Debt of the corporation and its Subsidiaries on a consolidated basis 
determined in accordance with generally accepted (or, in the case of an insurance company for 
which GAAP financial statements are not prepared, statutory) accounting principles consistently 
applied. 
"Consolidated Net Worth" shall mean, as at any date of determination, the sum of 
(a) the capital stock and additional paid-in capital, (b) plus retained earnings (or minus accumulated 
deficit) of the corporation and its Subsidiaries on a consolidated basis, determined in conformity 
with generally accepted (or, in the case of an insurance company for which GMP financial 
statements are not prepared, statutory) accounting principles consistently applied. 
t'Consolidated Net Income" for any period, shall mean the net income (or loss) of 
the corporation and its Subsidiaries on a consolidated basis determined in confonnity with generally 
accepted (or, in the case of an insurance company for which GAAP financial statements are not 
prepared, statutory) accounting principles consistently applied. 
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"Dividend Availability Amount'l shall mean, as at any date of determination, an 
amount equal to fifty percent (50%) of Consolidated Net Income for the period (taken as single 
accounting period) commencing January 31, 1987 and ending on the last day of the fiscal quarter 
immediately preceding such date of determination. 
"Indebtedness" as applied to any person, means (a) all indebtedness for borrowed 
money, (b) that portion of obligations with respect to finance leases which is capitalized on a 
balance sheet in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles, consistently applied, (c) 
notes payable and drafts accepted representing extensions of credit whether or not representing 
obligations for borrowed money, Cd) any obligation owed for all or any part of the deferred purchase 
price of property or services which purchase price is (i) due more than six (6) months from the date 
of incurrence of the obligation in respect thereof, or (ii) evidenced by a note or similar written 
instrument, and (e) al/ indebtedness secured by any Lien or vendor's interest under any conditional 
sale or other title retention agreement existing on any property or asset owned or held by that Person 
regardless of whether the indebtedness secured thereby shall have been assumed by that Person or 
is non-recourse to the credit of that Person; provided, however, that "Indebtedness" shall not include 
policy claims, policy reserves or mandatory securities valuation reserves of a regulated insurance 
company; and further provided that "Tndebtedness" shall not include indebtedness aftbe corporation 
to any Subsidiary. 
" Lien" shall mean any lien, mortgage, pledge, security interest, charge or 
encumbrance of any kind (including any conditional sale or other title retention agreement, any lease 
in the nature thereof, and any agreement to give a security interest). 
"Long Term Debt", as applied to any Person, shall mean all Indebtedness of that 
Person which by its terms or by the terms of any instrument or agreement relating thereto matures 
more than one year, or is directly renewable or extendable at the option of the debtor to a date more 
than one year (including an option of the debtor under a revolving credit or similar agreement 
obligating the Jenders to extend credit over a period of one year or more), from the date of creation 
thereof, but excluding any payments due under the terms thereof within twelve (12) months of any 
date of determination. 
ttperson" shall mean an individual, corporation, partnership, joint venture, tmst, 
unincorporated organization or any other jurisdictional entity, or a foreign state or any agency or 
political subdivision thereof 
"Subsidiary" shall mean any corporation of which at least a maJonty of the 
outstanding stock having by the terms thereof ordinary voting power to elect a majority of the board 
of directors of such corporation (irrespective of whether or not at the time stock of any other class 
or classes of such corporation shall have or might have voting power by reason of the happening of 
any contingency) is at the time directly or indirectly owned or controlled by the corporation or one 
or more of its Subsidiaries or by the corporation and one or more of its Subsidiaries. 
4.2.11 Conversion Right. The holders oftne Series A Preferred Stock shall have 
the following conversion right ("Conversion Right"): 
(a) Right to Convert. Each share of Series A Preferred Stock shall be convertible, 
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A director of this corporation shall not be personally liable to this corporation or its 
shareholders fur monetary damages for breach offiduciary duty as a director, except for liability (a) 
for any breach of the director's duty of loyalty to this corporation or its shareholders, (b) for acts or 
omissions not in good faith or which involve intentional misconduct or a knowing violation of law, 
(c) under Idaho Code §30-1-48, or (d) for any transaction from which the director derived an 
improper personal benefit If the Idaho Business Corporation Act is amended to authorize corporate 
action further eliminating or limiting the personal liability of directors, then the liability of a director 
of this corporation shall be eliminated or limited to the fullest extent permitted by the Idaho Business 
Corporation Act, as so amended. Any repeal or modification of this Article Eleventh by the 
shareholders of the corporation shall not adversely affect any right or protection of a director of the 
corporation existing at the time of such repeal or modification, t' 
THIRD; The number of shares of the corporation outstanding at the time of such adoption 
was 1,079,520 shares of Common Stock, 170,562 shares of Series A Stated Value Preferred Stock, 
and 185,000 shares of Series C Preferred Stock; and the number of shares entitled to vote thereon 
was 1,079,520 shares of Common Stock and 185,000 shares of Series C Preferred Stock. 
FOURTII: The designation and number of outstanding shares of each class entitled to vote 
thereon as a class were as follows: 
Class 
COIP..mon 
Series C Preferred 
Number of Shares 
1,079,520 
J85,000 
FIFTH: The following table sets forth the number of shares of Common Stock and the 
number of shares of Series C Preferred Stock voted for and against such amendment: 
Common 
Series C Preferred -r 
DATED this r day of May, 1996. 
AlAS 
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(an Idaho corporation) 
ARTfCLE I 
. OFFICES 
Section 1. i Registered Office. The registered office of the corporation 
required by the Idaho. Business Corporation Act to be maintained in the State of 
Idaho may, but need not be, identical with the principal· office in the State of 
l.p.aho"; and the address of the registered' office may be changed from time to 
trme by the Board· of Directors or the President of the corporation. (fdaho Code 
Sections' 30-1-12(a) and 30-1-13.) 
Section 1.2 Principal Office; Other Offices. , The corporation shall also 
·have and ~aintain an office Of principal place . of. business in Lewiston, Idaho Of· 
at such other piace as may be fIXed by the Board of Directors, and may also 
have offices. at such other places, both within and without the State of .Idaho, as 
the Board of Directors may.' from time to' time determine or the business' of the 
corporation may require. 
ARTICLE If 
CORPORATE SEAL 
. Section 2.L' Corporate Seal The corporate seal shaH consist ·of a die 
bearing the name of the corporation and the inscription., "'Corporate. Seal --' State 
of Idaho"'. . The seat 'may be Jls~d by. causing it ·or a facsimile thereof to· be 
impressed or affIXed or in any ot~er manner· reproduced. The seal may be 
altered at the pleasure of the Board of Djrectors. (Idaho:Code Section 30-1-4(c)) .. 
. ARTICLE III 
STOCKHOLDERS' MEETINGS 
Section 3.1 Place ·of MeetingS .. The' Board of Directors may designate any' 
place,. either within or without tlie State of Idahot as the· place of meeting for 
any annual meeting or for any ·special meeting of stockholders called by the 
Board of Directors.' . A waiver of notice· signed by aU stockholders entitled to 
vote' at a meeting may designate any place, either within or without the State of 
Idaho, as the place for the holding of. such m~ting_ If no designation is made, 
. or if· a special meeting be. otherw4>e called, the piace of meeting shaH be the 
. priricipat ·office of the corporation in the State of Idaho. (Idaho Code Sectio.n 
. 30-1-28), . 
Section 3.2 Annual Meetings. The annual meeting of the stockho[ders' of 
the corporation shaH be held on the frrst Monday in the month of May in each 
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Section 3.15 Informal Action by Stockholder. Any action required or 
permitted to be taken at a meeting of the stockholders may be taken without a 
meeting if a consent in writing, setting for the action so taken, shall be signed 
by aU of the stockholders entitled to vote with r:espect to the subject matter 
thereof. Such consent sna.lIhave the same effect as a. unanimous vote of 
stockholders. ([daho Code Section 30-1-145). 
ARTICLE [V 
DfRECfORS 
Section 4.t· Number; Qualifications. The number· of directors presently 
authorized is three (3). The authorized number of directors of the corporation 
shaH be fixed. and may be increased or decreased, from time to time by the 
Board of Directors either by a resolution or a byIa"o/ duly adopted by the Board 
of Directors. No decrease in the number of directors constituting the Board of 
Directors sh.aU· shorten the term of any -incumbei;1t director. Directors need not 
be residents of the State; of Idaho' or stockholders unless so required by the 
Artides of Incorporation. If for any' cause thf! directors. shall not have been 
elected at an annua.l meeting, they may be elected as soon· thereafter as 
convenient at a special meeting of the stockholders called for that purpose in 
the manner provided by law or in these Bylaws. (Idaho Code Sections 30-[-28, 
30-1-35 and 30-1-36). . 
Section 4.2 Term. Each director shall serve until the next annual meeting' 
of stockholders and his successors. is duly elected and qualified, or until his 
death', resignation or removal. (Idaho Code Section 30-1-36). ' . ..,. . . 
&etion 43 New-!y Created· Directorships and VacanCies.. Newly created 
directorships .resulting from .any increase in. the number of directors and any 
. vacancies o:n the Board,. of Directors resulting from·. death,. resignation, 
disqualification, removal or other 'cause shaH' be fiUed by the:. affirmative vote of 
a. majority.of the remaining directors then' in office (and pot by stockholders), 
even if less than a quorum of the authorized Board of Directors. A director 
elected to fill' a vacancy shall be elected for the unexpired term of his 
predecessor in' office. The' stockholders may elect his- successor at . the next 
annual· meeting" of stockholders or at any- 'special 'meeting duiy 'called for that 
purpose and held prior to the next annual meeting. . . . - - . 
Section 4.4 Powers.. All corporate powers shaH be exercised by and: under 
the authority qf, and the business and affairs of the corporatio.n shall be 
managed under thedirecition of. ,the Board of Directors except as' may otherWise 
be provided in the fdaho Bl,lsiness Corporation Act, or the Articles of 
[ncorporation. (Idaho Code Section 30-l-35). " 
, . 
. Section 4..5 Resignation .. ' Any director may resign at any time' by 
delivering his wr~Uen resignation to the secretary, such resignation to specify 
whether. it win be effective at a particular time, upon receipt by the secretciry 
or at the pleasure (Jf the .Board of Directors. If no such specification is made" it 
shall be deemed effective at the pleasure, of the Board of Directo~. .When one 
or more directors shall resign from the Board of Djrectors, effective at a future 
date. a majority of the directors then in office, including those who have so 
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notice of such regular meetings. heed be gIVen thereafter. Special meetings of 
any such committee may be held at any place .which has been designated from 
time to time by resolution of such committee or by written consent of all 
members thereof, and may be called by any director who is a member of such 
committee; upon written notice to the members of such· committee of the time 
and place of such special meeting given in the manner provided for the giving of 
written notice to members of the -Board of Directors of the time and place of 
special meetings of the' Board' of Direcwrs; provided that notice of -a special 
meeting need not state the busine..'lS proposed. to be transacted at the meeting. 
Notice of any special meeting of an~ c.ommittee may be waived in writing at 
any time before or after the meeting and will be waived by' any director by. 
attendance thereat, except when the· director attends such special meeting for 
the express purpose of objecting, at the beginning of the meeting, to the 
transaction of any .business because the .meeting is not lawfully called' or 
convened. Each committee shall elect a presiding officer from its members and 
may fix its own rules of procedure .. which shall not be inconsistent with these 
Bylaws. It. shall keep regular minutes of its proceedings and report them to the 
. Board of Directors for its information at the meeting thereof .held next after the 
proceedings shall have been taken. A majority of the authorized number of 
members of any such, committee shall constitute; a' quorum for the transaction of 
.. busin.ess; and the act- of a majority of those present at any meeting at which a 
quorum is present shall be the act of such committee. . 
. (ej Responsibility. Neither the designation of an Executive Committee 
. or other committee, the delegation thereto of authority, nor action by such 
'committee shall relieve the Board of Oirectors, or any member thereof, - of any 
. responsibility· or duty imposed by law.' 
Section 4.l3 Organization. At every' meeting of the Board of Directors, 
the Chairman of the Board of. Directors, or,' if a chairman has. not been 
appointed or is . absent, the president, or if the president is . absent, the most 
senior vice president, Of, in the absence' of any such officer, a. chainilan of the 
meeting chosen by a majority of the directors present, sheiU preside - over' the 
meeting: The secretary. or in his absence, an ass~stant s'ecretliry' directed to do . 
so by the president, shall act as secretary of the meeting and .shaH keep regUlar 
minutes of the proceedings of the Board of ,Directors'.· 
Section 4.14 Director Conflicts of Interest. No contract or other 
transaction between the corporation and one or more. of its .directors or any 
other corporation, .firm, association or entity in which one or more of its 
. director:> are direc~ors or office~ or are firiancially .interes~ed, shall be either 
void or voidable because of such relationship or interest- or because such director 
or directors. are present at the meeting of the Board of Directors or a committee 
. thereof. which authorizes, approves or ratifies .such contract or transaction or 
because his or the.if votes ar-e counted for such purposes, if: 
. (a) th'e fact of such ~elationship' or interest is disclosed· or know~ ·to 
the Board of Directors or committee which authorizes; approves or ratifies - the 
contract or transaction by a vote or consent sufficient for the purpose'. without 
counting th~ votes or consents of such interested d~rectors; or . 
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(b) the fact of such retationship Of interest is disclosed or known to 
the shareholders entitled to vote and they authorize, approve or ratify such 
contract or transaction by vote or written consent, in which vote or consent 
such interested directors may · participate to the extent that they are also 
shareholders; or 
. (c) . the contract or transaction is fair· and reasonable · to the 
corporation and the fact of such relationship or interest is fuUy and fairly 
disclosed or known to the corporation. 
Common or interested directors mai be counted in determining the preseuce 
of a quorum at a meeting of. the. Board of Directors or a committee thereof' 
which authorizes, approves or ratifies such contract or transaction. 
ARTICLE V. 
OFFICERS. 
Section S.l Officers Designated. . The officers of the corporation consist of 
a president. one or more vice presidents (the' number, thereof to be determined 
by the Board of Directors), a secretary, and a treasurer, each of whom shall be 
elected by the Board of Directors. 'The order of seniority of vice presidents 
shall be the order of their nomination,. unless otherwise determined by the Board 
. of Directors. Such other officers and assistant officers as may be deemed 
necessary may be elected' or appointed by the Board of Directors .. Any two or 
. ' more, offices may be l)dd by the same person, except the offices of 'pr:esident 
arid secretary. (Idaho Code Section 3D-I-50), . 
Section 5.2 Tenure and Duties of Officers . 
. (a) Term of ·Office. AU officers shaH hold office at the pleas'ure of 
the Board of Directors and until their successors shall have . been duly elected 
and q.ualified, or until their resignation or removal. If the office of any officer 
becomes vacant for ·any reason, the, vacancy, may be fUkd by the Board of 
Directors. (Idaho Code Section 3D-I-50}. . 
(0) The . President. The president shall 'be' ·-the principal executive 
officer of the corporation and, subject to the control of the Board of, Directors, 
shall' in general supervise and control all of the business and affairs of the 
corporation. . He shall, when preserrt, preside at all me~tings of the stockholders 
and of the Board of Directors. . He may sign" with the secretary or any other 
proper officer of the corporation thereunto. authorized' by the Board of Directors, 
,certificates for' shares 'of the corporation, any deeds, mortgages, bonds, 
. contracts, or other instruments which the Board of Directors' has authorized to 
be executed', except in cases where the signing and execution thereof sJIall be 
. expres:s1y delegated by the Board of Directors or by these Bylaws to some other 
officer or agent of the corporation', or shaH be required by law to be otherwise 
,signed or exe,cuted; and in general the president shaH perform aU duties 
commonly incident to the · office of presiderit and such other duties as may· be 
prescribed by the Board of Directors from time to time. 
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Section 13.1 .Amendments. Thes'e Bylaws may be altered, amended or 
repealed and new Bylaws may be adopted by the Board of Directors or by the 
stockholders at any regular or special meeting. 
ARTICLExrv 
LOANS TO DIRECTORS· AND OTHERS 
Section 14.1 Certain Coiporate ' Loans and Guaranties, The corporation may 
make loans of mon.ey or property to, or guarantee the . obligations of, or 
oth~rwise use its credit to assist any 'officer or other' employee of the 
corporation, its parent' or a subsidiary, including any such person who is also a 
director of. the corporation or its parent or any subsidiary, or adopt an employee 
benefit plan or plans authorizing s'uch loan. guaranties or other assistance,. upon 
the ,approval 'of the Boa:rd' of Directors alone .if the Board of Directors 
determines that' such ' a loan or guaranty or plan , may reasonably be ex.pected to 
benefit the corporation. In all other circumstances, the corporation shaH not 
lend money or to use its credit ' to assist its directors without authorization in 
t he particular case by its stockholders. (Idaho Code,Section 30-1-47» . 
ARTfCLEXV 
SALE OF STOCK 
Section 15.1 Right of First Refusal No sale of stock shall be made by 
any stockllOider or the heirs, executors. administrator. or assigns of any 
stockholder to any person(s) or entity ("pro'spective, purchaser"), except. in 
pursuance of the, following terms and conditions: 
(a) In the event any stockholder desires to sell his stocK, or 'any 
portion thereof} to any prospective purchaser, he shall first submit to the 
stockholders, of the corporation, reasonable written evidence of the agreement to 
purchase said stock, by such third person and the price and compLete terms 
agre~ to be paid therefor .. , . , 
, (b) In the event the remaining stockholders agree to purchase such 
stock at the same price and upon the same terms which th'e stockhqldei is to 
receive from said third party, the'u the stoGk shall be sold to the stockholders of 
the corporation in such proportionate ?.IDounts as their respective stock bears to 
the entire stock' held by the stockholders of the corporation, exclusive of the 
shares' owned by the selling stockholder. or in such proportion as such 
,stockholders may agree. 
(c) In the event that any of the remaining stockholders do. not desire 
~o purchase such stock, then such stock shaH be sold at the price aforesaid to 
such of the stockholders who may desire to purchase the same, and in the same 
proportion as above specified. 
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(d) No stock shaH be sold to any person other than the stockholders 
of the corporation untit each of the stockholders shaH have been afforded an 
opportunity to purchase such stock at the price and terms as aforesaid, and shall 
have declined to do so. 
(e) Notice in writing to the stockhoLders of the corporation of the 
desire of any stockhol.der to ~ell his stock shall be given by such stockholder; 
and, at the same time, reasonable evidence shaH be funi.ished to the stockholders 
as to the price and terms as hereinb~f<?re set forth. Stockholders shall have 
,thirty (30) days' time after the receipt 8f said notice within which to elect in 
writing to purchase such stock or to decline to do so. ff at the end of such, 
thirty (30) day period all' remaining stockholders have declined in writing. or ' 
have not taken any action, then the stockholder desiring to sell his stock shall 
sen such stock to, the prospective purchaser named in the agreement to purchase 
, such stock, and to that- prosPe:ctive 'purchaser only; and such stock shall be sold 
in precise accordance with the price and terms set forth in such agreement to 
purcha:se. ,Satisfactory evidence' of compliance with the terms of 'the foregoing 
restriction upon the transfer of stock of this corporation shaH be submitted, to 
the Board of Directors, and accepted by them, before any such transfer shaH be 
effective. 
Section 15.2 Stock Transfer Restrictions. Each certificate of stock of the 
corporation shall have the following legends conspicuously typewritten or printed 
upon its, face: , 
the s~ock represented by this certificate is, not transferable 
unless first offered to the stockholders of the corpqration 
in strict compliance with Article XV of the BylaWs of the 
corporation." , 
"The securities represented 'hereby have not been registered' 
under the Securities Act of 1933 or any State Securities 
Act. Any transfer of such securities wit! be invalid unless a 
registration statement" under said Act(s) is in effect as to 
such transfer or in. the opiniO.n of counsel for the company 
such registration is unnecessary in order for such transfer 
to comply with said Act(s). d 
Section 153 Subchapter "S" Corporation. I.f an election to 'be treated as 
an "s" Corporation under the Internal 'Revenue Code of 1986 9r any amendment 
thereof ("Code) shaH then: be in effect, no shares of the corporation's stock 
may be sold to any person or ~ntity which, at such time, would not be a 
qualified stockholder of an *S" Corporation under such Code. 
-' The foregoing Bylaws ,of A.LA., .INC., an Idaho corporation, werrz..!l~ted at 
the meeting of the Board of Directors of the corporation held the ,_5_ '_ day of 
January 19&1, . ;l . 
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Section 1.1 Registered Office~- The registered office of the 
corporation required by the Idaho Business Corporation Act to pe 
maintained in the State of Idaho may> but need not be, identical wLth tpe 
principal office- in the State of Idaho; and the address of the registered 
office may be changed from time to time by the Board of Directors or the 
President of the corporation. (Idaho Code Sections 30-l-12(a) and 30-1-
13. ) 
Section 1. Z Principal Office; Other Offices. The corporation shall 
also ha.ve and maintain an office or principal~ place o,f business in 
Lewiston. Idaho or at such other place as may ,be fixed by the Board of 
Directors. and may also have offices at such other places, both within and 
without the State of Idaho. as the Board of Directors may from time to 
time determine or the business of the corporation may require. 
ARTICLE II 
CORPORATE SEAL 
Section 2.1 Corporate Seal. The corporate seal shall consist of 
a die bearing the name of the corporat.ion and the inscri}?tion, tlCorporate 
Seal -- State of Idaho". The seal may be uSeli by causing it or a 
facsimile thereof to be impressed or affixed or in any other, manner 
reproduced. The seal may be altered at the pleasure of the Board of 
Directors. (Idaho Code Section 30-1-4(c). 
ARTICLE III 
STOCKHOLDERS t MEJITINGS 
Section, 3.1 {':lace or Meetings. The Board of Directors may 
designate any place, either within or without'the State of Idaho~ as the 
place of meeting for any annual meeting or for' any special meeting of 
stockholders called by the Board of Directors. A waiver of notice signed 
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Incorporation or these Bylaws. (Idaho Code Section 30-1-40). 
(c) PreSumption of Assent. A director of the corporation who 
is present at a meeting of the Board of Directors, (or any committee 
thereof) at which action on any corporate matter is taken shall be 
presumed to have assented to the action taken unless his dissent shall be 
entered in the minutes of the meeting or unless he shall file his written 
dissent to such action with the person acting as the secretary of the 
meeting before the adjournment thereof or shall forward such dissent by 
registered mail to the secretary of the corporation within three (3) days 
after the adjournment of the meeting. Such right to dissent shall not 
apply to a director who voted in favor of such action. (Idaho Code 
Section 30-1-35). 
Section 4.9 Action Without a Meeting. Unless otherwise restricted 
by the Articles of Incorporation ~r these Bylaws, any action required or 
permitted to be taken at any meeting' of the Board of Directors or of any 
committee thereof may be taken without a meeting. if a consent in writing~ 
setting forth the action so takeri is signed by all members of the Board 
of Directors or of the committee, as the case may be. (Idaho Code Section 
30-1-44). 
Section 4.10 Fees and Compensation. By resolution of the Board of 
Directors~ a fixed fee or ~~lary payable in cash or the corporation's 
stock or any combination t~reof. with or without expenses or attendance. 
may be allowed for serving on the Board of Directors and! or ,attendance at 
each meeting of the Board of'< Directors and at each meeting of any 
committee of the Board of Dire"ctors _ Noting here'in contained shall be 
construed to preclude any director from serving the corporation in any 
other capacity as an officer, agent, consultant, employee, or otherwise 
and receiving compensation therefor. (Idaho Code-Section 30-1-35). 
Section 4.11 Performance or Duties. A director shall perform his 
duties as director, including his duties as a member of any committee of 
the Board of Directors on which he may serve, in good faith, in a manner 
he reasonably believes to be in the best interests of the corporation, and 
with such care as an ordinarily prudent person in a like position would 
use tinder similar, circuIDstanc.:e.s., In performing 'his duties. a director 
shall be entitled to rely on information, opinions, reports or statements, 
including financial statements and other financial data, in each case 
prepared or presented ,by: 
(a) One (1) or more officers or employees of the corporation 
whom the director reasonably believes to be reliable and competent 
in the matters presented; 
(b) Counsel, public accountants or other persons as to 
matters which the director reasonably believes to be within such 
persons' professional or expert competence; or 
(c) A committee of the Board upon which he does not serve, 
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duly designated in accordance with a prOV~Slon of the Articles of 
, Incorporation or the Bylaws, as to matters within its designated 
authority, which committee the director reasonably b~lieves to merit 
confidence; but he shall not be considered to be acting in good 
faith' if he has knowledge concerning the matter in question that 
would cause such reliance to be unwarranted. 
A person who so performs his duties shall have no liability by reason of 
being or having been a director of the corporation. (Idaho Code Sections 
30-1-35, 30-1-42). 
Section 4.12 Committees. 
(a) Executive Committee. The Board of Directors may) by 
resolution adopted by a majority of the full Board of Directors, appoint 
an Executive Committee to consist of one (1) or more members of the Board 
of Directors. The Executive Committee, to the extent permitted by law and 
specifically granted by the Board of Directors, shall have and may 
exercise when the Board of Directors is not in session all powers and 
authority of the Board of Directors in the management of the business and 
affairs of the corporation, except such committee shall not have the power 
or authority to (i) declare dividends or distributions, (ii) approve or 
recommend to stockholders actions or proposals' required by the Idaho 
Business Corporation Act to be approved by stockholders, (iii) designate 
candidates for the office 6f:director. for purposes of proxy solicitation 
or otherwise, or fill vacancies on the Board of Directors or any committee 
. thereof, (i v) amend the Bylaws ~ (v) approve a pl;an of merger not requiring 
stockholder approval, (vi) reduce earned or capital surplus, (vii) 
authoriz'8 or approve the reacquisition of shares unless pursuant to a· 
general formula or method specified by the Board of Directors, or (viii) 
authorize or approve the issuance or sale of, or ny contract to issue or 
sell, shares or designate the terms of a series of a class of shares, 
provided that the Board of Directors, having ,acted regarding general 
authorization for the issuance or sale of shares, or any contract 
therefor, and, in the. case of a series, the designation thereof, may, 
pursuant to a general formula or method specified by the Board by· 
resolution or by adoption of a stock option or other plan, authorized a 
committee to fix the terms of any contract for the sale of the shares and 
to fix the terms upon which such, shares may be issued or sold, including, 
without limitation, the price.. the 'dividend rate~ provl.s1. ons for 
redemption, sinking fund, c9nversion .. voting or preferential rights~ and 
provisions for other features of a,class of shares"or a series ofa class 
of shares, with full power in such conrrnittee'ta adopt any final resolution 
setting ,forth all the terms thereof and to authorize the statement of the 
terms of a series for filing with the Secretary of State under. the Idaho 
Business Corporation Act. (Idaho Code Section 30-1-42). 
(b) Other Committees. The Board of Directors may, by 
resolution adopted by a m!ljority of the full Board of Directors, from time 
to time appoint such other committees as may be permitted by law. Such 
other committees appointed by the Board of Directors shall consist of one 
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its information at the meeting thereof held next after the proceedings 
shall have been taken. A majority of the authorized number of members of 
any such committee shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of 
business; and the act of a majority of those present at any meeting at 
which a quorum is present shall be the act of such committee. 
(e) Responsibility. Neither the designation of an Executive 
Committee or other committee, the delegation thereto of authority, nor 
action by such committee shall relieve the Board of Directors. or any 
member thereof. of any responsibility or duty imposed by law. 
Section 4.13 Organization. . At every meeting of the Board of 
Directors, the Chairman of the Board of Directors, or, if a chairman has 
not been appointed or is absent, ' the president, or if the president i~ 
absent ,the most senior vice president , or, in the absence of any such 
officer. a chairman of the meeting chosen by a majority of the directors 
present, shall preside over the' meeting. The secretary, or in his · 
absence. an assistant secretary directed to do so by the president shall 
act as secretary of the meeting and shall keep regular minutes of the 
proceedings of the Board of Directors. 
Se.ction 4.1l~ Dire.ctor Con£~ict:s of Interest. No contract or other 
transaction between the corporation and one or more of its directors or 
any other corporation, firm, association or entity in which one-or more 
of its directors are direcE6ts or officers or are financially interested, 
shall be either void or voidable b.ecause of such relationship or interest 
or because such director or directors are present at the meeting of the 
Board of Directors or a committee thereof which authorizes, approves or 
ratifies such contract or transaction or because his or their votes are 
counted for such purposes, if: 
(a) the fact of such r elationship or interest is disclosed 
or known to the Board of Directors or committee which authorizes, approves 
or ratifies the contract or transaction by a vote or consent sufficient 
for the purpose without counting the votes or consents of such interested 
directors; or . 
(b) the fact of such relationship or interest is disclosed 
or known to the shareholders entitled to vote and they authorize, approve 
or ratify such contract or transaction by vote or written consent, in 
which vote or consent such interested directors may participate to the 
extent that they are also shareholders; or 
(c) the contract or transaction is fair .and reasonable to the 
corporation and the fact of such relationship or interest is fully and 
fairly disclosed or known to the corporation. 
Common or interested directors may be counted in determining the 
presence of a quorum at a meeting of the Board of Directors or a committee 
thereof which autorizes. approves or ratifies such contract or 
·transaction. 
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Section 12.8 Notice to Person with Whom Communication is Unlawful. 
Whenever notice is required to be given, under any provision of law or of 
the Articles of Incorporation or Bylaws of the corporation, to any person 
with whom communication is unlawful, the giving of such notice to such 
person shall not be required and there shall be no duty to apply to any 
. governmental authority or agency for a license or permit to give such 
notIce to stich person. Any action or meeting which shall be taken or held. 
without· notice to any such person with whom communication is unlawful 
shall have the same force and effect as if such notice had been duly 
given. In t.he event that the action taken by the corporation is such as 
to require the filing of a certificate under any provision of the Idaho 
BuSiness Corporation Act, the certificate sha:ll state, if such is the fact 
and if notice is required, that notice was given to all persons entitled 
to receive notice except such persons with whom communications is 
unlawful. 
Section 12.9 Waiver of Notice. Whenever any notice is required to 
be given to any stockholder or director of the corporation under the 
provisions of these Bylaws or under the provisions of the Articles of 
Incorporation or under the provisions of the Idaho Business Corporation, 
a waiver thereof in writing signed by the person or persons entitled- to 
such notice, whether before or after the time stated therein, shall be 
deemed equiv~lent t o the giving of such notice. (Idaho Code Section 30-
1-144). f':' 
AIITIGLE XIII 
Section 13.l Amendments. These Bylaws may be altered, amended -or 
repealed and new Bylaws may be adopted by the Board of Directors or by the 
stockholders at any regular or special meeting. 
ARTICLE XIV 
LOANS TO DIRECTORS AND OTHERS 
Section 14.1 Certain Corporate Loans and Guaranties. The 
corporation may make loans of money or property to, or guarantee the 
obligations of, or otherwise use ·its credit to assist any officer or other 
employee of the corporation, its parent or a subsidiary, including any 
such person who is also a director of the corporation or its parent or any 
subsidiary, or adopt any employee benefit plan or plans authorizing such 
loan, guaranties or other assistance, upon the approval of the Board of 
Directors alone if the Board of Directors determines that such a loan or 
guaranty or plan may reasonably be expected to benefit the corporation. 
In all other circumstances. the corporation shall not lend money or use 
its credit to assist its directors without authorization in the particular 
. case by its stockholders. (Idaho Code Section 30-1-47). 
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From: Roderick C. Bond 
Sent: Wednesday, August 06, 2008 10:34 AM 
To: 
Cc: 
'Harper, Charles E.'; Gatziolis, James J.; Gary Babbitt; John Ashby; mmcnichols@c1brmc.com 
rjt@lewistonds/'com; Mike Bissell; Jack R. Little; 'David A. Gittins' 
Subject: RE: Taylor v. AlA Services, et al. 
Attachments: 1-18-07 Email from James Gatziolis.pdf; 2-1-07 Email from Jim Gatziolis.pdf; 2-1-07 Letter 
from AlA - Duclos.pdf . 
Hi Mr. Harper: 
Thank you for your email. The opinion letter referenced in your below email is exactly one of the reasons why you 
cannot represent the parties. You cannot represent AlA in that transaction (which was a violation of AlA Services' 
articles of incorporation by the way) as that transaction is related to the claims in the present litigation. You and 
your firm have a duty to disclose all information that you obtained through the representation should be disclosed 
to independent counsel and/or independent directors or shareholders approval. It is no secret that Crop USA was 
AlA, came from AlA, and has been operated using AlA's assets and employees, with the assistance of Quarles 
Brady. 
Most importantly, however, is your firms' direct representation of AlA in this action. Attached is a letter dated 
February 1, 2007, signed by JoLee Duclos. This letter was emailed to me by James Gatziolis on February 1, 
2007. This letter also has the stamp at the bottom of the page indicating that it came from Quarles Brady's 
document management system. Attached is also an email from Jim Gatziolis dated January 18, 2007. Your firm 
representing AlA and the attached documents prove it. I am confident that JoLee Duclos would confirm where 
the document came from and how she (or someone else) photocopied onto AlA letterhead (if you review the 
letter, you can see that it was not printed directly on to AlA's letterhead). There are other examples, but I am sure 
that you are well aware of them already. 
Obviously, the fact that you are admitted through Hawley Troxell and have reviewed AlA documents, etc. creates 
yet an additional problem. By the way, is your firm referenced in the Joint Defense Agreement. Sooner or later 
Reed will see a copy of that agreement when he ultimately takes control of AlA Insurance, at which time he will 
obviously be wanting to speak with your firm and see your files on AlA Insurance (we all know that you don't issue 
opinion letters and represent parties in litigation without obtaining documents and speaking with John Taylor 
and/or others). 
Mike M., my last email to Gary Babbitt applies to you in most of the examples provided, except you also dropped 
AlA Services and AlA Insurance as clients like "hot potatoes" to represent John Taylor in violation of the rules of 
professional conduct. Reed will also request for you and your firm to be disqualified. 
Although I believe that I have been clear and provided you all a fair opportunity to do the right thing, I want to be 
clear to everyone involved that Reed will file motions to disqualify Mike McNichols and his firm; Gary Babbitt, John 
Ashby and their firm; and Jim Gatziolis, you and your firm (i.e., all of the remaining attorneys except for David 
Gittins). 
Like my email to Gary Babbitt and John Ashy, I am not going to respond further on this issue and I am not going 
to go through you and your firms' ethical violations. Finally, like my email to Gary Babbitt and John Ashby, I really 
don't enjoy having to send these emails, but my obligation is my client and not to you. 
Thank you. 
Rod 
From: Harper, Charles E. [mailto:CHARPER@quarles.com] 
Sent: Tue$\:l5fJ~Ij£t<DF, RflIDID:lE:R~ C. BOND 
IN SUPPORT OF DISQUALIFICATION 
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To: Roderick C. Bond; Gatziolis, James J.; Gary Babbitt; John Ashby; mmcnichols@dbrmc.com 
Cc: rjt@lewistondsl.com; Mike Bissell; Jack R. Little; Ned A. Cannon 
RE: Taylor v. AIA Services, et al. 
Dear Mr. Bond: 
Page 2 of3 
The only representation of AlA by Quarles & Brady that I am aware of is the opinion letter of October 27, 2006, 
that we provided to Lancelot Investors Fund, L.P. and to AGM, LLC ("Secured Lenders"), as special counsel to 
Crop USA Insurance Agency, Inc. ("Borrower"), AlA Insurance, Inc. ("Corporate Guarantor"), and R. John Taylor 
("Personal Guarantor"). That opinion Icttor WClS delivered to Secured Lenders in connection with 3 loan made by 
them to Crop USA and guaranteed by AlA Insurance and Mr. Taylor, and to my knowledge this firm has not 
represented AlA Insurance since then. 
We take all allegations of conflict seriously, but under the circumstances outlined above, we are having difficulty 
understanding your analysis that the single representation of AlA Insurance described above conflicts Quarles & 
Brady from continuing to represent Crop USA in this litigation, particularly since we have never represented any 
party other than Crop USA in this litigation. Before you file your motion to disqualify with respect to Quarles & 
Brady (and in light of the extremely short deadline imposed by your email), we ask that you send us any additional 
facts, case citations or ethical rules supporting your analysis, so that our response is based upon an accurate 
understanding of your position. 
Regards, 
Charles 
From: Roderick C. Bond [mailto:rod@scblegal.com] 
Sent: Monday, August 04,2.0086:17 PM 
To: Harper, Charles E.; Gatziolis, James J.; Gary Babbitt; John Ashby; mmcnichols@clbrmc.com 
Cc: rjt@lewistondsl.com; Mike Bissell; Jack R. Little; Ned A. Cannon 
SUD1E~ct: Taylor v. AlA Services, et al. 
Mr. Harper: 
Thank you for your email. I understand your position, but it appears that Jim Gatziolis has not advised you of your 
firm's work on this case on behalf of AlA. He can point the documents out to you (at least the documents I am 
aware of anyway, as I am sure there are others I will never see). I propose that you speak with Jim and revisit 
your email to me. Again, if you decide to stay on the case, I will bring a motion to disqualify, supply expert 
affidavits, and attach relevant documents. Please advise me if a motion will be necessary and I will proceed 
accordingly. Thank you. 
Rod 
By: Roderick C. Bond 
Smith, Cannon & Bond PLLC 
508 Eighth St. 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Tel: (208) 743-9428 
Fax: (208) 746-8421 
rod@scblegal.com 
This email and any attachments may contain confidential and/or legally privileged information, which only the 
authorized recipient may receive and/or view. If you are not an intended recipient, please promptly delete this 
message and contact the sender at the above address. Thank you. 
This electronic mail transmission and any attachments are confidential and may be pr 
They s~Ef~SkIJrr~~~~Ke~.qJ~~BY the intended recipient. If you have receive 
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trans mission in e r ror , please notify the sender imrr.ediately and delete the transmis s 
your sys t em . In a ddit i on , in o r de r to c ompl y with Treasury Circular 230 , we are req 
inform you that unless we have s peci fi cally stated to the cont r ary in writing, a ny a 
provide in this email or any attachment concerning federal tax issue s or submissions 
intended or written to be used , and cannot be used , to avo i d federal tax penalties. 
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From: Harper, Charles E. [CHARPER@quarles.com] 
Sent: Monday, August 04, 2008 1 :12 PM 
To: Roderick C. Bond 
Cc: rjt@lewistondsl.com; Mike Bissell; Jack R. Little; Gary Babbitt; John Ashby; 
mmcnichols@clbrmc.com; Gatziolis, James J. 
Subject: RE: Taylor v. AlA Services, et al. 
Dear Mr. Bond: 
Page 1 of2 
As you are aware, Quarles & Brady and its attorneys have filed an appearance only on behalf of Crop USA. We 




Quarles & Brady LLP 
500 West Madison Street, Suite 3700 
Chicago, Illinois 60661 
Direct Dial: (312) 715-5076 
Direct Fax: (312) 715-5155 
E-mail: Qb9J:Q!2L@QlJarl52.~~J!m 
--_._----- ._--_._--
From: Roderick C. Bond [mailto:rod@scblegal.com] 
Sent: Sunday( August 03( 2008 3:59 PM 
To: Gary Babbitt; John Ashby; Gatziolis( James J.; Harper, Charles E.; mmcnichols@clbrmc.com 
Cc: rjt@lewistondsl.com; Mike Bissell; Jack R. Little 
Subject: Taylor v. AlA Services, et al. 
Gary, Mike, John, and Jim: 
We have difficult jobs as attorneys. I know how easy it is to overlook things or make mistakes. However, I have 
repeatedly advised all of you in writing, through telephone conferences and/or in person of the various conflicts. 
Even after all my warnings, you have all continued on with the conflicts to the detriment of AlA Services and AlA 
Insurance. I apologize for this email, but again, I am simply proceeding as my client has directed. He will not 
continue to allow you all to assist in the decimation of the companies and their remaining assets. 
We have been directed to commence drafting Motions to disqualify your respective firms. I wanted to give you 
each an opportunity to withdraw before I file the Motions. Not only will the motions be embarrassing, but Reed 
will view the time and resources expended and any related damages as damages he may seek from your 
respective firms. My hope is that you all will simply acknowledge mistakes were made and do the right thing and 
withdraw from this case. If you still have doubts, I direct you to review RPC 1.7 and 1.13, among others, not to 
mention the case law and RPCs on assisting in fraudulent acts. I would also direct you to the cases on the "hot 
potato" rule, Le., you can't withdraw from representing one party so that you can continue representing another. 
You have all also known from day one that AlA Insurance was pledged to Reed and that his February 2007 vote 
of the shares was authorized and warranted. I advised you all time and time again that AlA Insurance should 
have sepAJ]aFI~J1fE\f}fS~Qj~~~l(:?II313~reached your duty of loyalty to AlA Services and AlA 
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Insurance (and Reed), among various other duties. 
If I do not hear back from you by next Wednesday with a written confirmation that you will be withdrawing, we will 
draft the Motions to Disqualify. You can also expect affidavits from ethics attorneys/professors in support of the 
motions. I will also file the Motions on an expedited basis for the first Thursday after the stay is lifted. Based 
upon prior arguments by some of you, I can already anticipate the disingenuous "Rod or Reed is threatening us" 
arguments. This email is not a threat, rather this email is simply a final opportunity for you all to do the right 
thing. It is also a promise that the motions will be filed if you do not withdraw. If I do not receive written 
conforming of your pending withdrawal by Wednesday, the motions and affidavits will be drafted and fil ed the day 
that the 20-day stay is lifted. Thanks. 
Rod 
By: Roderick C. Bond 
Smith, Cannon & Bond PLLC 
508 Eighth St. 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Tel : (208) 743-9428 
Fax: (208) 746-8421 
!:QQ@scblegal. com 
This email and any attachments may contain confidential and/or legally privileged information, which only the 
authorized recipient may receive and/or view. If you are not an intended recipient, please promptly delete this 
message and contact the sender at the above address. Thank you. 
Thi s el e ctronic mai l transmi s sion and any at tachment s are confiden tia l and ma y be pr 
They shou l d be read or retained only by the intended recipie nt. If you have receive 
tran smi s sion in error, p l eas e no t ify the sende r immediately and de let e the tr a nsrni s s 
your system . In addition , in order to comply with Treasury Circular 230 , we are req 
inform you that unless we have s peci f ically s tated t o the contrary in wri ting , any a 
provide in this emai l or any attachment concerning federal tax issues or submissions 
intended or written to be used , and cannot be us e d , to avoid fede r al t ax p enal tie s. 
AFFIDVIT OF RODERICK C. BOND 
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February 1,2007 
Mr. Reed Taylor 
7498 Lapwai Road 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Facsimile transmission: 746-1846 
Dear Mr. Taylor: 
AlA Insurance, Inc. 
11 i Main street 
P.O. 80)(538 
Lewiston. ID 83501-0538 
(20B) 799-9000 FAX (20B) 746-8159 
I am the secretary of AlA Insurance, Inc., an Idaho corporation (the "Corporation"), and [ am the 
keeper of the records and stock ledger of the Corporation. You have delivered a Letter to the 
Corporation referring to a special meeting of the stockholders of the Corporation allegedly 
scheduled for 10:00 a.m., Monday, February 5, 2007. Please be advised that no special meeting 
ofllie stockholders has been called or is scheduled for that date and time. 
As keeper of the Corporation's stock records I advise you that the sole stockholder of the 
Corporation is AlA Services Corporation ("Services"), an rclabo corporation. You are further 
advised that the bylaws of the Corporation permit only the Corporation's board of directors and 
stockholders holding at least t\venty percent of the outstanding stock of the Corporation to call a 
special meeting ofllie stockholders. 
In your letter, you allege that you are authorized to vote shares of the corporation because of 
rights provided in an agreement with Services. Please provide evidence of your authority. 
Please do not enter the Corporation's premises at the time above stated. You will not be granted 
access to the Corporation's offices nor will a meeting of the Stoclr..holders occur at such time. 
AIA Insurance, Inc. 
,/W6r,d/{~ 
JoLee K. Duclos, Secretary 
QBCHl\51I606.1 
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Gatziolis, James J. [JJG@quarles.com] 
Thursday, February 01, 2007 11 :51 AM 
Roderick C. Bond 
Cc: John Taylor; JoLee Duclos; mmcnichols@c1brmc.com 
Subject: Letter to Reed001.pdf 
Attachments: Letter to Reed001.pdf; A n00121.txt 
Rod: 
Page 1 of1 
I wish to confirm the proposal that Michael E. McNichols. Lewiston, Idaho will accept service for all parties named 
as defendants in the recent action filed by Reed Taylor against AlA Services Corporation, et. aI., provided that 
you agree to extend the date for answering or otherwise pleading to thirty days from delivery to Mr .. McNichols 
and you deliver a certificate of acceptance for Mr. McNichols signature. 
Also attached to this message is a letter recently delivered to Mr .. Reed Taylor from AlA Insurance Inc. There will 
be no meeting of the stockholders of AlA on Monday, February 5, 2007 nor has any special meeting of the 
stockholders been called by parties authorized to make such a call. Mr .. Reed Taylor will not be admitted to the 
company premises on Monday. 
Jim 
James J. Gatziolis 
/Ixl L.. _______ . 
Quarles & Brady LLP 
500 West Madison Street 
Suite 3700 
Chicago, Illinois 60661-2511 
Direct Dial: (312) 715-5049 
Direct Fax: (312) 632-1749 
E-mail: jjg@.g!Jarlgs.com 
AFFIDVIT OF RODERICK C. BOND 
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From: Gatziolis, James J. (JJG@quarles.com] 
Sent: Thursday, February 01, 2007 2:58 PM 
To: Roderick C. Bond 
RE: Letter to Reed001.pdf 
You need not be limited to Mr. McNichols. He and I will both continue to counsel the company. 
James J. Gatziolis 
Quarles & Brady LLP 
500 West Madison Street 
Chicago, IL 60661-2511 
Suite 3700 




From: Roderick C. Bond [mailto:rod@scblegal.com] 
Sent: Thursday, February 01, 20074:30 PM 
To: Gatziolis, James J. 
Subject: RE: Letter to ReedOOl.pdf 
Should I be contacting Mr. McNichols from this point forward? 
From: Gatziolis, James J. [mailto:JJG@quarles.com] 
Sent: Thursday, February 01, 2007 11:51 AM 
To: Roderick C. Bond 
Cc: John Taylor; JoLee Duclos; mmcnichols@clbrmc.com 
Subject: Letter to ReedOOl.pdf 
Rod: 
Page 1 of2 
I wish to confirm the proposal that Michael E. McNichols, Lewiston, Idaho will accept service for all parties named 
as defendants in the recent action filed by Reed Taylor against AlA Services Corporation, et. aI., provided that 
you agree to extend the date for answering or otherwise pleading to thirty days from delivery to Mr .. McNichols 
and you deliver a certificate of acceptance for Mr. McNichols signature. 
Also attached to this message is a letter recently delivered to Mr.. Reed Taylor from AlA Insurance Inc. There will 
be no meeting of the stockholders of AlA on Monday, February 5, 2007 nor has any special meeting of the 
stockholders been called by parties authorized to make such a call. Mr .. Reed Taylor will not be admitted to the 
company premises on Monday. 
Jim 
James J. Gatziolis 
i i 
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Quarles & Brady LLP 
500 West Madison Street 
Suite 3700 
Chicago, Illinois 60661-2511 
Direct Dial: (312) 715-5049 
Direct Fax: (312) 632-1749 
E-mail: jjg@quarles.com 
Page 2 of 2 
This electronic mail transmiss i on and any attachments are conf idential and ma y be pr 
They shoul d be read or retained only by the intended recipient. If you have re c eive 
tra n smi ssion in e rror, please notify the sender immediately and delete the transmiss 
your sys tem . I n addi tion , in order to comply with Treasury Circular 230, we are req 
inform you that unless we have specifically stat ed to the contrary in writ i n g, a ny a 
provide in this email or any attachment concerning federal tax issues or submissions 
int e nded or wri t ten t o be used , and cannot be used , to avoid federal tax pena l ties . 
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Roderick C. Bond 
From: Gatziolis, James J. [JJG@quarles.com] 
Sent: Friday, January 26, 2007 6:28 AM 
To: Roderick C. Bond 
Cr' John Taylor 
Subject: Your most recent offer 
We have received you most recent term sheet. The (advisory) board of CropUSA has determined to deliberate in 
person to adequately consider all of the elements of your proposal and to completely consider the alternatives. 
The meeting will take place on Monday. You will not receive a response to the last proposal until the board has 
met. The board has unofficially directed the activities of AlA, Inc. as well so it is most appropriate for them to 
consider your proposal. 
I will call you at 1 :30 Chicago time, 11 :30 Pacific time to discuss all of this. 
James J. Gatziolis 
Quarles & Brady LLP 
SOD West Madison Street 
Chicago, IL 60661-2511 
Suite 3700 
Tel. 312 715-5049 
Fax: 312 632-1749 
il~quarles .com 
This electronic mai l transmission and any attachments are confidenti a l a nd may be pr 
Th ey s hould be r ead or r etai n e d only by t he intended recipient . If you have receive 
transmission i n err or , pleas e notify t he s e nde r immediately and delete the transmiss 
your syst em . I n a ddition, i n order to comply with Tre a s ury Circular 230, we a re req 
inform you that unless we have specifi c ally stated to the cont r a ry in wr i t ing, any a 
provide i n thi s email or a n y attachment c oncerni ng f ederal tax issues or submissions 
intended o r written to be u s e d , a nd c a nnot be used, t o a vo i d fede ral tax penalt ies . 
=0 
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Roderick C. Bond 
From: Gatziolis, James J. [JJG@quarles.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 05, 2007 9:02 AM 
To: Roderick C. Bond 
Cc: John Taylor; JoLee Duclos; mmcnichols@clbrmc.com 
Subject: RE: AlA Insurance, Inc. Shareholder Meeting. 
There is no meeting called fo r today. 
James J. Gatziolis 
Quarles & Brady LLP 
500 West Madison Street 





From: Roderick C. Bond [mailto:rod@scblegal.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 05, 2007 10:26 AM 
To: Gatziolis, James J. 
Subject: AlA Insurance, Inc. Shareholder Meeting. 
Hi Jim: 
Page 1 of2 
In light of Reed's reiterated demand for the shareholder meeting and the letter (and documents) he provided to 
JoLee, can you please advise me whether AlA Insurance, Inc. will be having the shareholder meeting Reed timely 
and properly requested for 10 am today? 
I might point out that keeping Reed from voting the shares will only make everyone incur more fees and costs. 
I do not want Reed to go down to the AlA Insurance, Inc. offices if the meeting will not take place. If the meeting 




By: Roderick C. Bond 
Smith, Cannon & Bond PLLC 
508 Eighth st. 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Tel: (208) 743-9428 
Fax: (208) 746-8421 
rod@scbl egal.com 
This email and any attachments may contain confidential and/or legally privileged information, which only the 
authorized recipient may receive and/or view. If you are not an intended recipient, please promptly delete this 
message and contact the sender at the above address. Thank you. 
AFFIDVIT OF RODERICK C. BOND 
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This e l ectronic mail transmission and any attachments are confidential and may be pr 
They should be read or retained only by the intended recipient. If you have receive 
transmission in error, please notify the sender immediate ly and delete the transmiss 
your system. In addition , in order to comply with Treasury Circular 230, we are req 
inform you that unless we have specifically stated to the contrary in writing, any a 
provide in this email or any attachme n t concerning fe deral tax issues or submissions 
intended or written to be used , and cannot be used , to avoid fede r al tax penalt ies . 
=0 
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Michael E. McNichols 
Clements Brown & McNichols 
321 13th Street 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Re: AlA Insurance, Inc. 
Dear Mr. McNichols: 
Reed]. Taylor 
7498 Lapwai Road 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
As you know, I have elected to vote the shares pledged to me to remove the Board of 
Directors and name myself as the sole director of AIA Insurance, Inc. John Taylor has 
been removed as a director and officer, and is terminated as an employee of AIA 
Insurance, Inc. John Taylor is not authorized to transact any business or to be a signatory 
on behalf of AlA Insurance, Inc. He is also not authorized to enter into or use any credit 
arrangements on behalf of AlA Insurance, Inc. 
This letter is also demand that you are not authorized to represent AlA Insurance, Inc. in 
the pending court case or to expend any funds provided by AlA Insurance, Inc. for the 
representation of any of the defendants. If any funds have been provided to you or any 
funds placed in your trust account which was paid by AIA Insurance, Inc., demand is 
made to you to return the funds to me at my attorney's office. 
I presume that you will work with me to ensure a peaceful transition of AIA Insurance, 
Inc. to me on Monday morning. If this will not be the case, I would appreciate you 
advising me. In the meantime, there is an agreement with the Lewiston Police 
Department that no persons are authorized to enter the office and no property or 
documents may be removed by any person. 
This is also demand that no documents be destroyed, altered or removed. Thank you for 
your assistance. 
Sincerely, 
Reed J. Taylor 
cc: David Gittins via facsimile 
3147 
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PAUL R. CRESS:MAN, JR., ISB No. 7563 
NED A. CANNON, ISB No. 2331 
SMITH, CANNON & BOND PLLC 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
508 Eighth Street 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Telephone: (208) 743-9428 
Fax: (208) 746-8421 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
REED J. TAYLOR, a single person; 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
AlA SERVICES CORPORATION, an Idaho 
corporation; AlA INSURANCE, INC., an 
Idaho corporation; R. JOHN TAYLOR and 
CONNIE TAYLOR, individually and the 
community property comprised thereof; 
BRYAN FREEMAN, a single person; and 
JOLEE DUCLOS, a single person; 
Defendants. 
Case No.: CV-07-00208 
EMERGENCY MOTION (1) TO ENFORCE 
SHAREHOLDER VOTE AND BOARD OF 
DIRECTORS RESOLUTIONS, (2) TO 
CONFIRi\1 TERMINATION OF COUNSEL 
FOR AlA INSURANCE, INC. 
1. RELIEF REQUESTED 
Plaintiff Reed J. Taylor ("Reed Taylor") requests the following relief: 
1. Enforcement of Shareholder Vote and Board of Directors Resolutions of AlA 
Insurance, Inc. ("AlA Insurance"), including, but not limited to: 
(a) Removal of R. John Taylor ("John Taylor"), JoLee Duclos, and Bryan 
Freeman as Board Members of AlA Insurance; 
E HI 
locks and retaining security guards. 6 
D. Michael J. McNichols Was Terminated as Counsel for AlA Insurance 
and Not Authorized to Expend Funds of AlA Insurance to Represent 
Any Defendants in this Action. 
Mr. McNichols and his firm cannot represent AlA Insurance because Reed Taylor 
has terminated such representation and because such representation is in violation of the 
Rules of Professional Conduct, including, without limitation, RPC 1.7. 
A lawyer or his firm may not represent a client if such representation will result in 
a violation of the Rules of Professional Conduct or the lawyer was discharged by the 
client. RPC 1. 16(a). 
Here, Mr. McNichols has violated RPC 1.16 by refusing to withdraw from 
representing AlA Insurance after its duly elected President Reed Taylor terminated him 
and his firm. Mr. McNichols is in further violation of RPC 1.16 by representing AlA 
Insurance in violation ofRPC 1.7, among others. 7 
1. Reed Taylor, President of AlA Insurance, Terminated McNichol's 
Services on February 25, 2007. 
After Michael McNichols elected to represent AlA Insurance regardless of 
objections from Reed Taylor's attorney, Reed Taylor terminated Mr. McNichols and his 
firm on February 25, 2007.8 
III 
III 
6 When Reed Taylor's attempt to change the locks and carry out the other Board Resolutions failed 
on February 25,2007, Reed Taylor was forced to bring his Emergency Motion. 
7 Under RPC 1.7(a)(1), a lawyer may not represent a client if the representation of one client will 
be directly adverse to another client. Here, Mr. McNichols is representing AlA Insurance when it has valid 
claims against John Taylor and AlA Insurance 's interests are not in accord with John Taylor's interests . 
Under the same facts, Mr. McNichols is also violating RPC 1.7(a)(2). 
8 Reed Taylor's termination of Michael McNichols is not an admission of the existence of any 
attorney-client privilege preventing the disclosure of information to the newly elected President of AlA 
Insurance. 




2. McNichols Is also Precluded by the Rules of Professional Conduct 
from Representing AlA Insurance and AlA Services Due to an 
Irreconcilable Conflict of Interest Between the Interests of AlA 
Insurance and John Taylor, who McNichols also Represents. 
Michael McNichols is precluded by the Rules of Professional Conduct from 
representing AlA Insurance and AIA Services in this action.9 
3. McNichols Must Return All Funds Received From AlA Insurance 
for the Representation of Defendants in this Action. 
Because Mr. McNichols and his firm have been terminated as counsel for AlA 
Insurance and is ethically precluded from representing AlA Insurance, all funds tendered 
to him must be returned to Reed Taylor, the duly appointed President of AIA Insurance. 
V. CONCLUSION 
The relief requested in Reed Taylor's Emergency Motion should be granted and 
he should be awarded his attorneys' fees and costs enforcing his rights under the 
Amended Stock Pledge Agreement. 10 
DATED this 26th day of February, 2007. 
SMITH, CANNON & BOND PLLC 
/ 
By: ~ 
Rod;;ti& C. Bond . ~"< I f2. 
Paul R. Cressman, JI. ' 
Ned A. Cannon 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
9 Because of the claims involving actions taken by John Taylor and others, Mr. McNichols is also 
precluded from representing AIA Services. As the single largest creditor of ALA Services, Reed Taylor 
also requests that Mr. McNichols and his firm be removed as counsel for ALA Services. Moreover, the 
other shareholders of AlA Services may have claims against John Taylor and others. 
10 Under the same reasoning, Reed Taylor is also entitled to a TRO pursuant to LR.C.P. 65, and alI 
of the above arguments and evidence submitted in support of his motion fully supports and authorizes such 
relief. Because no costs, damages or attorneys' fees would result in issuing a TRO in favor or Reed Taylor, 
the Court would not be required to order security to be posted by Reed Taylor. Hutchins v. Trombley, 95 
Idaho 360, 364, 509 P.2d 579 (1973). 
11 ' ~-~ 
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0.TED A. CANNON, ISB No. 2331 
Smith, Cannon & Bond PLLC 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
508 Eighth Street 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Telephone: (208) 743 -9428 
Fax: (208) 746-8421 
PAUL R. CRESSMAN, JR., ISBA #7563 
Ahlers & Cressman PLLC 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
999 Third Avenue, Suite 3100 
Seattle, Washington 98104-4088 
Telephone: (206) 287-9900 
Fax: (206) 287-9902 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRlCT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
REED 1. TAYLOR, a single person, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
AlA SERVICES CORPORATION, an 
Idaho corporation; AlA INSURANCE, INC., 
an Idaho corporation; R. JOHN TAYLOR 
and CONNIE TAYLOR, individually and 
the community property comprised thereof; 
BRYAN FREEMAN, a single person; and 
JOLEE DUCLOS, a single person, 
Defendants. 
Case No.: CV-07-00208 
PLAINTIFF REED TAYLOR'S 
MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN 
SUPPORT OF HIS EMERGENCY 
MOTION AND MOTION FOR 
PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION AND 
IN OPPOSITION TO MOTION OF 
JOHN TAYLOR, AlA INSURANCE, 
AND AlA SERVICES FOR 
PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION 
Plaintiff Reed 1. Taylor ("Reed Taylor") submits Memorandum of Law in Support of his 
Emergency Motion and Motion for Preliminary Injunction and in Opposition to the Defendants 
AlA Services Corporation ("AlA Services"), AlA Insurance, Inc. ("AlA Insurance"), and R. 
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While it is true that some courts have recognized that a party may orally modify a written 
contract, in limited circumstances, the party asserting the oral modification has a difficult burden. 
See e.g., Scott v. Castle, 105 Idaho 719, 662 P.2d 1163 (1983). "The party asserting an oral 
modification of a written contract has the burden of proving the modification by clear and 
convincing evidence." Scott, 105 Idaho at 724 (citing Kline v. Clinton, 103 Idaho 116,645 P.2d 
350 (1982). In Scott, the appellant, Scott, entered into a purchase and sale agreement and note 
with Castle to purchase real property. The purchase and sale agreement and note contained 
provisions requiring that Scott make five annual payments of equal amount. Scott attempted to 
argue that the parties had orally agreed to defer payments under the purchase and sale agreement 
and note by contending the parties had a separate oral agreement and that Castle had acquiesced 
in demanding payments. The court rejected Scott's argument holding that Castle had not met its 
difficult burden of proving an oral modification by clear and convincing evidence. Id. at 724. 
In the present case, even ifthe Court finds that the Statute of Frauds does not preclude an 
oral modification to the Promissory Note or other documents between the parties, Defendants 
have not produced sufficient evidence of an oral modification. 
v. MICHAEL McNICHOLS AND HIS FIRM ARE BARRED BY RULES OF 
PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT FROM REPRESENTING AlA INSURANCE, 
AlA SERVICES, AND JOHN TAYLOR DUE TO THE CONFLICTS OF 
INTEREST BETWEEN SUCH PERSONS AND ENTITIES13 
A. RPC 1.7 Requires Mr. McNichols and His Firm From Representing AlA 
Insurance, AlA Services and R. John Taylor. 
Michael McNichols and the firm of Clements Brown & McNichols have formally 
appeared as counsel of record in this matter for Defendants AlA Services Corporation, AlA 
Insurance, Inc. and John Taylor. John Taylor is an officer and director of AlA Services and AlA 
13 Mr. McNichols and his firm have also been terminated as counsel for AlA Insurance by Reed Taylor's 
letter dated February 25, 2007, Plaintiff's Ex. N, which letter followed Reed Taylor assuming control of AlA 
Insurance pursuant to the Consent in Lieu of Special Meeting of Shareholders of AlA Insurance, Plaintiff's Ex. K. 
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Insurance, and is also the majority shareholder of ALA Services. Mr. McNichols' triple 
representation of ALA Services, ALA Insurance and John Taylor in this lawsuit is conflict of 
interest and not permitted under RPC 1.7. 
Idaho's Rules of Professional Conduct provide as follows, with respect to conflicts 
between current clients: 
RULE 1.7 CONFLICT OF INTEREST: CURRENT CLIENTS 
(a) Except as provided in paragraph (b), a lawyer shall not represent a client if the 
representation involves a concurrent conflict of interest. A concurrent conflict of 
interest exists if: 
(1) the representation of one client will be directly adverse to another client; or 
(2) there is a significant risk that the representation of one or more clients will be 
materially limited by the lawyer's responsibilities to another client, a former 
client or a third person or by the personal interests of the lawyer, including 
family and domestic relationships. 
RPC 1.7. 
The conflict that exists in Mr. McNichols representation of ALA Insurance, ALA Services, 
and John Taylor arises from the complaint filed by Reed Taylor. The complaint filed by Reed 
Taylor alleges fraud and self-dealing committed by John Taylor against the corporations. See 
First Amended Complaint, p. 13. In addition, ALA Services has numerous shareholders who 
may have claims against John Taylor and/or AlA Services may have claims against John Taylor. 
See Plaintiff's Ex. AX (list of shareholders of AlA Services). Moreover, Reed Taylor is the 
single largest creditor of ALA Services. See Plaintiff's Exs. AJ, AL-AT. Because the interests of 
the corporations are in direct conflict with the interests each other and those of John Taylor, Mr. 
McNichol's representation of AlA Services, ALA Insurance, and John Taylor is a conflict of 
interest under RPC 1.7. 
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Courts and commentators have consistently stated that an attorney cannot represent an 
officer or director and the corporation when allegations of fraud are made against the officer or 
director. Law of Corp. Officers & Dir.: Indemn. & Ins. § 4:5 (2006) ("An attorney may not 
represent both the board of directors and the corporation where the directors are alleged to have 
committed fraud."); Forrest v. Baeza, 58 Cal. App. 4th 65, 67 Cal. Rptr. 2d 857 (1 st Dist. 1997) 
(An attorney may not represent both corporation and directors in a shareholder suit where the 
directors are alleged to have committed fraud.); Musheno v. Gensemer, 897 F. Supp. 833 (M.D. 
Pa. 1995) (An attorney representing a corporation and its board of directors in a shareholder suit 
would be disqualified from representing a corporation, where the complaint alleged fraud and 
self-dealing by directors, revealing a clear divergence of interests between a corporation and its 
directors). Similarly, Reed Taylor has alleged fraud and self-dealing committed by John Taylor 
against the corporations and, thus, Mr. McNichols cannot represent the corporations and John 
Taylor due to their conflicting interests. 
Although Idaho courts have not addressed the issue of conflicts of interest during the dual 
representation of an officer or director and a corporation, Idaho courts have held that the a 
motion to disqualify is proper if there is a conflict of interest that bars representation. "The 
decision to grant or to deny a motion to disqualify counsel is within the discretion of the trial 
court." Crown v. Hawkins Co., 128 Idaho 114, 910 P .2d 786 (1996) (citing Weaver v. Millard, 
120 Idaho 692, 696, 819 P.2d 110 (Ct. App. 1991). In Crown, the court denied the party's 
motion to disqualify opposing counsel when it was made three weeks before the trial date. rd. at 
122, 910 P .2d at 794. The court in Crown held that "a motion to disqualify opposing counsel 
should be filed at the onset of the litigation, or 'with promptness and reasonable diligence' once 
the facts upon which the motion is based have become known." rd. at 123, 910 at 79 5 (quoting 
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Weaver, 120 Idaho at 698,819 P.2d at 116). 
In contrast to Crown and Weaver, Reed Taylor has brought this motion to disqualify at 
the onset of litigation. The trial date has not been scheduled and all Defendants have not 
answered the First Amended Complaint. Given the lack of prejudice to Defendants John Taylor, 
AlA Insurance, and AlA Services and the conflict that exists between John Taylor and the 
corporations, the Court should disqualify Mr. McNichols from representing the conflicted 
art· S 14 15 P Ie. 
VI. REED TAYLOR IS ENTITLED TO RECOVER ATTORNEYS' FEES DUE TO 
WRONGFUL ISSUANCE OF THE TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER 
If a party is found to have been wrongfully enjoined or restrained, the wrongfully 
restrained party is entitled to an award of attorneys' fees and costs. LR.C.P.65(c). 
Here, John Taylor, AlA Services and AIA Insurance have wrongfully restrained Reed 
Taylor from exercising his right to vote the shares in AIA Insurance to replace the Board of 
Directors, replace the officers and take such other actions he deems appropriate, as were the 
rights irrevocably provided to him under the Amended and Restated Stock Pledge Agreement. 
Reed Taylor is entitled to an award of his attorneys' fees and costs to be paid in whole or in part 
from the $10,000 cash bond posted by John Taylor, AlA Services and AlA Insurance. 
III 
14 Jonathan Hally of the firm Clark and Feeney has appeared and filed an Answer on behalf of Connie 
Taylor in this action. Connie Taylor and Clark and Feeney are presently representing Reed Taylor in a pending 
action. Clark and Feeney and its lawyers are also precluded from representing Connie Taylor under the Rules of 
Professional Conduct and time does not permit this issue to be briefed and heard at the scheduled hearing. Reed 
Taylor will move to disqualifY Clark and Feeney and its attorneys as soon as practical. 
15 Reed Taylor recognizes that until he determines how he will proceed with his security interest in the 
pledged shares he will retain independent counsel for AIA Insurance. Obviously, this issue will be moot should 
Reed Taylor elected to sell the shares at a public or private sell or purchase the outstanding shares of AlA Insurance 
himself through a public or private sale by crediting his purchase price against the over $8 Million owed to him. 
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VII. CONCLUSION 
The Court should grant Reed Taylor's Motion, without bond or security, deny the 
Defendants' Motion for Preliminary Injunction, and award Reed Taylor attorneys' fees and costs . 
DATED: This 28th day of February, 2007. 
SMITH, CANNON & BOND PLLC 
AHLERS & CRESSMAN PLLC 
-.I,or" ----: -:-
By: ___ --::#' __ -=""' ....... ~~.,~=-C"·-· ··---
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Michael E. McNichols 
CLEMENTS~ BROWN & McNICHOLS. P.A. 
A ttomeys at Law 
321 13th Street 
Post Office Box 1510 
Lewiston~ Idaho 83501 
(208) 743-6538 
(208) 743-9295 (Facsimile) 
ISB No. 993 
Attorneys for Defendants 
ALA Services Corporation, 
AlA Insurance, Inc. and 
R. John Taylor 
TO: 7468421 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND nmICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR TIlE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 






AlA SERVICES CORPORATION, an Idaho) 
corporation; AlA INSURANCE, INC., an ) 
Idaho corporation; R. JOHN TAYLOR and ) 
CONNIE TAYLOR, individually and the ) 
community property comprised thereof; ) 
BRYAN FREEMAN, a single person; and ) 
JOLEE DUCLOS, a single person; ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
Case No: CV 07-00208 
MOTION OF 
MICHAEL E. McNICHOLS 
TO WITHDRAW AS 
COUNSEL FOR 
AlA SERVICES 
CORPORATION AND AlA 
INSURANCE INC. 
Michael E. McNichols moves the Court, pursuant to Rule 11(b)(2) LR.C.P., 
for leave to withdraw as counsel for defendants ALA Services Corporation and AlA 
[nsurancc fnc., on the grounds that, while there is no current or reasonably anticipated 
conflict of interest between the corporations and John Taylor, there is a possible future 
31S-7 
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ALA INSURANCE me. -l~ 
I U: ('-tbd'-tCl. 
conflict bctween them and they have agreed that Michael E. McNichols should continue 
to represent John Taylor but no longer represent the corporations. 
DATED March 28, 2007. 
CLEMENTS, BROWN & McNICHOLS1 P.A. 
C.ERTIEI~ATE OF SERVICE. 
I hereby certify that on the 28th day of March, 2007 ~ I caused to be served 
a true and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed 
to the following: 
Roderick C. Bond 
Ned A. Cannon 
Smith, Cannon & Bond, PLLC 
Attorneys at Law 
508 Eighth Street 
Lewiston.ID 83501 
Facsimile: 746-8421 
Paul R. Cressman, Jr. 
Ahlers & Cressman, PLLC 
999 Third Avenue, Suite 3100 
Seattle, W A 98104-4088 
Facsimile: (206) 287-9902 
U.S, MAIL 
---~ I-IAND DELIVERED 
__ ~_ OVERNIGHT MAIL 
__ X __ TELECOPY (FAX) 
David A. Gittins 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 191 
Clarkston, W A 99403 
Facsimile: 758-3576 
Jonathan D. Hally 
Clark & Feeney 
P,O. Box 285 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Facsimile: 746-9160 
Michael E. McNichols 
MOTION OF MICHAEL E. McNICHOLS 
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Roderick C. Bond 
From: Roderick C. Bond 
Sent: Wednesday, February 14,20072:18 PM 
To: 'Connie' 
Subject: RE: Taylor v. Maile / Taylor v. AlA 
I would also like you to take a look at note 6 to the commentary of RPC 1.7, which states in part: 
"Loyalty to a current client prohibits undertaking representation directly adverse to that client 
without that client's informed consent. .. n 
I would presume that there are other applicable RPCs. I don't think this issue is worth wasting time 
and attorneys' fees fighting over. 
--_ .. _--.. __ . __ . ---------_.- --- --------.- .. - . 
From: Connie [mailto:daylor@clarkandfeeney.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 14, 2007 1:49 PM 
To: Roderick C. Bond 
Subject: RE: Taylor v. Maile I Taylor v. AlA 
You will have to litigate that issue. IN e'll get our notice of appearance in. 
From: Roderick C. Bond [mailto:rod@scblegal.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 14, 2007 1:50 PM 
To: Connie 
Subject: RE: Taylor v. Maile I Taylor v. AlA 
Its the firm Connie. Ethics 100. 
--_ .... . _-_._------ -'--'-'- ._-- . . _._--. __ . ... - .- --.-- --- ------ _ . ... _ .. .. ---. 
From: Connie [mailto:daylor@clarkandfeeney.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 14, 2007 1:45 PM 
To: Roderick C. Bond 
Subject: RE: Taylor v. Maile I Taylor v. AlA 
If I don't have a conflict, Torn does not have a conflict. Ethics 101, Rod . 
. _---------.. _--_._------_._-._----
From: Roderick C. Bond [mailto:rod@scblegal.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 14, 2007 1:35 PM 
To: Connie 
Subject: RE: Taylor v. Maile I Taylor v. AlA 
Tom Clark represents Reed. I believe that r saw his name as being the party who argued the Maile 
case. It is not an issue of Reed wanting to control or select who represents you. Reed simply believes 
that there is a conflict of interest in Tom Clark representing you. 
--_. -----_. 
From: Connie [mailto:ctaylor@clarkandfeeney.comJ 
Sent: Wednesday, February 14, 2007 1:26 PM 
To: Roderick C. Bond 
Subject: RE: Taylor v. Maile I Taylor v. AIA 
C 
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What is the reason for Reed's objection? He has no right to select my attorney, as I 
am sure you have informed him. 
From: Roderick C. Bond [mailto:rod@scblegal.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 14, 2007 1:06 PM 
To: Connie 
Subject: RE: Taylor v. Maile I Taylor v. ALA 
Hi Connie: 
Let me just first say that I (and Reed) did not take joy in adding you as a defendant. In light of the time 
frame of your divorce and the assets being undivided, Reed had no choice. Although we suspected 
that your divorce had not been finalized until the past year or two, it was not until after filing the original 
complaint that we ascertained the county of your divorce and obtained copies of pertinent pleadings. 
Hence, Reed permitted me to only name "Jane Doe." 
I spoke with Reed and he will agree to waive any potential conflicts of interest associated with your 
ongoing representation of him in the Maile case (Reed believes you did an excellent job on the case). 
Please prepare a draft waiver for me to review with Reed. 
However, Reed will not consent to Tom Clark representing you in Taylor v. AlA Services Corporation, 
et al. I apologize for any inconvenience. 
Thanks. 
Rod 
From: Connie [mailto:ctaylor@clarkandfeeney.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 14, 2007 11:14 AM 
To: Roderick C. Bond 
Cc: John Taylor; dallan@msn.com 
Subject: Taylor v. Maile I Taylor v. AIA 
Rod - I will be defended in Taylor v. AlA by Tom Clark of my office, and 
have talked with Bar Counsel about whether your choice to name me 
personally as a defendant in Reed's lawsuit against AlA has an impact on my 
continued representation of the plaintiffs in the Taylor v. Maile lawsuit. 
Because the matters are clearly totally unrelated, it was Bar Counsel's position 
that I may continue to act as attorney for the Plaintiffs in Taylor v. Maile. We 
specifically analyzed the matter under LR.P.C. 1.7(a)(2). Reed is only one of 
three beneficiaries/trustees in the Taylor v. Maile matter, and has had very 
little involvement in the case, other than calling me on occasion to see how the 
case was progressing. We have prevailed on all issues and the matter is now 
on appeal, so I do not believe there is a risk that my representation in Taylor v. 
Maile will be materialy limited by either my personal interests or by Mr. 
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Clark's representation of me. 
Although it is not necessary, I would appreciate receiving Reed's written 
consent to my continued representation in Taylor v. Maile. There is not likely 
to be a reason I wHl need to talk with him about the Taylor v. Mail e lawsuit, as 
his brother DaHan can keep him informed, but should that occur I will limit 
our discussions to that m3tter only, as is required hy LR.P.C 4.2. 
Connie Taylor 
Clark and Feeney 
P.O. Box 285 
Lewiston, 10 83501 
(208) 743-9516 
(208) 746-9160 
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Roderick C. Bond 
.---- ----
From: Roderick C. Bond 
Sent: Tuesday, February 27, 2007 2:55 PM 
To: 'jhally@clarkandfeeney.com' 
Subject: Reed Taylor v. AlA Services Corp, Taylor, et al. 
Hi John: 
I received your Notice of Appearance and Answer on behalf of Connie Taylor. 
Before your involvement in this case, I advised Connie that Clark and Feeney could not represent her because 
Clark and Feeney represents Reed Taylor. For some reason, Connie believes that the Rules of Professional 
Responsibility permit Clark and Feeney to represent Reed Taylor as a client in one case and represent a 
defendant who Reed Taylor is suing in another case. This is a violation of the Rules of Professional Conduct 
Although my plate is full at this time with pending motions on this case, this email is a reiteration of Reed Taylor's 
objections to Clark and Feeney's representation of Connie Taylor in this matter. Reed Taylor is not and will not 
waive his objections nor will he permit such representation. Thanks. 
Rod 
By: Roderick C. Bond 
Smith, Cannon & Bond PLLC 
508 Eighth st. 
Lewiston, 10 83501 
Tel: (208) 743-9428 
Fax: (208) 746-8421 
fgd @scQL~1. CQIlJ. 
This email and any attachments may contain confidential and/or legally privileged information. which only the 
authorized recipient may receive and/or view. If you are not an intended recipien t, please promptly delete this 
message and contact the sender at the above address. Thank you. 
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Roderick C. Bond 
From: Jon [jhally@clarkandfeeney.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 27, 2007 4:24 PM 
To: Roderick C. Bond 
Subject: RE: Reed Taylor v. AlA Services Corp, Taylor, et al. 
Rod -
Thank you for your concern ; however, it is my understanding that bar counsel has already reviewed the situation 
and determined that no violations of the Rules of Professional Conduct exist. Moreover, your filing of an 
"emegency motion" and then scheduling the matter to be heard less than the 14 days that is 
requ ired the I.R.C.P. has left little time for Ms. Taylor to find other counsel. Accordingly, until further notice, I will 
be representing Ms. Taylor and will appear at the hearing on your motion. 
As a courtesy to you I want to provide you with an opportunity to withdraw your "Emergency Motion" prior to 
Thursday's hearing. Quite frankly, I see absolutely no basis in law to support such a motion such that Rule 11 
sanctions are warranted if I am required to defend the motion. Please let me know immediately if you are willing 
to withdraw the motion prior to my having to expend time to fully review the motion and prepare for argument. 
I look forward to hearing back from you. 
Jon 
Jonathan D. Hally 
Clark and Feeney 
1229 Main Street 
PO Drawer 285 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
Telephone: (208) 743-9516 
Fax:: (208) 798-5399 
E-mail: jhally@clarkandfeeney. com 
Web: www._gl.5!rkandfe~f}?Y. CQ[[1 
NOTICE OF CONFIDENTIALITY: This e-mail transmission may contain information which is protected by the 
attorney-client privilege . If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, or taking 
of any action in reliance on the contents, is strictly prohibited. If you have received this transmission in error, 
please contact us immediately, destroy any copies, and delete it from your computer system. 
From: Roderick C. Bond [mailto:rod@scblegal.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 27,20073:04 PM 
To: Jon 
Subject: Reed Taylor v. AIA Services Corpr Taylorr et af. 
Hi John: 
I received your Notice of Appearance and Answer on behalf of Connie Taylor. 
Before your involvement in this case, I advised Connie that Clark and Feeney could not represent her because 
Clark and Feeney represents Reed Taylor. For some reason, Connie believes that the Rules of Professional 
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Responsibility permit Clark and Feeney to represent Reed Taylor as a client in one case and represent a 
defendant who Reed Taylor is suing in another case. This is a violation of the Rules of Professional Conduct 
Although my plate is full at this time with pending motions on this case, this email is a reiteration of Reed Taylor's 
objections to Clark and Feeney's representation of Connie Taylor in this matter. Reed Taylor is not and will not 
waive his objections nor will he permit such representation. Thanks. 
Rod 
By: Roderick C. Bond 
Smith, Cannon & Bond PLLC 
508 Eighth St. 
Lewiston, 10 83501 
Tel: (208) 743-9428 
Fax: (208) 746-8421 
!:.QQ@scbill.g?J com 
This email and any attachments may contain confidential and/or legally privileged information, which only the 
authorized recipient may receive and/or view. If you are not an intended recipient, please promptly delete this 
message and contact the sender at the above address. Thank you. 
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Roderick C. Bond 
-- -------_._-_._-- ----_ ... _-_. -----------------_. __ . 
From : Jon Ohally@clarkandfeeney.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 05, 2007 2:49 PM 
To: Roderick C. Bond 
Cc: Connie; mmcnichols@clbrmc.com; david@gittins/aw.com 
Subject: RE: Taylor v. AlA Services, et al. 
Rod-
I am willing to vacate the hearing set for next week on my motion for more definite statement with the 
understanding that you will be providing me with an acceptable proposed amended complaint. 
As to my representation of Connie, I really do not believe anything further needs to be discussed since I have 
already made my point of view clear on this issue. 
Thanks. 
Jonathan D. Hally 
Clark and Feeney 
1229 Main Street 
PO Drawer 285 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
Telephone: (208) 743-9516 
Fax:: (208) 798-5399 
E-mail: jhally@c1arkandfeeney.com 
We b: '!:f'!YW. cLg[~a ndl~~flS!Y~C.Q..fIl 
From: Roderick C. Bond [mailto:rod@scblegal.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 05, 2007 12:56 PM 
To: Michael McNichols; David A. Gittins; Jon 
Cc: Paul Cressman Jr. 
Subject: Taylor v. AlA Services, et al . 
Hi Mike, David and Jon: 
Respectfully, this email confirms that Reed Taylor will seek to recover from your firms any funds paid which were 
derived from AlA Insurance, regardless of the Court's ruling on Reed's Motion for TRO. We just wanted to 
reiterate Reed Taylor's position that any such transfer's are fraudulent conveyances and money in which he holds 
a valid and perfected security interest. 
Mike and David, I also spoke with Jon Hally regarding his motion for a definitive statement. I advised Jon that we 
will amend the complaint again and make clear Reed Taylor's position regarding Connie Taylor. 
John, I presume that you will agree to strike your hearing set for next week? We are also going to need to 
address your representation of Connie as Reed Taylor is a present client of Clark and Feeney. There is clearly a 
conflict of interest in this regard. I just don't want this issue to be lost in all the confusion and filings. 
As we will be amending again, Reed has also elected to name at least Crop USA Insurance Agency, Inc. as an 
additional defendant and possibly other entities controlled by John_ I would appreciate knowing whether you all 
will agree to Stipulate to a Third Amended Complaint. Please advise me if a Stipulation is agreeable to you. If 
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not, I will file a Motion to Amend. 
Thanks. 
Rod 
By: Roderick C. Bond 
Smith, Cannon & Bond PLLC 
508 Eighth St. 
Lewiston, 10 83501 
Tel: (208) 743-9428 
Fax: (208) 746-8421 
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This email and any attachments may contain confidential and/or legally privileged information, which only the 
authorized recipient may receive and/or view. If you are not an intended recipient, please promptly delete this 
message and contact the sender at the above address. Thank you. 
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From: Roderick C. Bond 
Sent: Thursday, July 17, 2008 9:52 AM 
To: 'jhally@clarkandfeeney.com'; 'mmcnichols@clbrmc.com'; 'Gary Babbitt'; 'John Ashby'; 
charper@quarfes.com; Gatziolis, James J. 
Cc: rjt@/ewistondsf.com; Jack R. little; 'mbissel/@cbklawyers.com'; 'Oavid A. Gittins' 
Subject: Taylor v. AlA Services, et al. 
Hi Jon: 
Page I of 1 
I wanted to confirm our telephone conversation yesterday wherein you stated that you and Clark and Feeney 
would be withdrawing from representing Connie Taylor. Corrine Beck and James Beck based upon the conflict of 
interest we have previously discussed. As a result, you advised me that you would be filing an Amended Notice 
of Hearing on Connie and Becks' Motion for Partial Summary Judgment Thus, we agreed that it would not be 
necessary for Reed to file any motions today to extend or enlarge time to respond to Connie and Becks' Motion 
for Partial Summary Judgment. Thank you. 
Rod 
By: Roderick C. Bond 
Smith, Cannon & Bond PLLC 
508 Eighth Sf. 
Lewiston, 10 83501 
Tel: (208) 743-9428 
Fax: (208) 746-8421 
roQ@_scbl~31"Q9_f!l 
This email and any attachments may contain confidential and/or legally privileged information, which only the 
authorized recipient may receive and/or view. If you are not an intended recipient, please promptly delete this 
message and contact the sender at the above address. Thank you. 
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JONATHAN D. HALLY 
CLARK and FEENEY 
Attorneys for Defendants, Connie Taylor, 
James Beck, and Corrine Beck 
The Train Station, Suite 201 
13th and Main Streets 
P. O. Drawer 285 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
Telephone: (208)743-9516 
rSB# 4979 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 




ALA SERVICES CORPORATION, an IdahO~ 
corporation; ALA INSURANCE, INC., an Idaho) 
corporation; R. JOHN TAYLOR and CONNIE) 
TA YLOR, individually and the community property) 
comprised thereof; BRYAN FREEMAN, a single) 
person; JOLEE DUCLOS, a single person; CROP) 
USA INSURANCE AGENCY, INC., an Idaho) 
Corporation; and JAMES BECK and CORRINE) 
BECK, individually and the community property) 
comprised thereof, ) 
Defendants. 
CONNIE W. TAYLOR and JAMES BECK, 
Counterclaimants, 
vs. 
MOTION FOR LEAVE 
TO WlTHDRA W - 1 
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